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RICH VIRGIN FARM LANDS
%

IN THE

VALLEY
CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA

$14
PER
ACRE

Will produce all kinds of hay, grain and garden vegetables in

abundance and of a superior quality.

Enjoys a delightfully mild, even climate all year round with

little or no extremes of heat and cold.

Situated only 1 5 miles from the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
and 20 miles from their divisional headquarters between the Cascades

and the Rocky Mountains.

Other railroads are assured and it is estimated that within five

years, 25,000 men with a daily pay roll of $100,000, will be

employed in the construction of railroads in this district alone.

GOOD LANDS IN THIS DISTRICT ARE IN-

CREASING IN VALUE DAILY.

We give you the Government Surveyor's report on every tract.

You can make no better investment than 40, 80 or 160 acres

of this wonderfully fertile country.

Write us for full information.

YOUR OPTION OF TERMS
ON EACH 40 ACRE TRACT

No. I ---$50 cash, balance $15 monthly.

No. 2---$ 140 cash, balance 6 equal semi-annual instal-

ments.

No. 3---$200 cash, balance 3 equal annual instalments.

Interest at 6 per cent, per annum on deferred payments.

ROSS and SHAW
3 1 8 Hastings Street West VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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Seymour Arm Fruit Lands
BRITISH COLUMBIA

32 Miles up the Shuswap Lake from Sicamous Junction, C. P. Railway

View of the Fruit Lands rom Upper Bench

Past Season's Work Comprises:

Townsite Cleared] Over 300 acres fruit land cleared, ploughed and planted

PRICE OF LAND
Uncleared $150.00 (£30) per acre and up
Cleared $300.00 (£60) per acre and up

=TERMS
One-Quarter Cash. Balance in 1,2,3 and 4 Years, at 6 per cent

Write for FREE Booklet to: NO IRRIGATION REQUIRED

Seymour Arm Fruit Lands* Ltd.

^
POST OFFICE BOX 1805 VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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CHRISTMAS BELLS

Are sounding in the near distance, bidding us prepare for that happy time which

brings joy and good will into the hearts of all. This is a time when your thoughts

turn to gifts and giving, and incidentally to the great gift house of

HENRY BIRKS & SONS, Ltd., Vancouver .

This is British Columbia's Store, therefore your Store. You will appreciate the

opportunities our many gift lines offer. Search the pages of our illustrated Catalogue,

it is stored with Christmas Gift suggestions If one of these catalogues has not

reached you, send us your name and address at once and one will be mailed free.

Again we say, send your Christmas orders early.

HENRY BIRKS & SONS, Ltd.
JEWELLERS AND SILVERSMITHS

GEO. E. TROREY, Managing Director

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

FOR THE

Finest Selection of Local View
Calendars in the City

GO TO

BULLEN & LAMB
743 Pender St. West 2 Doors from Orpheum

BUY EARLY

DO YOU WANT A

FORTY-ACRE

FARM

Yes ! Well write us

FORTY-ACRE FARMS
LIMITED

PACIFIC BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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SEYMOUR 3103 VANCOUVER PHONES SEYMOUR 677

For Christmas and New Year's Flowers

—VISIT-

A. J. WOODWARD
FLORIST

Headquarters for Cut Flowers

Sole Agent for Sutton's Seeds

133 Hastings St. West Vancouver, B. C. 512 Granville Street

615 Fort Street, Victoria, B. C.

g

NATURE'S WAY
Yes, we grow our trees on land which is irrigated.

So does the nurseryman in the "rain belt," who claims

superior trees because forsooth they are grown in the

"natural way," namely, by taking the rain as it comes,
too much or too little, generally one or the other.

The difference is that we can and do control the

moisture, and we can and do keep our trees growing
when they should be making their best growth, and

we can and do keep the moisture away from the trees

at maturing time in the fall, so that they are ripened,

hardened, fully matured tree.

While in contrast, the tree grown in a rainy climate

many times stands with its "feet wet" all spring, suffers

from too much drought in July and August, when it

should be making its best growth, and finally in Sep-
tember and October early rains play smash with the

"system" and a new growth is apt to start putting the

tree into winter with its "summer clothes" on.

Our irrigation is under control. "Nature's
Way" irrigation is hap-hazard. Our trees

tell the tale. They do well anywhere,
for they're hardy, clean, mature,

and possessed of splendid
vitality.

See them and you'll say so!

Washington Nursery Company
TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON

Good Salesmen wanted for some unoccupied fields.

Fruit Boxes
and Crates

WRITE FOR
OUR LISTS

BRUNETTE SAW MILL
COMPANY, Limited

Manufacturers of Lumber, Shinglds, Laths,
Boxes and Crates of all kinds.

Sapperton British Columbia

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

Choice

Nursery Stock

BOTH FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL

Largest and Best Assorted Stock in the Province

Price List and Catalogue free on application

LAYRITZ NURSERIES
Carey Road, VICTORIA, B. C. Branch at KELOWNA, B. C.

S]

FRUIT BOXES
The subject of greatest importance to all fruit-growers. We are one of the largest

manufacturers of Fruit Boxes in British Columbia. We have recently installed

special machinery for the manufacture of and are the exclusive agents for the

celebrated

HAGUE COLLAPSIBLE HALLOCK
They are easily eandled

; readily set up in field
;
most economic

;
and greatly

enhance the appearance of your fruit.

Price $6.00 per 1000

Shipped in bundles of 250 each at a saving of 50 per cent, on freight charges.

Write for sample and price list.

CANADIAN PUGET SOUND LUMBER CO., LTD.
Successors to J: A. Sayward, Michigan Pacific Lumber Company

and Michigan Puget Sound Lumber Company

Victoria British Columbia

Z X
Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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OSCAR BROWN & GO. Ltd.
Wholesale Fruits and Produce

VANCOUVER :- :- BRITISH COLUMBIA

Seymour 6292 PHONES Seymour 6293

Goddard & Little

Wholesale Fruit, Produce
—AND—

Commission Merchants

95 Water Street Vancouver, B. C.

Sutton's Seeds
DIRECT FROM READING, ENGLAND

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

A.J.WOODWARD
SOLE AGENT

615 Fort Street, Victoria 133 Hastfngs St. West, Vancouver

PHONE FAIRMONT 817 R

For the finest display of Pot Plants

in the City.

Call and see them. Also floral work a specialty.

PRICES REASONABLE

Keeler's Nursery
Corner Fifteenth and Westminster Avenue, Mount

Pleasant, Vancouver, B. C.

Fruits and Vegetables
Are our Specialties in car lots or less

Will buy, handle on commission or

store to your order.

DONT DELAY

Campbell & Muir, Ltd.
135 Water Street Vancouver, B. C.

F. R. Stewart & Co.

WHOLESALE

FRUIT
MERCHANTS

VANCOUVER and VICTORIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA

SEND YOUR MONEY BY

DOMINION EXPRESS MONEY
ORDERS and FOREIGN DRAFTS

Payable all over the world. Travellers'

Cheques issued
;

on sale in Canadian

Pacific Stations.

The Y-S. Nursery
SUNNYSIDE, WASHINGTON

Grows Pedigreed Fruit Trees !

It Coils no More to Grow Good Apple Stock than Poor. Write them Before Ordering Trees
W, S. McCLAIN. Manager

SUNNYSIDE, WASH.
H. M. LICHTY. Salesman

4719 16th Avenue, N. E., SEATTLE, WASH.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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r
BANK WORK, VAULT DOORS, JAIL AND PRISON WORK
SAFETY DEPOSIT WORK, ETC

THE

Vancouver Safe Works
LIMITED

-CANADIAN AGENTS FOR

The Diebold Safe & Lock Company
liWHUUBUWail llMllW I I IIHIH IH I HI JlWIlffl^lMIUHI^W IWWi^«—g»MM

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORL'DS STAND-
ARD FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES

BRANCHES

WINNIPEG : CALGARY : EDMONTON : SASKATOON

AND VICTORIA, B. C.

334 Cordova Street West Mercantile Building
FRANK J. BENSON, MANAGER :: :: TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 5930

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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APPLE GRAFTS
MADE TO YOUR ORDER!
Any Style or Length to Suit Purchaser

OVER FORTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE

APPLE SEEDLINGS
American or French Grown. : Straight or Branched Roots

Well Matured. : Good Grades.

Carefully Handled.

LARGE GENERAL STOCK

The Shenandoah Nurseries
Write for Prices SHENANDOAH, IOWA D. S. LAKE, Proprietor

E. G. PRIOR & CO.
LIMITED LIABILITY

Agents for

Special Disc Orchard Harrows

Kimball Orchard Cultivators

Planet Jr. Orchard and Garden Tools

Butler's Hand Carts

Spraymotor
' '

Spray Pumps

Pruning Shears, Saws and Knives

Gasoline and Oil Engines

Farm Machinery of all kinds

Wagons, Buggies, and Carts

Send for Special Catalogues and Prices

Victoria : Vancouver : Kamloops

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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'Home, Home, Sweet, Sweet Home'

Q

Q

Do You Love the Beautiful?

IF
SO, don't fail to get a copy of our bulb catalogue, make

your selection, plant them early this fall, and ensure that

your home environments will be a perfecT blaze of bloom

next spring. fJWe have jus! received a large consignment of

choice bulbs. Place your orders without delay and save dis-

appointment. €|Our Rose stock is up to date in every particular.

A visit to our rose gardens at Royal, two miles from the city

limits, on the B. C. ElecTric Railway, Steveslon branch, will

fully convince you of our high standard of rose stock. In fact,

you will be fully repaid by visiting our nursery and walking

leisurely through our landscape section, where our nursery stock

is a panorama of beauty.

You cannot do without us in making your home surround-

ings beautiful, and we confess, we cannot do without you.

OUR EMPLOYEES WILL TREAT YOU COURTEOUSLY »

I?

&
Royal Nurseries Limited 723 Robson Street
Store: Phone Seymour 1892 General Office, Seeds and Bulbs Department:Phone Seymour 5556

Utility Board
THE IDEAL SUBSTITUTE FOR LATH AND PLASTER

It is waterproof, rigid and may be used on the walls,

panelled or papered, without the risk of splitting

at the joints : and being moderate in price
is all that can be desired for finishing

the interior walls and ceilings of

Bungalow or Mansion.

Samples and Prices from the Agent

Win. C.Thomson & Co.
319 PENDER STREET WEST

Phone Seymour 3394 Vancouver, B. C.

CAN YOU
GUESS

Why we would recommend you to plant

that whole-root, stocky budded, 4-6

foot tree, and to decorate with

those high-class ornamental

trees and shrubbery

P P P
• • •

The answer is easy, because

we grow that class of stock

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SALESMEN

x n

Capital City Nursery Co.
Rooms 413-15 U. S. National Bank Bldg.

SALEM :: OREGON

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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f \
THE

ColdstreamLflate Nurseries

VERNON, B. C.

HAS A VERY FINE ASSORTMENT

OF

Fruit Trees, Ornamental
and Shade Trees

and Shrubs
^flWitl^

Budded Stock a Specialty
All Trees Offered for Sale are Grown in our

Own Nurseries on the Coldstream Estate

ES£

V. D. CURRY, General Agent
VERNON, B. C.

V J)

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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Fruit Papers

Duplex Fruit Wraps
PLAIN and PRINTED

White Box Lining

Layer Boards

Smith, Davidson
& Wright, Limited

"EVERYTHING IN PAPER"

The Paper House Vancouver, B. C.

Is It MoneyYouWant?
Then why not go at the sure way of getting

it ? Our trees are income producers. They
are the kind that grow and live and bear

and make you money. ^[You're taking

no chances in dealing with us, for we are

a well-known and reliable firm, and can be

depended upon to make good our claims.

*=*
All kinds of stock for home orchard and

commercial orchard planting.

Prices very reasonable.

Quality the Best!

DROP US A LINE ::: CATALOGUE FREE

Yakima Valley Grown Stock Has No Superior.

More Salesmen Wanted.

VALLI7C

ToppenishV^^^^^ Washington

CO.

FARMERS' INSURANCE AT COST

No Risks taken in Incorporated Cities. No
High Premiums, Dividends or Expen-

sive Officials to pay

Cash and Securities, $100,000
Apply to our Local Agent in your district, or write for full particulars to

The Mutual Fire Insurance Company
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

409 WINCH BUILDING :-: VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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The Riverside Nurseries
Grand Forks, B. C.

Pears A TXTW F1 TOPPC Peaches
Plums APPLE TREES Cherries

GUARANTEED HOME GROWN

Cellared—Roots in earth, no danger of winter killing

" We can hold your trade."

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Roses, Climbers, Etc.

Established 1900 125 Acres

The Esquimalt and

Nanaimo Railway Co.
Vancouver Island, B.C.

4» <• <h

This Company has in its Land Grant many
thousands of acres of excellent land eminently
suited for fruit growing and mixed farming.

A beautiful healthy climate—fine soil, and a

great and rapidly increasing demand for butter,

milk and cream (fine creameries in each dis-

trict)
—a cash market for poultry and eggs,

large profits from mixed farming and vegetable

products.

A complete modern educational system-
free, undenominational

; primary and high
schools on the beautiful Island of Vancouver.

Descriptive pamphlets and full information

on application to

i|» 4. 4.

L. H. SOLLY
Land Agent, E. & N. Rly. Victoria, B.C.

AN IDEAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT

CEND us your name and address or

that of a friend, before December

3 1 st, enclosing $ 1 and we will mail

THE FRUIT MAGAZINE

Scientific Farmer and Canadian Citizen

For the year 1912. We will also

send you free of charge a copy of

this splendid

CHRISTMAS NUMBER

"DO IT NOW."

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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^0

THE FINEST IN THE LAND

Our Spring Catalogue will be ready about January 1st, send us your

\i_ name and address now and we will reserve your copy for you.

WM. RENNIE CO. LIMITED
TORONTO - MONTREAL - WINNIPEG - VANCOUVER

-B. C. OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES -

1138 Homer Street VANCOUVER
PHONE—SEYMOUR 8550

The

Vernon Fruit Company, Ltd.

.CALGARY, ALBERTA

1 . Four years of straight clean business.

2. Good sales, honest returns, prompt payments.

3. A British Columbia Company.

4. Handling British Columbia fruits and pro-

duce exclusively.

5. No American goods to sell in preference to

yours.

Write Calgary, Alta.

Head Office—Vernon, B.C.

Brandies—Calgary and Edmonton, Alta. ; Regina and Moose
Jaw, Saslc.; Kelowna and Penticton, B.C.

Selling Agents for the leading B. C. Association and Growers.

Wholesale Jobbers and Commission Merchants.

Canners of Wood Lake Brand Canned Goods.

Canning Factory—Wood Lake!

B. C. fruits and produce exclusively.

Fruit Farms
OR

Fruit Farming
Lands

From Five Acres up, in the great

Fruit Farming Field of New

Westminster Districi

APPLY TO

Kennedy Bros. Ltd.
New Westminster, B. C. Telephone 335

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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R. M.KELLOGG CO.
Breeders of Thoroughbred
Pedigree Strawberry Plants

Principal Farm at Three Rivers, Michigan
Branch Farms, Canby, Oregon, and Twin Falls, Idaho

I HE Kellogg Thoroughbred Pedigree Strawberry
Plants have made such wonderful fruiting records
in the West that growers in the Pacific Coast and

Inter-Mountain states have urged us to establish farms
in those sections, which would enable them to get the

plants promptly and at the time when it is best to
set them in their particular locality.

We take pleasure in announcing that we have established a farm at Canby, Oregon,
where we have about 3,000,000 plants of the highest quality. These are to supply our
Pacific Coast, Mexico and Hawaiian Island customers; and a farm at Twin Falls, Idaho,
where we have growing about 2,000,000 plants for our Inter-Mountain state friends. These
plants were grown from mother plants which were shipped direct from our breeding beds
at Three Rivers, Michigan, and grown under our supervision and under the same methods
that have made the Kellogg Thoroughbred Plants famous all the world over. Growers of
strawberries who have visited our branch farms have signified their approval of this
action on our part, as well as their appreciation of the quality of the plants grown there,
by sending us the largest orders we ever have received from the Coast country. One
grower telegraphed an order for 200,000 plants of one variety.

Delivery of plants from Canby, Oregon, will begin about February 1, 1912, and from
Twin Falls, Idaho, about March 1, 1912.

GREAT CROPS OF STRAWBERRIES AND HOW TO GROW THEM
OUR FAMOUS TREATISE ON STRAWBERRY GROWING

Will be ready for delivery soon. It tells you just how to grow big crops of big red straw-
berries, under irrigation or otherwise. It is worth its weight in gold, but is free to all

who will send us their names.

Address all communications to

R. M. Kellogg Company
Box 130 THREE RIVERS, MICHIGAN

Public Health
Experts

Federal, Provincial and Municipal
Medical Officers, Hospital and

Private Practitioners

READ
-THE -

Public Health Journal
State Medicine and Sanitary Review
43 Victoria Street Toronto, Canada

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

The Westminster Hall

Magazine
PUBLISHED :: MONTHLY

By the Students of Weslminsler Hall

Will Contribute to Your
Pleasure and Profit

Subscription Rate, $ 1 .00 per Year, to any Address.

Write for Free Sample Copy. Advertising
Rates on Application.

Westminster Hall Magazine
1600 BARCLAY STREET VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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TELEPHONES 6188-6189

THE
P. O. BOX 2420

Yorkshire Guarantee &
Securities Corporation

LIMITED

Mortgage Loans, Insurance, Real Estate, General Financial Agents

GENERAL AGENTS IN B. C. FOR

Yorkshire Insurance Company, Limited
Of York, England Established 1824

ALSO AGENTS FOR

Home Insurance Company
Of New York Established 1852

ALL KINDS OF INSURANCE EFFECTED

Fire, Live Stock, Accident and Employers' Liability at Equitable Rates

440 Seymour Street VANCOUVER, B. C.

SEED
MERCHANT

Grower of Spanish Canary Seed

Importer of

Hemp, Rape, Niger, Millet Seed,

and Cuttle Fish Bone

And Bird Seeds of all kinds.

Cleaned by Patent Machinery. Will be

pleased to submit samples

Head Office:

JOHN MACQUEEN
33 Brown Street, Glasgow

SCOTLAND

DO YOU OWN A

PARKYTE?
OR ARE YOU A SLAVE OF

ILL-HEALTH ?

A "PARKYTE" SAN-
ITARY qHEMICALCLOSET in your home is

the strongest kind of insur-

ance against the germs of

disease. It is a preventative

against epidemics and con-

tagion in the summer, and
an absolute necessity the

year round.

Over 25,000 "PARKYTES"
installed in Canadian homes
the past year and a half.

Requires neither water nor

sewage. May be placed in

any part of any building.
Costs less than a CENT a

day, and lasts a lifetime.

We wish to demonstrate to

you whv you should have a

"PARKYTE" in your
home, and our representative will be pleased to call on you and
explain the "PARKYTE" Way of Sanitation, on receipt of a

post card.

Parker-Whyte, Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF "PARKYTE" PRODUCTS
1366 Pender St. West VANCOUVER, B. C.

Offices: Calgary, Edmonton, VVinnfpeg, Toronto

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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(t . \
The British Columbia
Nurseries Company, Ltd.

OF VANCOUVER, B. C.

Have just issued an 80-page illustrated and descriptive

Catalogue of their

Fruit Trees, Plants,

Shrubs, Roses, Etc.

which is FREE for the asking, to all intending planters.

In order to get the mosl satisfactory service, all orders should be

arranged for early. fjJWe have a fine lot of Apple, Pear, Plum and

Cherry Trees,
" one year on three -year roots," which will

measure from 4 to 6 feet high ; strong, well rooted trees that will

make you smile. One of our customers who has jusT: received his

trees this fall, remarked when cheerfully paying his bill, that they
were the besl trees he had "ever seen." CJWe are prepared to

furnish Ornamental Trees of any kind for Street or Park planting

at reasonable prices. -:- -:- -:- -:-

Write us to-day about anything
in connection with your wants
in Trees, Roses, Shrubs or Small
Fruit Plants. We can please you.

We want more Agents for Unrepresented Districts. :: Terms Most Liberal

The British Columbia Nurseries Co.
1 493 Seventh Avenue West LIMITED VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers..
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Copy, Cuts and

Changes for

Advertisements

should reach

this office on

or before the

14th day of the
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THE

Fruit Magazine
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National in Scope and World Wide
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A Canadian Prayer.
[By Mr. W. H. Kelly]

Oh God! we thank Thee for this beautous land

Fashioned and moulded by a Will Divine;

Thine was the word that brought it forth from nought,

All that within it lies of good is Thine.

Rugged and stern Thou bad'st her mountains rise

Pointing with snow clad summits to the skies,

Out of their bosoms, at Thy voice

Burst forth the wellsprings, bidding plains rejoice.

Wide spreading forests planted, was Thy dower,

Verdure Thou gave'st for prairie
—aye and flower

Beauteous and fragrant; smiling toward the dome,

All this Thou didst to make for man a home.

God of the moor and the mountain, God of the valley and hill,

God of the wood and the prairie, God of the river and rill;

This is the prayer of Thy children as bowed in Thy presence we stand,

Make us a race of people worthy of this great land;

Let us be men like her mountains—steadfast and firm for the right,

Broad as her rolling prairies
—nothing to hide from the light,

Strong as her mighty rivers—active and bright as her rills,

Pure as the snows eternal that cover her sky kissed hills.
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Patriotism
By Mr. Maxwell Smith

THE
subject of "Patriotism" is one beautiful verdure adorns the scarred surface

which, at first sight, seems simple and of Mother Earth, the old beaten paths are

easy to write about, but which on obliterated and we must blaze new trails in

further thought opens up a field so vast, so the wilderness of human thought, if we
aluring and mystifying, that the ordinary in- would discover the secrets of Him whom we
dividual hesitates to venture within the pre- acknowledge as a common Father and who
cincts of that realm in which men's most decreed that all men should be brothers,

sacred thoughts are modestly concealed be- "Then let us pray that come what may—
neath the armour worn by the average citizen As come it will for a' that—
in the everyday battle of life. When we turn "That sense and worth, o'er a' the earth

to the scholars of the past for a definition of

the word, we find that when reduced to the

last analysis, patriotism is simply defined as

"Love of Country," and usually, one's na-

tive country.

Most everybody remembers how in "The

'May bear the gree, and a' that,

'For a' that, and a' that,

'Its comin yet for a' that,

'That man to man, the world o'er,

'Shall brothers be for a' that!"

Permit us, then, to criticize certain forms

Lay of the Last Minstrel," Canto VI., Sir of patriotism and to consider briefly some of

Walter Scott breaks forth with:

"Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
"Who never to himself hath said,

"This is my own, my native land!" &c.

But, when we contemplate the homogenity

the manifestations which indicate the presence
of that higher, nobler and inspiring patriotic

spirit, which should commend itself to the

higher intelligence of our readers.

True, national patriotism is not a magnetic
of the heterogeneous elements which go to pole, or a loadstone to attract stray fragments
make up many of our modern nations, we find that may have been thrown off from other

that patriotism means something more. Some- systems and thus gather force and magnitude
thing which gives us a wider vision of the from without until it fills the land. But it is

rights of our fellow men and a broader con- something which should come from within, a

ception of our own. As Oliver Goldsmith germ, a seed of Divine origin, having in it

puts it, life and the power to germinate just as soon

"Such is the patriot's boast where'er we as the conditions are favorable for its growth
roam, and expansion.

"His first, best country ever is at home. The whole earth is filled with the seeds of

"And yet, perhaps, if countries we com- rare plants and flowers which may lie dor-

pare, mant for centuries. But, with the necessary
"And estimate the blessings which they climatic changes, resulting in the proper pro-

share, portions of light, heat and moisture, these

"Tho patriots flatter, still shall wisdom find awake and come fortn with a new 8lory to

"An equal portion dealt to all mankind;
heau

^:
a"d gladden &t heart of man and

^As
different good, by art or nature given,

P™cla,m the Ma]esty and Power of the Cre'

"To different nations makes their blessings

even."

ator.

When the majestic forests of a past civili-

sation have been burned over by the heat of

claim the Majesty and Power of the Creator.

So that in a young nation like Canada,
with a population drawn from the four cor-

ners of the earth, we must not attempt to

semi-barbarous conflict, and a new and more transplant the full grown tree of patriotism
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from other lands, and expect it to thrive

under the new conditions and produce the

same kind of blossoms as in its native state.

The seed is already implanted in the national

life of our people and it behooves us to so

cultivate that soil with the furrows of industry

and water it with the tears of devotion, that

when the sunlight of national development
and prosperity causes the tender plant to come

forth, we shall have a native patriotic tree

thoroughly suited to, and the result of, its

environment. A tree whose roots shall be

anchored in the hearts of our people, whose

stem shall be the standard of Canadian citizen-

ship, whose branches shall extend from sea

to sea and whose blossoms shall reflect that

sweet purity of national life which shall at

once be the pride of our own people and the

admiration of our neighbors. How best to

promote the growth of this national patriotic

tree, then, is the principal question before us.

Permit us to remind the reader once more,

that true patriotism is not a nostrum which

may be shoved down people's throats, either

in alapathic or homeopathic doses, but a

natural growth which must come from within.

May we also make bold to say that, the great-

est crime which can be committed against the

juvenile population of the world, is to allow

them to grow up in ignorance of the virtues

and good qualities of their neighbors; and the

average historian will doubtless have some

very awkward questions to answer before

gaining admission to the Celestial City.

We all delight to honor the heroes of the

past, particularly those of the country from

which we have sprung. The man who does

not honor his native land makes a mighty poor
citizen of any other, but are we not some-

times disposed to live too much in the past, to

lean too heavily upon the glory and reputation

established by our forefathers, rather than lay-

ing well and true the foundation stones of our

own edifice upon the national opportunities

before us.

What we have been is not nearly so im-

portant as what we are, and what our fathers

did will not suffice for what we should do

ourselves.

We are confronted with the task of carry-

ing out the industrial development and de-

fence of this grand young nation ; and whether

we are Canadian citizens by force of circum-

stances through the accident of birth, or by
deliberate choice, the one thing essential is

that we should all be loyal patriotic Can-

adians.

Canada needs the best that there is in us,

and while we dearly love our native heather

hills, we should be ready to shoulder the rifle

first in defence of the home of our children.

Duty, even at the expense of personal in-

terests, should be the watchword of every
citizen of this broad Dominion.

There is a story told of two Scotchmen

on board one of the British ships at the Battle

of Trafalgar. When that historic signal was
unfurled from the mast of Nelson's flagship

on that memorable day, "England expects

every man to do his duty," Sandy turned to

Donald and said, "What aboo't Scotland?"

"Toots mon, Sandy, haud your whisht," said

Donald; "richt wee'l he kens that Scotchmen
will dae their duty whether its expecked or

no.

Speaking of Lord Nelson reminds us of

the part played by noble women in the lives

of historic heroes. Southey informs us that

following an interview with Captain Black-

wood, Nelson was pacing up and down the

garden walks at Merton, considering the

question of again offering his services, when

approached by Lady Hamilton, who said:

"Nelson, however we may lament your ab-

sence, offer your services ; they will be accept-
ed and you will have a glorious victory." To
which the hero who won for Britain the

mastery of the seas replied, with tears in his

eyes, "Brave Emma! If there were more

Emmas, there would be more Nelsons." And
from this, may we not be pardoned for coin-

ing a modern proverb and say "If there were
more noble women, there would be more
brave and patriotic men."

But the deeds which immortalized the

names of our great heroes of the past, were

not the result of precedent, either of circum-

stances or example; and the modern hero

must be prepared to act upon his own initia-

tive and embrace the opportunities which come
to him.

True patriotism is not always exemplified

only by the soldier or sailor in the clash of

arms, nor is it often found in the flag-waving,

lip-loyal politician. But our country abounds
with patriots who would not be found want-

ing in defence of the nation, should occasion

arise, but whose heroism is constantly put to

the test as they go forth to fight the cold,

bloodless, inglorious battles of daily life.

These are the heroes, the patriots, in whom
the future of this Great Dominion rests secure.

When we contemplate the grand architect

of the Universe, revealing the bow of his
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covenant across the heavens, with one fell

stroke of the magic brush of his omnipotent
will, let us remember that every detail of that

gorgeous picture is reflected in each tiny dew-
drop that clings to innumerable blades of

grass on the earth's surface. And the heroic
deeds of men and women in the daily walks
of life reflect the spirit of true patriotism as

faithfully and are just as essential to the na-
tion's welfare, as those whose opportunities
admit of their deeds being magnified on the

larger canvas of the national galleries.

Remember that the glory (?) of war is

fast fading away; and will by and by linger

only as an unpleasant memory of a benighted
and barbaric past. Canada should always
be prepared for defence, but never for con-

quest.

We should, therefore, be exceedingly care-
ful as to the kind of patriotism which we
undertake to instill into the minds of the youth
of this land.

Let us see to it that our patriotism is not
fashioned after the model of that, which has
too often degenerated into jealous hatred of

neighboring nations.

A public utterance, however much regret-
ted, can never be recalled or its influence
anihiliated. The click of a wireless instru-

ment on board a ship in mid-ocean starts an
air wave which circles wider and wider until

its message is repeated on two continents.

Likewise, the pebble carelessly cast into a

quiet and sheltered bay, starts a wave which
gradually circles out into the deep, until caught
by a breeze from the land, mounts higher and
higher until it becomes a great, rolling, merci-
less monster, often carrying death and de-
struction in its path. And so it is with the

ripple of discord, once started in the human
family, through a pernicious school book or
the blatant mouthings of some witless public
speaker. It also mounts higher and higher
until, lashed into fury by the storms of human
prejudice, it carries ruin and desolation in its

path, wrecking homes, destroying friendships
and fanning the fires of international strife,

until, appalled and exhausted by the demon of
iis own fury, it vanishes into the nothingness
from whence it came; while the angel of
peace and concord hovers over the ruined
realm to welcome the first budding flower of
human kindness, that ventures forth to "waste
its sweetness on the desert air."

How often have we heard clergymen,
whose desire to tickle the ears of their congre-
gation outweighed their conceptions of duty,

using illustrations that appealed only to na-
tional prejudices and dying hatreds? Prat-

tling at the throne of grace and stalking ankle

deep in blood, (metaphorically speaking) on
the pulpit platform? And all this in the

name of the Prince of Peace. These criminal

extravagances are not confined to Canada, and
their chilling, blighting, damning influence

cannot be overestimated, or the practice too

scathingly condemned.
If we possessed the wisdom of Solomon,

the eloquence of Mark Anthony, the rhetori-

cal genius of Gladstone, and the courageous
manhood of Abraham Lincoln, we should
like to weave all into whip-cords of stinging
rebuke, with which to denounce the preacher,
teacher, politician, journalist or statesman (so

called), who would create, harbor, or excite

enmity in one people against another, by sow-

ing the seeds of discord and hatred. Seeds
which, when germinated, like a cancerous

growth, lays hold upon the very vitals of the

human heart and destroys the image in which
it was created.

The highest form of true patriotism will

result from teaching the fatherhood of God,
the brotherhood of man, and that every citi-

zen should be loyal to the country in which
he lives, and just in his judgment of all

others.

The grave responsibility resting upon those

entrusted with the education of the young in

this fair land is heavy, and one not to be

lightly assumed. It is a task in which per-
sonal prejudice and ambition must be sub-

ordinated to the national weal, in order to

promote the future peace and happiness of
the Canadian people. But, whether Canadi-
ans by birth or adoption, we can say with

pride to every worthy citizen of this great
Dominion :

"There is a land, of every land the pride,
Beloved by heaven, o'er all the world

beside ;

Where brighter suns dispense serener light,

And milder moons emparadise the night:
For in this land of heaven's peculiar grace
The heritage of nature's noblest race,

There is a spot of earth supremely blessed,
A dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest—
Where shall that land, that spot of earth

be found?
Art thou a man? A patriot? Look

around;

Oh, thou shalt find, howe'er thy footsteps

roam,
That land thy country, and that spot thy

home."



Physical Development of

Childhood
By Miss Alice Ravenhill, F. R. S. L., late Lecturer on Hygiene, Kings College

for Women, University of London

IT
has been said that the standard attained

by a nation's schools affords an index to

its stage of civilization. If a feeling

prevail that perfection has been reached, it

amounts to the confession that low ideals are

the product of narrow experience. For,
where the standard of national education is

highest there will be found, as its mainspring,
the realization that the best interests of the

children can only be safeguarded by keeping
in constant touch with the progress of mod-
ern thought and practice; and by combining
an open mind with elasticity of method.

For this purpose, to ensure this attitude of

mind, time must be devoted to the scientific

study of childhood; that is, of the mental

and physical characteristics associated with

growth and development. In truth, it is but

a branch of

THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF EDUCATION
which may be approached along one of three

avenues—either the physiological, the psycho-

logical, or the sociological.

That is to say, the requirements of the

school population may be considered from

the point of view of the child's whole being,

body, mind and spirit; or, attention, as in

the immediate past, may be confined to his

intellectual nature, or, the school programme
may be designed mainly to prepare him for

a self-supporting existence in community life.

SOME RESULTS OF CHILD STUDY.

One definite result of the time and care

devoted to the study of children during the

last ten years is the fact that the develop-

ment and improvement of the physical nature

makes it a more prompt and efficient servant

of the mind and will; consequently some ac-

quaintance with the sequence of the physical

changes active throughout childhood u indis-

pensable to all concerned with the manage-
ment of schools.

I venture to speak to you on the subject

today, because, for at least ten year, I have

devoted myself chiefly to the study of the

physical development which takes place dur-

ing the first twenty years of life. Its great

scope precludes me from doing more than

presenting for your consideration a few out

of the multiplicity of facts already known co

us; and the limits of time compel me to treat

these facts with a brevity which I can only
trust will not prove misleading.

THREE FORCES WHICH MOULD MANKIND.

It is well, perhaps, to remind you that

three groups of forces are always at work

moulding mankind—the influence of inherited

nature and that of environment combined with

nutrition.

The origin of the first of these groups is

lost in the mists of antiquity, for, as has been

well said, "Heredity is the influence of time

in the past." Even in the tenth generation a

man has a thousand ancestors, each one of

whom contributes something to his "make-

up." Eugenists, however, are doing good
service today, by recalling the fact that never-

theless a large proportion of inherited nature

is practically under control. Birth is but a

stage in life, not its beginning. Every child

has a right to healthy, normal parentage,
and much of its future, for good or ill, is de-

cided by ante-natal conditions.

The nutrition age and occupation of an

expectant mother have recently assumed a

hitherto unsuspected importance. A poor her-

edity or ante-natal injury cannot be neutral-

ized by subsequent care. Human intelligence

is now called upon to safeguard this as well as

later periods of life. "Nutrition," says Dr.

Ewart, "is the influence of time in the pres-

ent," an influence vastly affected by environ-

ment.

Now, no form of young life is so wholly

dependent upon intelligent care over so long

a period as is a child; and two facts ascer-

tained in recent years combine to invest this

care with a dignity and responsibility which

raise it to a high professional rank.
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(1) THE MEANING OF INFANCY AND
CHILDHOOD.

In the helpless dependence of infancy are

hidden the full potentialities of human nature ;

those, e. g., of a Raphael, a Shakespeare, a

Newton or a Darwin. It is because the hu-

man brain can develop powers of which the

full extent is still unrealized, that a long pe-

riod is necessary to their normal unfolding,

before they attain even an average degree of

efficiency. 1 he short space of ante-natal ex-

istence only permits those functions to be es-

tablished which are actually essential to life.

Where, as among the lower forms of life,

actions are automatic and progress is non-

existant, self-supporting independence is pos-

sible well nigh from birth onwards. The
less intelligent the animal, the shorter the pe-

riod required for the attainment of maturity;

i. e., for the realization of its full powers.

Whereas, infancy is the hall mark of prog-

ress; for it signifies capacity for training, that

is for education and instruction.

As mankind develops a higher civilization

this period tends to lengthen; compare a

savage with a civilized child ! A human be-

ing is a mere sketch at birth of what he will

be at maturity. He requires 25 years in

which to complete his physical growth; no

known hmit has been set to his mental and

moral development; whereas, a guinea pig is

(2) DEVELOPMENT IS A SERIAL PROCESS.

This period of immaturity, which, with its

associated educability, we call infancy and

childhood, passes through a long succession

of phases, the sequence of some of which we
are now learning. Each stage calls for its

own form of care. If stages be telescoped

up, so to speak, by well-meant but unwise ef-

forts to hasten the time when the child shall

become man or woman, there is good reason

to believe the maturity of that child is per-

manently impoverished.

Each phase of growth is a necessary ante-

cedent to its successor, and lays another stone

in the firm foundation of future health, intelli-

gence and morality. A defective founda-

tion involves instability to the superstructure.

These living stones permit of no re-building;

symmetry is forever marred, if but one foun-

dation stone be wanting or weak.

THE MORAL OBLIGATION OF CHILD STUDY.

The obligation to pursue intelligent child

study needs no plea of mine. In its absence,

care may be loving and untiring, but it is be-

set with all the risks of empiricism and can-

not be truthfully described as intelligent.

It is no exaggeration to say that scarcely a

tissue or an organ behave alike at different

periods of life. They are subject to such

innumerable and very subtle modifications,

that the definition of a child as "a bundle of

possibilities mostly unsolidified," is worthy of

careful note. The character of the solidifica-

tion depends, more than we care to think,

upon the conditions with which each bundle

of possibilities is surrounded during the first

twenty years of existence.

THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CHILDHOOD.

If asked to enumerate these, I should group
them under three heads:

( 1 ) Irregularity in the growth of its parts.

(2) The provisional character of many of

its tissues.

(3) The instability of equilibrium, con-

sequent upon (1) and (2).

(1) IRREGULARITY IN THE GROWTH OF
ITS PARTS.

Consider, for a moment, the proportions of

a child. Is it really an adult in miniature, as

it pleases some people to pretend, or is it that

very different thing
—merely a potential ad-

ult? Were infantile proportions preserved

throughout life, as occurs in some cases of

disease of the thyroid gland, the result is a

monstrosity.

All through childhood the head is rela-

tively large, the face small, the limbs short

and undeveloped, while the trunk is long and

the abdomen prominent. The infant head is

relatively enormous, amounting to one-fourth

the total height. The simple, immature brain

weighs proportionately six times what it does

in middle life, though the majority of its func-

tions are practically non-existent. Thousands

of brain cells must quicken into activity, thou-

sands of connecting fibres must be formed

between them, or normal growth is impeded
or arrested. Relatively large as is the brain

at birth, its actual mass increases from two

to threefold during the first year of life. In

the two succeeding years the increase amounts

to about 10%; in the fourth year the in-

crease is again greater, so that between the

sixth and eighth years the brain has reached

almost its maximum size, which is not finally

attained till towards the twentieth year.

But size does not include complexity. The
intricate process of development proceeds se-
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rially for years and years to come. For in-

stance, control of the mass muscles of trunk

and limbs precedes that of the hand or foot;

full control of the fingers being a considerably
later attainment; (compare, for example, the

ever-increasing skill of surgeon, artist or en-

graver of metals, even up to and beyond the

age of sixty).

Full power of vision; complete command
of movements or of speech; ability to con-

centrate the attention for some length of time;

to reason; to control the moral self, come

only by slow degrees, as this marvellously

complex organ develops.

Or, consider briefly the growth of the

heart. From about seven to fourteen years
of age this organ increases about 8% in size

annually; but, at puberty, in one year, its

rate of increase is at least 20%, with physio-

logical results of the greatest moment; for

now develops capacity for endurance, a fact

which affects the whole question of child

labour.

Actually, the heart becomes at maturity
twelve times the size it was at birth ; whereas

the aorta into which it pumps arterial blood,

grows to but three times its early dimensions.

An instant's reflection shows that, as a re-

sult, the blood pressure is low in infancy and

childhood, but high after puberty. Upon this

change of blood pressure hinges capacity to

endure prolonged exertion, whether bodily or

mental. This remarkable change of relative

proportion is most conveniently expressed by
the following figures. The volume of the

heart—relatively to the lumen of the infant s

ascending aorta at birth—is as 25 : 20. Just

before puberty the proportions are as 1 40:50;
but, in a few weeks, the growth of the heart

is so rapid that, immediately after puberty,
the proportions are as 290 : 61. This change
in the character of the blood pressure is re-

flected in the rapid growth of bone and mus-

cle, familiar to us as taking place at that age

period; as well as by other evidences of

adolescence.

The small face of childhood illustrates the

true economy of Nature's methods. As the

jaws are not required in infancy, either for

speech or for mastication, energy is not ex-

pended upon their development, because all

available nutrition is needed to meet the de-

mands of the vital functions of respiration,

circulation and digestion.

Therefore, the trunk is relatively long, in

order to accommodate the relatively large

liver, and long small intestine. The laugh-

able rotundity of the small boy, recently pro-
moted to breeches, is the result of the pro-
tuberance of this large liver; consequent upon
the small, undeveloped pelvis and the slack-

ness of his immature muscles. The percent-

age proportions of the liver at birth are 4.39,
but at twenty-five they are reduced to 2.77,
for its functions are no longer of the same

importance to the adult nutrition. On the

other hand, the muscles at birth represent only

23.4% of the total body weight; whereas,

when maturity is reached, their proportion is

43%. The increase in the weight of the

body, as a whole, from birth to maturity, is

twenty-fold, but the increase in the weight of

the brain is but three-fold.

Thus, growth is infinitely complex because

it is of such varied kinds. Different parts do
not grow in the same proportion, in the same

length of time, in the same way or under the

same influences. For instance, a healthy in-

fant trebles its weight at birth in twelve

months; but from fourteen to fifteen years
are required to treble its height. The cir-

cumference of the head practically doubles

between birth and maturity; whereas, the

length of the trunk must be trebled, and that

of the arm quadrupled, before the symmetri-
cal proportions of a well grown adult are

attained.

The various organs of the body, too, are

not at corresponding stages of development at

the same time. Thus, the heart, liver, spinal

cord and certain glands intimately connected

with the process of development, have all ac-

quired some experience of their functions be-

fore birth; consequently those parts of the

nervous system under whose control they

work are relatively early developed. The

lungs and organs of digestion only begin to

function at birth; power to see and hear is

absent for some days after birth, and then

only develops very gradually; while vast

areas of the brain remain quiescent all through

childhood, not coming into activity until late

adolescence. If they are stimulated prema-

turely, the short lived, often abnormal, results

may be compared with the precarious and cur-

tailed existence of a forced plant.

NORMAL GROWTH

depends upon three factors :
—

( 1 ) Function,

or the activity of the part; (2) Nutrition, or

the supply of energy to the part; and (3)

Stimulus, or the call—or incentive—to activ-

ity of the part.
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An unused organ or muscle soon atrophies,

even if it has been previously active. For in-

stance, the digestive organs of an infant fed

on peptonized food over a considerable period

lose their power to deal with ordinary forms

of nourishment. The brain of a child de-

prived of the stimulus of light, companion-

ship and activity remains undeveloped; the

child is to all intents and purposes an idiot.

It must never be overlooked that these three

factors, nutrition, stimulus and function, are

interdependent. The excess or deficit of

either prejudice growth and foster abnor-

malities.

Excessive nutrition leads to the overgrowth
of lowly forms of tissue, such as fat. Fat,

red cheeks, for example, are, as a rule, a

manifestation of a superabundant dietary, not

of redundant health. Over-feeding, which is

much more common than is usually suspected,

actually hinders the growth of the higher tis-

sues, the muscular, the nervous and the gland-

ular structures; note the flabbiness and iner-

tia of many a "patent food" fed baby or

over-fed child.

Norman development absolutely depends

upon activities suited to each phase of growth
so that the organs may be stimulated by the

exercise of their functions. Strength of bone

results from calling the functions of bone into

play; muscle, provided nutrition is adequate,
tends to develop at a rate proportionate to

the amount of suited work it performs. In-

tellectual capacity lies dormant in the absence

of appropriate stimulation. The pity of it is,

that we are but now groping our way into

the mysteries of normal development, so that

our methods of stimulation are often sadly

the reverse of appropriate. Some we ante-

date, such as the premature use of the eye
for print or needlework; some we postpone,
for example, the introduction of manual train-

ing, which is an invaluable means of hand
and eye training in the early years of school

life.

(2) THE PROVISIONAL CHARACTER OF
SOME OF THE TISSUES IN CHILDHOOD

calls next for consideration, though time will

permit of but one or two illustrations of this

fact.

The marrow of the bone, for instance, is

highly vascular in childhood, ss is shown by
its bright red colour; a provision necessary

for the nutrition of the growing bones and

for the supply of red blood corpuscles. After

bone growth is complete, the marrow loses

this characteristic and takes on that of the

adult tissue.

The process of ossification of the skull is,

as we all know, incomplete at birth, a pro-

vision necessary to brain growth. The mem-
brane over the vault of the skull, however,

possesses a density which greatly enhances its

capacity to protect the sensitive nervous tissue

beneath, until the fontanelles close; and a

specially cartilaginous tissue protects the vital

nerve centres at the base of the skull, while

the process of ossification is proceeding.

Again, the several organs oi an infant's

mouth are more or less specifically modified

for the act of sucking. Certain muscles and

modifications of the inner muccus membrane
of the lips atrophy and disappear after serv-

ing their purpose.
The anatomical design of the stomach in

infancy offers another illustration of this fact.

It is specifically adapted to facilitate the on-

ward flow of liquid food towards the intes-

tine. In later life, the irregular sacculation

is designed to delay such a flow, and to retain

the food for some time in contact with the

gastric juice, while the early stages of diges-

tion proceed.

Sometimes these special modifications con-

stitute a weak point; as for instance, the

special provision made for growth in bone

length, known as the "epiphysis." Owing to

the superior strength of the ligaments and

tendons attached to the imperfectly ossified

bones, violent wrenches may detach these

epiphyses from the shaft of the bone, so that

arrested growth or inflammatory troubles re-

sult. Premature carrying of heavy weights

also arrest bone growth, by tne pressure exer-

cised upon these epiphyses.

The chemical constitution of a child's

body; of its blood, its bones and other tis-

sues, varies from those normal in maturity.

They are absolutely appropriate to each suc-

cessive stage of development; but meanwhile

affect materially its capacity to resist disease

or to assume adult responsibilities; indeed,

they are mainly responsible for that

(3) INSTABILITY OF EQUILIBRIUM

to which my concluding remarks shall be

devoted.

If we took a child of seven and set him

in our midst for observation, what points

would all present be certain to note?

(a) His restlessness and inability to re-

main quietly the centre of observation for

more than a few seconds.
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(b) His activity. The joyous leap with

which he would spring away, when the signal

for dismissal is given.

(c) His posture; whether square and

erect, or slouching and asymmetrical.

(d) His appearance of health or other-

wise; i. e., his nutrition.

(a) THE CAUSE OF A CHILD'S FIGETS.

This is found, chiefly, in the immaturity
of brain development. A sensation trans-

mitted to a child's brain elicits immediate

response. He feels cramped, and at once

shifts his position; he is pinched or pricked,
and responds with a shudder or a cry. He
iis bored, and straightway he yawns; a les-

son ceases to interest, therefore, why not

turn the eyes to the swift passing clouds seen

through a convenient window?
In similar situations an adult takes thought

before action—consideration for others, de-

sire for information, even at the cost of some

bodily discomfort, a hundred other reflections

throng the mind, and influence the response

given to the sensation experienced.

This power to reflect, to exercise judg-

ment, to select a course of action, comes by
degrees as the power of associating past with

present experience is developed in the brain.

It represents the faculty of self-control; in

itself the outcome of the growth, in due course,

of special brain cells, known as those of "in-

hibition."

The power to perform any action, to think

any thought, precedes, sometimes by a con-

siderable interval, the power to control either

action or thought. A child toddles unstead-

ily before it walks firmly; it can sit long
before it can sit still ; indeed, to sit absolutely
still is the sign of a very well balanced ner-

vous system. Good manners imply the pos-
session of this power of self-control; and not

the least anxious or difficult part of our re-

sponsibilities as educators is to find out the

order in which we may require control, to be

exercised, of functions, actions and emotions.

For instance, we have erred in demand-

ing too early control of the fingers in little

girls. The ordinary sewing needle should

not be used before nine years of age, but the

important training in hand and eye co-ordina-

tion should be meanwhile carried on by clay

modelling, the use of chalks and blackboard,
rafia weaving, etc.

We have erred in making lesson periods
too long; 15 minutes for the small children,

30 minutes for their seniors under 12, should

be the recognized time during which self-

control in sitting still and the concentration of

attention be demanded. Short intervals of

activity between lesson periods are a true

economy of time and money.

We have erred in emancipating young
people from authority at an age when the

highest self-control—that over the moral na-

ture—is still latent; for remarkable brain

development is proceeding between 1 8 and
25. Bewildered with the rush of new powers
and unfamiliar emotions consequent upon
adolescence; unequipped with the capacity
for their complete control; youth is left to

shape its course, at an age which demands
skilled direction and most unfailing patient

sympathy. How many human lives are thus

prematurely wrecked on the rocks of our igno-
rance of their needs?

(b) WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF A CHILD'S

CEASELESS ACTIVITY?

Before I attempt to answer this question,

let me remind you of what I have already
said on the subject of the inter-dependence of

stimulus, function and nutrition; upon these

three depend growth of mind and body.

By all his unconscious experiments in mus-
cular movements, the child is growing ability

to control them, power to make a movement
must precede power to control it. The parts
of the brain which, when developed, control

each movement of the body have been fairly

fully mapped out by experts, such as Ferrier,

Sherrington and Horsley. We know for cer-

tain that muscular control proceeds from the

large muscles first to the smaller muscles later

on. The more delicately accurate or refined

the movement, the larger the brain area al-

lotted to its control, and the later the date of

its development. Thus a larger brain area,

says Prof. Mott, is concerned with the move-
ments of the thumb than with those of the

thigh; but the thigh movements are accu-

rately controlled years before similar control

can be exercised over the thumb.
The later, also, a power was acquired in

the course of man's evolution, the later in

life it is in coming into function.

There is no doubt that the brain is pro-

gressively ripe for muscular activities through-
out childhood; consequently, suited manual

occupations, as well as opportunities for free

play and physical exercise, must enter into

every intelligent school curriculum. The hand
is a powerful agent in the development of in-

tellectual capacity. Free play is a fine dis-
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cipline for mind and body; physical exer-

cises, carried on under suitable conditions,

are admirable training, and correctives, too,

of school-bred troubles.

Another reason also exists for a child's

craving for recurring periods of vigorous act-

ivity. Growth does not depend upon diet

alone; the consumption of large quantities of

food will not result in a well nourished body

apart from exercise, because the tissues derive

their nutrition from the lymph in which they

are bathed, the nutritive materials being car-

ried to this lymph by the blood. There is,

however, no organ set apart to carry on the

circulation of this important agent in nutri-

tion, as the heart is set apart to pump the

blood over the whole body. Lymph circula-

tion depends upon muscular activity. Each
muscular contraction squeezes on the lymph
in which the muscle fibres are bathed, and a

fresh supply flows in to fill the vacuum thus

caused. The stretching movements after

sleep are the means we unconsciously take to

circulate the lymph which has more or less

stagnated during the quiescence of repose.

The child's fidgets are, in part, the response

to the cry of his young growing tissues for

necessary nutrition. The younger the child,

the greater the need for this response. Con-

sequently, nature has her own object to ful-

fil in the ceaseless activity of a healthy, little

child. Undue repression means starvation

and stupidity in class and disorderly license

of conduct on release, the violent reaction is

almost inevitable.

The school problem is to secure the happy
mean between repression and indulgence.

After nine years of age, intervals of quiet

attention are legitimately lengthened; but

should not be so long as has been customary.

If children are left to themselves, they

alternate short spells of very vigorous exer-

cise with very much shorter spells of rest.

Why? All through childhood the lungs are

relatively small and undeveloped (they have

to increase twenty-fold in size between birth

and maturity). The greatest rapidity of de-

velopment occurs after the twelfth year; re-

call the increase of chest circumference in

adolescence. Now, growth and nutrition de-

pend upon pure blood, yet the area for its

purification is restricted throughout childhood.

Therefore, to secure their supply of oxygen,
children instinctively employ vigorous exer-

cise; for, to be out of breath in reason, en-

sures thorough aeration of the whole lung

area and the purification of the blood carried

to it for this purpose. But, because their

relatively small hearts are not adapted to any
tax on endurance, instinct also guides our

small people to select, indeed, to crave for,

the form of exercise best suited to their physio-

logical needs.

Unconsciously, we have often done harm,

though with most excellent intentions, when

organized games have been prolonged to the

period adapted to adults, or when physical

exercises have been suited rather to the mature

than to growing boys and girls. Considera-

tion must be given to their inability for pro-

longed effort and to this necessity for brief

periods of repose alternating with activity.

Medical officers of schools in England and

the U. S. A. are already sounding a note of

warning to Scout masters as to the serious

effects on the hearts of little boys from incit-

ing them to prolonged exertions, quite appro-

priate for men, but fraught with the risk of

permanent injury to immature children.

One of the strongest arguments against

child labor is the serious strain to the child

heart associated with carrying of heavy

weights, climbing many steep stairs, or even

from working for many consecutive hours.

Investigations in London show conclusively

the heavy price paid by boy workers, in

aneamia, nerve signs, and permanent heart

damage. Only after puberty is work in the

adult sense permissible. Unfortunately, pu-

berty may occur at 1 3 or be delayed till 1 7.

No definite reply can be given to the query:

When may work begin? It is purely an

individual matter. Age in years is no infal-

lible guide to physiological development.

(c) A child's posture

conveys much information to the trained ob-

server. The pose of the head, the position of

the hands, the poise of the body, constitute a

reliable index to the moral and intellectual,

as well as to the physical health of the indi-

vidual.

No one posture can be legitimately main-

tained for more than a short period in child-

hood, because of the pull of the muscles upon

the immature and pliable bones. Symmetry
is the result of this pull, rightly exercised;

deformities follow its perversion. The more

debilitated the child, for instance, the more

necessary the supervision to ensure frequent

change of posture. The healthy child takes

care of itself—given a fair chance. People

are apt to forget the slow progress of bone

formation: the bones of ankle and wrist are
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not completely ossified until about the twen-

tieth year; the tip of the spine (the coccyx)
is still later in completing its ossification.

Growing pains, by the way, must not be ig-

nored; they may be the symptom of inflam-

matory changes in the bones. More usually

they are of rheumatic origin, and call for

immediate treatment. Rheumatism is a seri-

ous trouble in early life, by reason of its in-

sidious attack upon the heart.

The clumsiness of later childhood results

from the rapid growth characteristic of this

period. Power to control the muscles is but

gradually acquired, hence the hobble-de-hoy
uncouthness and gestures which often excite

derision or censure. A few weeks or months

pass and control is once more established.

The asymmetrical slouch of the feeble-

minded can only receive passing notice, preg-
nant as it is with significance to the far-seeing

eye; for a few remarks upon the causes

which promote the

(d) NUTRITION OF THE CHILD

must bring my paper to a close.

Evidences of good health are associated

with sufficiency of suited food; abundant,

quiet sleep; plenty of exercise, mental and

physical; and the absence of disease. Brief

reference, only, can be made to one great
factor in nutrition, namely, the duty of safe-

guarding a child's teeth from decay and of

training him in the use of his muscles of mas-
tication. One decayed tooth sets up, by its

foul discharge, a condition of slow poisoning
in the system, hampers mastication by its ten-

derness and infects other teeth. The first

teeth are of great importance to future as well

as to present health and normal development,
so are the permanent teeth. One tooth re-

moved or tender throws two more teeth out

of work. The most perfect dietary is wasted
if teeth are defective and unused.

WARMTH AND NUTRITION.

One object of food is to maintain the tem-

perature of the body, without which there

can be neither energy, activity or growth.
Most heat is lost from the body through the

skin. We wear clothes in order to minimize

this loss. Now a child's body, owing to its

small mass, has from two to three times the

surface of an adult's per pound weight; yet

it has a poorer capacity for automatically reg-

ulating the loss of heat. Bearing this in

mind, there is food for thought in the number-

less cases in which children's clothing seems

designed to facilitate the loss of body heat,

rather than to conserve it; a condition which
involves an unnecessary tax on a child's vital-

ity and checks growth.

As we all know, activity promotes warmth.
If a child be cold and hungry, its growth is

arrested ; if it be overclothed and overfed, its

growth is perverted.

Nothing less than a whole paper would
suffice to show in all its bearings the relation

of abundant sleep to efficiency, especially dur-

ing childhood. It is a subject on which I

have carried out investigations of consider-

able extent, and of great interest.

SLEEP AND EFFICIENCY.

The opinion of all mental specialists is

unanimous on this point: There can be no
mental stability where the hours of sleep dur-

ing childhood are ignorantly curtailed. De-
ficient sleep predisposes to all sorts of neurotic

abnormalities; it is a factor in juvenile crime;
it accounts for the growing population of our

lunatic asylums. All day long, new impres-
sions crowd in upon a child's immature brain,

all day long new efforts exhaust its untried

powers. Recreation and growth of nervous

tissue proceed during sleep; if this be pro-

found, quiet and sufficiently prolonged.

It is evident that freedom from poor health

can only be secured for our child population

by a general recognition of its physiological
characteristics and by an intelligent provision
for its requirements. For instance, the differ-

ences in structure and in the proportions and
relations of their parts render children in sev-

eral particulars peculiarly susceptible to dis-

ease. Thus, the immature skin constitutes a

less efficient protection than does that of an

adult; consequently, we find children sus-

ceptible to ringworm, eczema and other affec-

tions of the skin. Their blood, too, has less

resistance to the micro-organisms of disease;

hence, every month during which infection is

escaped is a clear gain to health; for the

power to resist attack increases with each year
of life. Recollect the finding of the Royal
Commission on Tuberculosis: that adults are

proved to be immune to bovine tuberculosis;

but, such is the delicacy of the lining mem-
brane of a young child's intestine, that he is

deplorably susceptible to this disease, so often

conveyed by the milk of infected cows.

Again, the narrowness of a child's wind-

pipe enhances the risk of diphtheria; the ex-

treme activity of his lymphatic system renders

its tissue liable to overgrowth, hence adenoids.
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The immaturity of his bones permits per-

manent deformity to follow the strain of pre-

mature use ; the pliability of his muscles lends

itself to a corresponding result from misguided
abuse. Take, for example, the long eye-ball

of short-sight, brought about, in part, by the

pull of the muscles on the outer coat of the

eye ; a condition associated with the too early

use of printed books or small needles.

It must be borne in mind that there is

nothing pathological in these normal physio-

logical conditions, a few of which I have

brought before you today. They are but

definite phases of the physiological unrest as-

sociated with healthy development. No child

is delicate by nature, in the ordinary sense of

the word, that of being sickly. But the child

is delicate, in the sense that its immaturity—
so replete with promise, so potential for future

usefulness in the world—renders it unfit for

the strain, stress and responsibility of matu-

rity. Surround a normal child with condi-

tions adapted to the succeeding phases of

growth, and the product is health; subject it

to those often found trying by an adult, and

the result is ill-health and instability. The

knowledge necessary for our guidance is now

easily available; the plea of ignorance or of

inaccessibility can no longer be entertained.

It is our duty to the Empire, if for no other

reason, to exercise such vigilance during the

quarter of a century of active growth, that

dangers to heart, nervous system and sense

organs, shall be warded off the rising genera-

tion; and that the requirements for sleep,

food, activity and moral training, shall be

consistently met by parents and guardians.

Particularly are we, here assembled, respon-

sible for the care necessary during school life

and at the critical period of puberty. An
individual is the expression of his physiological

functions ; an alteration in one single function

may profoundly change his whole being.

Does it not behoove us, therefore, to acquaint
ourselves with the general tenor of a child's

development; seeing that we are so directly

concerned with the details of his present life,

and by these details mould, for good or ill,

the course of his future career?

ANNIE'S AND WHLIE'S PRAYER.

'Twas the eve before Christmas; "Good night"
had been said.

And Annie and Willie had crept into bed;
There were tears on their pillows, and tears in

their eyes,
And each little bosom was heaving with sighs.
For tonight their stern father's command had

been given
That they should retire precisely at seven
Instead of at eight; for they troubled him more

With questions unheard of than ever before;He had told them he thought this decision a
sin,

No such being as "Santa Claus" ever had been.
And he hoped after this he should nevermore

hear
How he scrambled down chimneys with pres-

ents each year.
And this was the reason that two little heads
So restlessly tossed on their soft downy beds.
Eight, nine, and the clock on the steeple tolled

ten;
Not a word had been spoken by either till then,When Willie's sad face from the blanket did

peep,
And whispered, "Dear Annie, is you fast

asleep?"
"Why, no, brother Willie," a sweet voice re-

plies,
"I've tried it in vain, but I can't shut my eyes,
For somehow it makes me so sorry because
Dear papa has said there is no Santa Claus.
Now, we know that there is, and it can't be

denied,
For he came every year before dear mamma

died;
But then I've been thinking that she used to

pray,
And God would hear everything mamma would

say.
And perhaps she asked Him to send Santa

Claus here,
With the sack full of presents he brought

every year."
"Well, why tan't we pray dest as mamma did

then,
And ask Dod to send him with presents aden?"
"I've been thinking so, too." And without a

word more.
Four little bare feet bounded out on the floor.
And four little knees the soft carpet pressed.And two tiny hands were clasped close to each

breast.
"Now, Willie, you know, we must firmly be-

lieve
That the presents we ask for we're sure to re-

ceive,
You must wait just as still, till I say the

'Amen,'
And by that you will know that your turn has

come then."
"Dear Jesus, look down on my brother and

me,
And grant us the favor we are asking of Thee.
I want a wax dollie, a tea set, and ring,
And an ebony workbox that shuts with a

spring.
Bless papa, dear Jesus, and cause him to see
That Santa Claus loves us far better than h« ;

Don't let him get fretful and angry again
At dear brother Willie and Annie. Amen."
"Please, Desus, et Santa Taus turn down to-

night,
And bing us some pesants before it is light,
I want he should dive me a nice little sed
With bright shinin unners and all painted ed;A box full of tandy, a book and a toy,
Amen, and den Desus I'll be a dood boy."
Their prayers being ended, they raised up their

heads
And with hearts light and cheerful again

sought their beds.
They were soon lost in slumber, both peaceful

and deep,
And with fairies in dreamland were roaming

in sleep.
Eight, nine, and the little French clock had

struck ten
Ere the father had thought of his children

again;
He seems now to hear Annie's half-suppressed

sighs,
And to see the big tears stand in Willie's blue

eyes.
"I was harsh with my darlings," he mentally

said,
"And should not have sent them so early to

bed,
But then I was troubled, my feelings found

vent,
For bank stock today has come down ten per

cent.
But of course they've forgotten their troubles

ere this.
And that I denied them the thrice asked-for

kiss;
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But then, to make sure, I'll steal up to their
door,

For I never spoke harsh to my darlings be-
fore."

So saying, he softly ascended the stairs,
And arrived at the door to hear both of their

prayers.
His Annie's "bless papa" draws forth the big

tears,
And Willie's grave promise falls sweet on his

ears.
"Strange, strange, I'd forgotten," said he with

a sigh,
"How I longed when a child to have Christmas

draw nigh.
I'll atone for my harshness," he inwardly said,
"By answering their prayers, ere I sleep in my

bed."
Then he turned to the stairs and softly went

down,
Threw off velvet slippers and silk dressing

gown,
Donned hat, coat and boots and was out in

the street,
A millionaire facing the cold, driving sleet;
Nor stopped he until he had bought every

thing,
From the box full of candy to the tiny gold

ring;
Indeed, he kept adding so much to his store
That the various presents outnumbered a

score.
Then homeward he turned with his holiday

load,
And with Aunt Mary's help in the nursery

'twas stowed.
Miss Dolly was seated beneath a pine tree,
By the side of a table spread out for her tea,
A workbox well filled in the center was laid,
And on it the ring for which Annie had prayed.
A soldier in uniform stood by a sled,
"With bright shining runners and painted all

red."
There were balls, dogs and horses, books pleas-

ing to see,
And birds of all colors were perched in a tree,
While Santa Claus laughing stood up in the

top,
As if getting ready more presents to drop;
And as the fond father the pictured surveyed,
He thought for his trouble he had amply been

paid,
And he said to himself as he brushed off a tear,
'I am happier tonight than I've been for a

year,
Hereafter I'll make it a rule, I believe,
to have Santa Claus visit us each Christmas

Eve."
So thinking he gently extinguished the light,
And tripped down the stairs to retire for the

night.
As soon as the beams of the bright morning

sun
Put the darkness to flight and the stars one

by one,
Four little blue eyes out of sleep opened wide
And at the same moment the presents espied.
Then out of their bed they sprang with a

bound,
And the very gifts prayed for were all of them

found.
And they laughed and they cried in their inno-

cent glee,
And shouted for "papa" to come quick and see
What presents old Santa Claus brought in the

night,
(Just the things that they wanted and left be-

fore light.
•"And now," added Annie, in a voice sweet and

low,
"You'll believe there's a Santa Claus, papa, I

know."
While dear little Willie climbed up on his knee,
Determined no secret between them should be,
And told in soft whispers how Annie had said
That their dear blessed mother, so long ago

dead,
Used to kneel down and pray by the side of

her chair,

And that God up in Heaven had answered her
prayer.

"Then we dot up and prayed des as well as we
tould.

And Dod answered our prayers; now wasn t

he dood?"

"I should say that He was, if he sent you all
these."

(Well, well, let him think so, the dear little elf,
'Twould be cruel to tell him I did it myself).
Blind father who caused your stern heart to

repent,
And the hasty words spoken so soon to repent?
'Twas the Being who bade you steal softly up-

stairs,
And made you His agent to answer their

prayers. —Mrs. Sophia P. Snow.

A WOMAN'S VIEW.

By Mrs. Edith Stevenson Rutherford]

I have been wondering what I should write

in response to the Editor's request for "Some-

thing for our Christmas number," and as I

sat by the open fire turning the pages of a

magazine, I came across a little poem called

"A Song of Life." The first stanza which

I quote seems to me especially applicable to

those of us who live on fruit farms in British

Columbia :

Say not "I live,"

Unless the morning's trumpet brings

A shock of glory to your soul;

Unless the ecstacy that sings

Through rushing worlds and insects' wings
Sends you upspringing to your goal,

Glad of the need of toil and strife,

Eager to grapple hands with Life;

Say not "I live!"

There it is! Here in our glorious Prov-

ince if we only appreciated our advantage, or

as a friend of mine used to say, "Just sit

down and count your mercies." We should

find that life is not a mere commonplace
round of daily duties, but full of wonder
and charm.

Have you watched through lovely April

days, how the green mist of leaves begins to

climb the mountains, sometimes slowly, some-

times under the gentle persuasion of a warm
rain seeming to reach the summit at a bound?
Did you mark the exquisite flash of pure
azure as the bluebird "Shifted his light load

of song from post to post? In the garden—for if you want to get the kernel of hap-

piness out of life you must have a garden—
in your garden then the snowdrops and hya-
cinths are tossing their dainty bells and per-
chance you follow a delicious fragrance till

it leads you to where the first violet breathes

sweetness among its leaves.

"Closer to Mother Nature's heart these

flowers

Than any others; these her babies are

The child flowers of the year, and never

far

From her warm bosom stray."
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You watch for the day when the cherry

trees don their bridal whiteness, and the daf-

fodils fling their golden trumpets to the breeze.

The currant and gooseberry bushes are alive

with all sorts of queer little bees and some-

times if you have luck you will see a pair of

ruby throated humming birds, prospecting

among the pretty green blossoms of the cur-

rants. Have you ever watched your friends,

the trees, to see which would be first to dress

itself in its new green gown. In my garden

the birches always win the race. I have had

an annual struggle for the nine years I've

lived on a fruit ranch in British Columbia, to

keep "the Boss" from cutting down my beau-

tiful birch trees, but every spring when I see

their lovely golden green tassels and etheral

leaves I register a new vow never to let them

be cut, which is signed and sealed afresh every

autumn when they are like towering flames

of yellow fire.

After the cherries bloom, the race is to

the swift, and you can hardly keep score as

peaches, plums and pears follow in quick

succession; sometimes distanced by an early

apple tree, which decks itself with pink and

white wreaths as if to say: "That peach tree

may think itself very gay with its branches

like strings of pink coral beads, and the plum
tree is pretty enough with its white clusters,

but / am the Queen of the Orchard, and can

wear both pink and white." Have you look-

ed closely at the exquisite delicacy of these

fruit blossoms, or are you too busy with the

myriad duties of the spring to take time to

make acquaintance with the very Spirit of

the Season herself. For surely her home is

in these fairy blossoms, so pure and white,

and yet holding within their hearts the richly

colored fruit of Autumn.

Have you seen the robins flying among the

blossoming cherry trees as if they were sizing

up the chances of a good crop, for they are

interested parties without a doubt? Do you
listen for the first shrill piping of the frogs,

that weird fluting which more than anything

else, tells us that Spring has actually arrived?

As you tuck away the quaint little seeds in

the warm earth, do you muse on the amazing
wonder of such tiny things holding safely the

gorgeous poppy or many petalled aster? Do
you think as you revel in fresh asparagus,

spinnach and all the delicious green vege-

tables available to every rancher in British

Columbia, that mere money could not buy

anything so good? For it is an undeniable

fact that no vegetable or fruit ever tastes so

good as that you have grown yourself. And
in June, when you look at your roses and

peonies, and stroll through the strawberry

patch, picking the very biggest, most luscious

berries to nibble at, are you not sorry for the

poor people who have to £>uj> their straw-

berries?

What a feast of good things is ours every

month in the year. The strawberries give

place to the currants, black, white and red,

the gooseberries are ready to be turned into

pies, and the raspberries bend the bushes with

their globes of honeyed sweetness. The
cherries ripen and from that time till the

frost reddens the cheeks of the Northern

Spies, the Goddess of the Harvest pours a

constant stream of luscious fruits into our

lap.

But it is the little hidden beauties of the

life I would have you enjoy, the song of the

birds in the early morning, and again after

the heat of the day has passed, when the

chorus bursts forth as if in gratitude for the

coolness of evening; the changing lights and

shadows that chase each other over the sur-

face of our crystal clear lakes and rivers. I

am fortunate enough to live on Lake Koote-

nay, but in this country of mountain streams

and lakes, there are few who have not some

water to add beauty and interest to their

landscape. To me the lake is a constant

source of happiness ; it is never two days alike

but there is always beauty in its infinite

variety.

What satisfaction, as Autumn paints her

gorgeous pictures on the mountains, to think

of the well stored cellar, with its bins of

vegetables, its shelves of apples and pears,

and other shelves of pickles and preserves,

jellies and jams. You are not living up to

your privileges unless you have also the old-

fashioned herbs, sage and savory, thyme and

sweet marjoram, dried for winter use, when

Christmas fare holds the board; with laven-

der and dried rose leaves to sweeten the linen

press, and bring a breath of summer when all

the world is hidden in snow.

Then while the wind howls outside, and

the fingers of the frost paint mimic flower

gardens on the window panes, what delightful

long evenings one can spend with some fav-

orite book before the fire. By the way even

if you live in a shack, build yourself a stone

fireplace. I built one this fall, with the help

of a friend, and aside from the fun of wield-

ing a trowel and hunting for the exact riflet

stone for a certain place, it is like having a
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dear friend always in the house, so compan-
ionable it is. It was really quite easy to do,

and only cost the price of a few fire bricks

and clay for lining, and the cement for laying

the stones. I flatter myself it is the first fire-

place in B. C. even partly built by a woman.
After all to get the good out of this sort

of life, one must acquire a seeing eye to ap-

praise things at their true value, to divine the

beauty that underlies all Nature's processes.

In the first place make up your mind to se-

cure some leisure to "loaf and invite your
soul." Yes, I know if you attend to all a

woman's duties on a ranch you could be very

busy from morning to night, but is it worth

while? What will it profit you to have the

finest ranch in the country, if you starve your

soul; if you are too busy to see the true in-

wardness of the pageant of the year as it

passes before your eyes? So take a little

time every day to work among the flowers,

to sit on the porch and watch the shadows

play along the mountain sides, and the birds

about their building operations. And when
as now, the snow covers the garden, get out

your books and read what the poets, the true

interpreters of Life, have said about the

snow.

Read Lowell and our own Canadian poets,

Lampman's "Winter," and "Winter hues

recalled," or Ethelyn Wetherald's "Snow."

I have not read this for years, but it ap-

pealed to me so that I committed it to mem-

ory, and will write it here, as it exactly de-

scribes the scene, on which I look through

the chrysanthemums abloom in my windows.

"This day the world has not a word to

speak,
The snow comes down as softly through

the air

As pitying heaven to a maiden's prayer

Or soft blush roses to a bloodless cheek.

The footsteps of the snow as white and

meek
As angel travelers, are everywhere
On fence and briar, and up the forest star

And on the wind's trail o'er the moorland

bleak.

They tread the rugged paths as tenderly

As April venturing her first caress.

They hide the old Earth's furrowed

wound and scars

Within the white foam of a soundless sea,

And bring a deeper depth of quietness

To graves asleep beneath the quiet stars."

It is many years since a dear old friend

of mine, a man who had lived his three

score years and ten, gave me this advice:

"Always go to hear the man who can show

you the poetry that underlies the barest com-

monplaces of life," and I pass it on to you.
When you find yourself in danger of lapsing

into a grim acceptance of life as a matter of

getting up in the morning, working, eating and

sleeping again, just make up your mind you
are not living at all, and begin to look for

the beauty and poetry that is all about you.
In this Province of unparalleled beauty of

mountain and stream, the fortunate dweller

in country places has only to open her eyes
and Mother Nature will do the rest.

WHAT IT IS TO BE FORTY.
To discover a sprinkle of gray in your beard,
And a thinness of crop where the upland is

cleared ;

To note how you take to your slippers and

gown
And to hug the fire when you get home from

town:

Ah! that's what it is to be forty.

To find that your shadow has portlier grown ;

That your voice has a practical, business-like

tone;

That your vision is tricky which once was so

bright,

And a hint of a wrinkle is coming to light:

Ah! that's what it is to be forty.

A sleigh ride, a party; a dance or a dine—
Why, of course you'll be present

—you never

decline ;

But, alas ! there's no invite—you're not young
folks, you see;

You're no longer a peach, but a crab apple
tree:

Ah! that's what it is to be forty.

A daughter that grows like a lily, a queen,
And that blooms like a rose in a garden of

green,

A dapper young clerk in an ice cream saloon,

Both a dude and a dunce, is to carry off

soon;

And a boy that is ten, and the pride of your
eye,

Is caught smoking vile cigarettes on the sly:

Ah! that's what it is to be forty.

At twenty a man dreams of power and fame;
At thirty his fire has a soberer flame;
At forty his dreams and visions are o'er,

And he knows and he feels, as he ne'er did

before,

That a man is a fool till he's forty.
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Editorial

THE EDITOR'S AMBITION.

Some one has said, "Blessed is the man
who has found his work," and thrice blessed

is he who, having found his work, puts his

hand to the plow and looks not back until

he has finished his furrow.

To labor is the lot of man, duty dictates

the application and success is the evidence—
the reward—of obedience and fidelity.

The editor of The Fruit Magazine, Scien-

tific Farmer and Canadian Citizen, believes

that agriculture is the basic science upon
which rests the superstructure of all our

national wealth; that the abnormal growth
of cities at the expense of the rural commu-
nities is rapidly producing a condition which
threatens to undermine and endanger our

national stability; that our public school

educational system is, in a great measure,

responsible for upsetting the equilibrium be-

tween the rural and city populations ; and that

in our efforts to turn the migratory instincts

of the people toward the country and away
from the city, duty calls us into a sphere of

activity which invites the opposition of those

responsible for the development of the pres-

ent curricula of the public schools of Can-
ada. We are also confronted by the indif-

ference of those whose ignorance, egotism or

selfish motives have persuaded them that fair

weather and a smooth sea lie before the ship
of state.

We have no desire to minimize the import-
ance and necessity for centres of industrial

activity, but in order to prevent our cities

from becoming incubators of demoralizing
influences through over-population and con-

gestion, farm life must be made more attrac-

tive and the pernicious fallacy, that it is less

respectable and profitable than that of the

city, relegated to the oblivion from which it

never should have been conjured.

Only by developing a strong, happy, pros-

perous and contented rural population can

we hope to prevent the degrading influences

of idleness, extravagant living and poorly

paid labor in the cities.

The highest form of civilization is reflected

through the moral, physical and intellectual

standard of the rural population of any coun-

try, while city life promotes the vanity, friv-

olity, and the selfishly debasing indulgences

of human nature.

The modern city typifies the traits of

character manifest in savage, uncivilized

tribes, who always neglected the land, lived

in villages or communities and indulged their

weaknesses for ornament and show, includ-

ing the grotesque headdresses of women so

manifest in cities of the present day.

Good roads (assisting rapid transporta-

tion), better educational facilities, more home

comforts, cheap telephones, free mail delivery

and the adoption of scientific methods of in-

tensive cultivation, are some of the things

which would beautify and stimulate rural

development, and also make city life more

endurable in this fair Dominion of boundless

natural wealth and resources. And if, in our

humble capacity, we are able to awaken
native forces that will not only stop the

stream of our best young men and women
from the country to the cities, but turn that

stream back and make it flow in the opposite

direction, we shall feel that we have played
the part of a true patriot to the country in

which we live and shall have left the world

a little better than we found it.

This is our modest ambition, the success

of which would be more gratifying than a

seat in the highest executive position in the

gift of a democratic people.

We do not like the term "parasite," as

vulgarly applied to those who may appear
higher up in the "social" scale, but the fact

remains that the machinery (the text books

and training of teachers) in the public schools

of to-day is not designed for the purpose of

turning out producers, or creators of wealth,
but men and women who, by virtue of their

training, must in future live off other people.

The great expenditure of time and vast

sums of money, in order to provide special in-

struction in agriculture, mining, etc., is largely
the direct result of impractical and defective

training in the public schools. We know that

the studies in the public schools are, and
should be, largely "mind-training" rather

than educational in the highest sense. But we
contend that the curriculum and the training
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of the public school teachers, should be so

balanced that the young mind should not be

unduly influenced against agricultural pursuits

and in favor of the so-called professions.

Let the science of agriculture in its most

attractive form and the pleasures, attractions

and splendid possibilities of rural life, be

taught in the public schools of town and

country alike, provide the means of raising

the standard of the rural school to that of the

city, and you will not only stem the tide of

young manhood and womanhood surging

from the country to the city, but will create

in the mind of many a child who has the

misfortune to be born in the city, a desire to

improve his condition by invading the rural

districts; and thus turn the tide in the oppo-
site direction. Our training of the young is

unfair, dishonest and misleading and not

directed in the best interest of the future of

this great country.

Let us repent and begin a reform, by giv-

ing agriculture its proper place in the public

school curriculum.

CANADIAN DEFENDERS.

Since Col. Sam Hughes, Minister of

Militia, made a tour of inspection through
Canada as far as the Pacific Coast, much
comment has appeared in the public press

•about his proposal to form a Hindoo regi-

ment in Vancouver and other foreign regi-

ments elsewhere. Knowing Col. Hughes to

be a staunch Canadian first and last and all

the time, we were not disposed to credit the

report and accordingly sent the following
wire to Ottawa:

Vancouver, B. C, October 19th, 1911.

Col. Sam Hughes,

Minister of Militia, Ottawa, Ont.

What truth, if any, is there in the report of your
intention to form a Hindoo Regiment in Vancouver
or elsewhere in Canada. Newspaper reports of your
ecent visit in the West refer to this matter. Shall

be obliged for the facts by wire.

(Signed) MAXWELL SMITH,
Editor The Fruit Magazine, Scientific Farmer and

Canadian Citizen.

To which we received the following reply:

Ottawa, Ont., November 20, 1911.

Maxwell Smith,

Vancouver, B. C.

Re your telegram nineteenth, I have as yet no

"intention" whatever in the matter. Several residents

of Vancouver suggested it, but nothing definite or

official was proposed.

(Signed) SAM HUGHES.

In the meantime, the proposal seems to be

confined to "several residents of Vancouver,"
and it is needless to observe that they are

not likely Canadians either by birth or in

the spirit of adoption. Whatever military

bodies are organized for the defence of this
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country, let them be Canadian—white peo-

ple who are citizens—and these "several resi-

dents of Vancouver" should understand that

Canada wants no hirelings in her military or

naval defenders.

We have every reason to be proud of our

citizen soldiers, who have given a good ac-

count of themselves both at home and abroad,

and should the Dominion ever again need an

armed force to defend her, we want them to

be Canadian citizens in spirit as well as in

name.

THIRD DOMINION FRUIT GROW-
ERS' CONFERENCE.

In connection with the annual meeting of

the B. C. Fruit Growers' Association, held

last January, four delegates were elected to

represent the Province at the Third Domin-

ion Fruit Growers' Conference, at that time

expected to be held in Ottawa this month.

For several reasons the Conference is now

postponed until some date in February, 1912.

There will, therefore, be another annual

meeting of the B. C. Association before the

delegates proceed to Ottawa, and in their

STEEL FLUMING, KELOWNA IRRIGATION CO.

January meeting there will be up for dis-

cussion a number of important questions on

which action will doubtless be taken at the

Dominion Conference.

Commissioner Mr. W. H. Bunting will

give an address at the Dominion Confer-

ence, and his address will be followed up by

a full Report published as a Bulletin by the

Federal Government.

Other features of the programme at the

Dominion Conference, will be an address by

W. T. Macoun, the Dominion Horticulturist,

on "New Varieties of Fruit," a paper by

Alexander McNeil, Chief of the Fruit Div-

ision, on "Co-operation in Fruit Marketing,"

and also, possibly, a paper from J. A. Rud-

dick, the Commissioner in charge, on the

subject of Cold Storage in its applications

to the fruit industry.

A very interesting feature will be an ex-

hibit of fruit from the various producing dis-

tricts of Canada, which will be represented

by one box each of the twenty or thirty va-

rieties most commonly produced. Arrange-

ments have already been made for the collec-

tion of the requisite fruit in this Province.

Fruit is being collected not only from the

Provinces of Canada, but from Oregon,

Washington, Virginia, New York, etc., and

the comparisons that will be made will doubt-

less be of much value to the delegates.

Extracts will be made from the census

returns, to show the progress and size of the

fruit industry in the various Provinces and in

the Dominion as a whole.

Short addresses will be given by the dele-

gates, indicating briefly the progress being

made in their special districts.

The members of the Association through-

out British Columbia should consider and

discuss the questions upon which action will

be taken at the Conference. Among those

questions, we mention the following:

1 . Should the use of the present size of

the apple box for export be made obligatory

for domestic trade?

2. Should any specific size be chosen for

the pear box? The size now used in British

Columbia is 18'/4 x 1 1 x 8'/2 "• The size

in Ontario is 20 x 11 x 8", adopted six

years ago by the advice of British Columbia

growers, many of whom have since adopted
the shorter box.

3. Should any specified crate be adopted
for plums?

4. Should the pear box 1 9^ * ' \
3A"

be adopted as the logical size?
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5. What should be the legal box for

the crab apple?
6. Should any change be made in the

law regarding the size of the raspberry and

strawberry hallocks?

7. Regarding the grades of apples:

(a) Should the grade "Fancy" be done

away with, and the standard of the "Num-
ber 1

"
grade raised?

(b) Should "Number 1

"
grade be

amended to admit small but perfect apples?

(c) Should the number of apples be

marked on the box?
8. Should the above points apply to

pears as well as apples?
9. (a) Should grades be made legal

for peaches?

(b) Should the number of peaches be
marked on the box?

1 0. Do we desire a more vigorous en-

forcement of the Inspection and Sales Act?
Is a greater Inspection force needed?

1 1 . To what extent should our grade
marks apply to imported fruit?

12. In what respects can the policy of

the Dominion Department of Agriculture be

extended to be of greater value to the fruit

industry of the Dominion as a whole?

While the great value of the Dominion

Conference is its influence in bringing to-

gether representative fruit growers from the

entire Dominion, the questions above are of

come importance, and the opinions of fruit

growers on them will receive every atten-

tion at the hands of the delegates, and from

the Government. Fruit growers should make
use of their Associations to secure such ac-

tion as they think fit. It is imperative that

no action be taken too hastily ; it is, however,

a mistake to defer action, once it has become

necessary.

In view of the great importance of the

continued welfare of the fruit industry, it is

hoped that fruit growers individually will take

a proper interest in the work of the Confer-

ence.

Information on the Inspection and Sales

Act, Part IX, and concerning the proceed-
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ings of the last Conference, may be obtained

by writing to the Department of Agriculture,

Ottawa, for the same.

The Fruit Magazine, Scientific Farmer

and Canadian Citizen shall be glad to re-

ceive suggestions for amendments to the Do-

minion Fruit Regulations, from our readers.

Correspondents should, however, be particu-

lar to give good reasons for any changes

which they may suggest.

BRITISH COLUMBIA ENTOMOLO-
GICAL SOCIETY

Being a Branch of the Ontario^Entcmological Society

A meeting of the Entomological Society of

British Columbia will be held in the Aber-

deen school, Vancouver, on December 9th,

1911. This society has been dormant for

the last four or five years, but is now being

re-formed. It is wished that all the old

members will again attend and all new mem-
bers will be heartily welcome. The follow-

ing programme will be presented:

1 . Reports on "Insects of the Year,"

from the Kootenay, Okanagan, Vancouver

and Victoria Districts, as well as from Brit-

ish Columbia in general.

2. Culture of Narcissi with Life History

of the Narcissus Fly.

3. Insects imported on Nursery Stock.

4. Life History of Two Bombycias from

Vancouver Island.

5. Climatic Influences at work in the

Province affecting distribution of Plant and

Insect Life.

6. Forest Conservancy in the Indian Em-

pire.

HALF-ROUND STEEL FLUME, KELOWNA IRRIGATION CO.

7. Lantern Slide Lecture, in the evening,

on Disease Carrying Ticks and their Life His-

tories.

8. General notes on the Season.

Further information can be obtained by

corresponding with R. C. Treherne, Domin-

ion Superintendent, Fennington, Vancouver,

B. C.

A GIFT WITH A THOUGHT IN IT.

32-INCH STEEL TUBE INVERTED SYPHON, KELOWNA
IRRIGATION CO.

What other Christmas present costs so

little and means so much as a subscription to

The Youth's Companion—52 weeks to any
Canadian subscriber for $2.00? It is a gift

which benefits not only the one who receives

it, but every member of the same household.

With many Christmas presents the sense of

novelty wears off by the week's end, but The
Youth's Companion is as new and sought

after the fifty-second week of the year as the

first. It is elastic in its adaptibility, too; for

it does not matter whether the present is for

a boy or a girl, young married people, sedate

couples, grandparents
—there never was one

yet who did not set store by The Youth's

Companion. You cannot make a mistake if

you give The Companion—and it is only

$2.00 a year now to Canadian subscribers.

On January 1, 1912, the price will be ad-

vanced to $2.25.

The Fruit Magazine, Scientific Farmer
and Canadian Citizen is probably the only

publication which surpasses the Youth's Com-

panion in actual value for the money. This

Magazine is only $1.50 a year and in these

two publications there is profitable instruc-

tion and wholesome entertainment for every

member of the family, from the youngest who
can read or listen, to the oldest member who

may be nearing the end of life's journey.



Our Ottawa Letter
FROM OUR OWN REPRESENTATIVE AT THE NATIONAL CAFITAL

MR.
ELDRED G. F. WALKER

(North Somerset), one of the best

known of the agricultural and horti-

cultural writers in the press of Great Britain,

has returned to his home in the Mother Coun-

try and completed his special correspondence
on Canada. Mr. Walker has contributed to

the Western Daily Press, of Bristol, Eng-
land, one of the most valuable series of let-

ters on Canada as a field for British agricul-

turists and fruit growers, ever written by an

English authority on the subject. He came

across to the Dominion at the best time of the

year for observing the orchards and farms,

their cultivation and their products, and the

opportunities this country offers to fruit grow-
ers and farmers seeking homes in a new coun-

try. It is probable, I believe, that the series

of letters will be reproduced in book form.

Mr. Walker is the regular agricultural cor-

respondent of the Western Daily Press, the

Mark Lane Express, the Farmer and Stock-

breeder, the Rural World, Country Life, the

Live Stock Journal and Farm and Home.
He has the happy knack of conveying prac-
tical information in a most interesting style

that is all his own—quite unique in its way.
He has not confined himself, as so many
other British writers have done, to the presen-
tation of the rosy features of his trip, but has

described things as they are and disadvan-

tages where he found them. He was rather

surprised at first at what appeared to him to

be the rather high prices at which the best

fruit lands are held, particularly in British

Columbia, but then on the other hand, he

furnished ample material upon which intend-

ing settlers and investors might arrive at cor-

rect conclusions pro and con. In a former

letter to the Fruit Magazine I quoted a few

paragraphs from Mr. Walker's correspond-
ence, relating to peaches and apples, and I

would like to conclude this reference to Mr.
Walker's work in Canada with a few lines

taken from one of the later letters he sent

across to England from the Canadian Pacific

coast. Writing from Nanaimo, after a trip

to Vernon and through the surrounding fruit

region, Mr. Walker had this to say:

"Of course, it would not do to be at Ver-

non without having a look at the famous

Coldstream Estate, which was purchased in

1891 by the Earl of Aberdeen, who spent a

considerable amount of money in developing
it by laying out orchards and hop gardens.
In 1 906 he formed the estate into a limited

liability company. It is a most instructive

DOUCLAS FIR IN THE B. FORESTS.
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sight to see how irrigation has been utilized

in developing this thoroughly up-to-date es-

tate, on which there is a forty-acre nursery.

Whilst in Vernon I saw the finest hedge of

sweet peas that I ever set eyes on. They
were fully twelve feet high, and one mass of

bloom. . . I came back to Sicamous

Junction, and there slept the sleep of the

tired, at a lakeside hotel, to be awakened in

the morning by the wild ducks on the lake ;

4:15 a. m. was certainly an early call, but

I responded, as it was that train or none.

Soon we were on the way up to Revelstoke,

nature's gateway. Here are many fine moun-

tains that can be climbed, with promise of

enchanting views of Alpine rocks and scenery,

but I meant to take matters more easily, and

accordingly went on by the waiting train for

Arrowhead. Here I took steamer right under

the walls of a precipice tov°nng right up.

ebonized pools of shadowed water. This was

a picturesque trip, indeed."

It will be correctly inferred from this brief

extract that "North Somerset," while emin-

ently practical on the business end of his trips

to and from the Pacific Coast, was not with-

out an eye to the picturesque.

Growers and shippers of this year's apples

for the British markets will be glad to know

that, summing up the prospects of the Can-

adian apple trade over there, so far as they

have been received to date, they may be con-

sidered satisfactory. Mr. W. J. Egan, Can-

ada's trade commissioner at Manchester, in

his last report to his department, stated that

prospects were "good." Shipments so far

this year had reached both Liverpool and

Manchester "in excellent condition.
'

The
total receipts from Canada at the two ports

NORTH END OF LONG LAKE, B. C

Bathed in the morning sunshine it was most

spectacular. The lake boats are very fine

steamers, drawing only between three and

five feet of water. Then came a day on the

ever-varying lakes, with waters of sapphire

blue, of wooded mountains merging into

rocky peaks, just tipped with snow. We
passed the hot springs at Halcyon, with the

mountain going some 1 0,400 feet up, and

near by some pretty water-falls. The hours

sped on. One thought of Killarney and other

beautiful old-world spots one had visited.

The afternoon merged into evening, and then

the full moon of harvest rose in all its splen-

dour. Talk of moonbeams on the water!

Here, indeed, was a picture for the fairies, as

a finish to my trip ot ninety odd miles on the

Arrow Lakes to West Robson. Then off

boat on to the train, and up to the pretty

Kootenay River in the moonlight. The falls

were beautiful in the seeming unreal light of

the moon, which also played upon the rapids.

The hissing lumps of silver stood out from the

had exceeded those of the corresponding pe-

riod last year.

A letter from a large fruit importing firm

received by Mr. E. D. Arnaud, trade com-

missioner at Bristol, says: "We are looking

forward to a distinct improvement in this mar-

ket, of which there are already unmistakeable

signs. We are quite convinced that consign-

ments arriving during the coming month and

therefore getting the Christmas demand, if

landed in equal condition to the previous lots,

will make prices that are bound to be satis-

factory to the senders." As regards the con-

dition of the previous lots referred to, several

consignments had been received by the "Roy-
al" Line to Bristol. They consisted prin-

cipally of Nos. I and 2 Gravensteins from

Nova Scotia and were delivered by the "Roy-
al Edward" and "Royal George," with some

Blenheim Orange Pippins and Ribstons. The

general turnout of the fruit was "most satis-

factory." The writers stated, with regard to

these shipments: "Without exaggeration we
can confidently say that we have never seen
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fruit landed in better condition." Out of the

whole of these consignments they only came
across about four or five slack barrels, and

some half a dozen barrels that were out of

condition fruit. The Gravensteins were par-

ticularly good, but unfortunately arrived on

a market already overdone with English fruit,

and prices were at the time moving on a some-

what low basis accordingly. The Blenheim

Orange Pippins were exceptionally fine and

sold better, though not making anything like

the price this fruit would have done later on.

During the past month considerable con-

signments of Nova Scotia fruit were received

on the Glasgow market. Mr. J. T. Lithgow,
Canadian trade commissioner at that port, re-

ported that the week preceding his writing,

45,000 barrels had been delivered, of which

35,000 were from Nova Scotia and On-
tario, and the balance from the United States,

principally New York State. Of the Nova
Scotia offerings, most were Gravensteins.

They seemed fully ripe and desirable only
for quick consumption. No. 1 Gravensteins

sold at from 1 0s. 6d. to lis.; No. 2 at 9s.

6d. to 1 0s. 6d. No. 1 Blenheims were sold

at 12s. 3d. to 16s., and No. 1 Kings at 21s.

6d. The Nova Scotia barrel is smaller than

the Ontario and American, with which it

comes into competition. The appearance is

not so attractive, nor is it so substantial, and

it does not stand trans-shipment as well. The
Ontario apples brought, for No. 1 Kings,

21s. 6d. to 28s.; other varieties from 13s.

6d. to 1 7s. ; American, principally from New
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controlled the trade and dictated terms to the

growers.

Special attention is promised to the grad-

ing and standardization of apples, etc., for

export, in the interest of producers and con-

sumers alike. As the Victorian Orchardists'

Co-operative Association consists solely of

growers who are desirous of marketing fruit

of a high standard upon an economical co-

operative basis, it is anticipated success sim-

ilar to that already achieved with respect to

dried fruits, such as raisins, currants, etc., will

be realized.

Turning to another organized Australian

interest, represented by the Tasmanian Farm-
ers' Co-operative Association, it appears that

notwithstanding the serious setback sustained

by potato growers, owing to the outbreak of

Irish blight, the association made a profit of

£1,875 on a paid up capital of £4,071 for

the year 1910-1 1. The turnover was £31,-

of 41 lbs., which was 41 cents more than

the United States firms were quoting. The

Shanghai market can easily absorb 1 ,600
cases this season. A trial shipment of Can-

adian apples last year met with considerable

success. Commissioner Harris states that if

Canadian apples can be quoted for $1.80,

they can easily compete with those from the

United States, since they are locally pre-

ferred.

Mention has been made in this correspon-

dence of the consignments of Canadian

peaches for the Festival of Empire Exhibi-

tion, Crystal Palace, London, Eng., selected

and packed by officers of the Dairy and Cold

Storage Branch here. Some further infor-

mation on the subject was given in an official

report of the branch received too late for use

in last issue of The Fruit Magazine, Scientific

Farmer and Canadian Citizen, which may
interest many readers. These peaches were

MR. FRANK RAYBURN S RANCH, LONG LAKE, B. C.

375, which was creditable considering the ad-

verse conditions contended against. The ap-

propriations consisted of a 6 per cent, divi-

dend on the capital, a bonus of 6 per cent,

on purchases made by shareholders and sub-

scribers, additions to the reserve fund now

standing at £1,805 and 10 per cent, written

off plant. The experience of the association

during the year demonstrated that this or-

ganization of farmers was able to maintain

its position in other than propitious trading

circumstances.

The Canadian trade commissioner at

Shanghai writes to the Trade and Commerce

department concerning his efforts to promote
trade in apples between Canada and China.

Many merchants there, he says, prefer the

Canadian product, but find the prices too

high. One particular firm desired from 550
to 1 ,000 cases to be delivered from Van-
couver at Shanghai by December 5, but

found that the Canadian firm with whom they

communicated quoted $2.50 gold per case

shipped from Jordan Station, Ont., to Mon-
treal, in a refrigerator car on September 1 3,

thence in cold storage by the S.S. Megantic
sailing on the 1 6th. They were discharged
at Liverpool at 9:30 a. m. on the 26th, and
forwarded to London immediately in an iced

car. The exhibition commissioner, Mr. Wm.
Hutchison, reports that he had them displayed
in the fruit section on the 27th, or 14 days
after they left Jordan Station. The thermo-

graph showed that the peaches were carried

at a temperature of 36 F., which was al-

lowed to rise to 44 before the chamber was

opened. The chief cargo inspector at Liver-

pool reported that the peaches were in per-
fect condition. The London Morning Ad-
vertiser referred to the exhibit in the follow-

ing terms:

"Without exhibiting competitively the Can-
adian authorities have supplemented their

arrays of fruit in the Government building
which forms so well known a feature under

the Festival of Empire; and the new arrivals
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of apples will be further augmented from
time to time from the orchards situated at

greater distances. The aspect of last season's

apples in the Canadian building testifies un-

mistakably to the efficiency of the cold stor-

age system. More striking still is the section

devoted to peaches. An abundance of this

season's crop is shown direct from the Niagara
district, Ontario, where the peaches atta.n

their highest degree of perfection."

Several large private shipments of peaches
nave been made this year, and in every re-

port so far seem to have been delivered in

excellent condition. Geo. Munro, Ltd., fruit

dealers, Covent Garden, who handled the

Government peach shipments last year and to

whom three cases of the exhibition peaches
were sent, wrote as follows to Mr. J. A.
Ruddick, dairy and cold storage commis-

sioner, Ottawa:

"They are certainly very good this year
and these three boxes arrived in excellent con-

dition. I had one of them home and was

very pleased indeed to find that they are so

good in quality ; better than any others I have

previously tasted or seen. Out of the other

two some were tested by the customers, and
we sold the remainder for 10s., which was

equal to about 6s. per box, if they had been

full. There are a good many coming on the

market, about 2,000 coming to our com-

petitor who received them last year, and also

1 ,000 boxes from the Wenatchee Valley,

Washington, but as written you last year it

is difficult to place any such quantities at

good prices, and we understand that they are

not moving very quickly at from 4s. 6d. to

5s. per box, although they have arrived in

excellent condition. We are sorry that you
are not sending any this year, but must still

say that it would be a great mistake to lead

growers to think that large quantities could

be placed at good prices, as you will realize

the peach trade is very limited and only the

best class of fruiterers can buy them at all,

except at low prices, say 3s. to 4s."

The general opinion seems to be among
those best qualified to speak on the subject

in Great Britain that no very large quantity
of peaches can be sold at extremely high

prices, but that there is a good market for

sound, well matured fruit at prices which

will enable the retailer to sell them at about

60 to 75 cents per dozen.

The perfect condition of this exhibition

shipment and the success of several large

private shipments this year, added to the ex-

perience of 1910, makes it quite clear that

there is no difficulty in landing peaches on

the English markets in good condition if the

precautions which have been pointed out are

carefully observed.

The police inspector's face turned scarlet

with rage as he rated a raw Irish recruit for

his awkwardness.

"Now, O'Connor, you'll spoil the line

with those feet. Draw them back instantly,

man, and get them in line!"

O'Connor's dignity was hurt.

"Plaze, inspector," he drawled solemnly,

"they're Pat Murphy's in the rear rank."

MODERN FARMING ON THE PRAIRIES OF CANADA.



Irrigation and Drainage
[By Mr. F. E. Jones, New WeslminAer]

IRRIGATION.

THE
basis of irrigation and drainage is

learned that moisture in the soil is re-

soil moisture control. In drainage we
duced in three ways, viz., by transpiration,

evaporation and drainage.

In irrigation we study the means of increas-

ing the moisture in the soil. But there is a

greater problem of how to use the water

already diverted from natural channels so

that it may be used in the irrigation of more

land. Fifty per cent, of the water diverted

at the present time is lost before it reaches

the farms. The loss during distribution on

the farm is from 15 to 30 per cent. The
latter loss is one that most concerns the far-

mer, and is more easily controlled by him.

Seepage. The seepage of water is a prob-

lem for engineers. The older canals which

have silt in their bottoms do not lose so much

water by seepage as the newer canals, where

water runs at a greater rate than three miles

per hour, it scours the bottom and does not

permit the depositing of silt. When seepage

is spoken of in the bulletins it means the

water that seeps out of reservoirs, canals and

laterals.

Evaporation. There is only one to three

per cent, loss in canals by evaporation. A
knowledge of evaporation losses is important

in the storage of water in reservoirs. The fol-

lowing factors affect evaporation:

1 . Area of the surface.

2. The amount of wind.

3. The humidity of the atmosphere.
4. The temperature of air and water.

5. The condition of the surface.

At the present time there is a greater lack

of evaporation data in the Northwest than

any other data in regard to irrigation. At

Roseburg, Oregon, the annual evaporation
from a reservoir is 39. 1 inches. At Walla

Walla, Wash., the evaporation is 57.1 inches

annually. In cold climates and high altitudes

the evaporation is often as little as 20 inches

annually, while in Arizona it reaches as high
as 77.2 inches, and in New Mexico about

72 inches.

Here in Corvallis, the evaporation during
the summer was 23.77 inches, and the rain-

fall about 4 inches, or in other words, the

evaporation was nearly six times the amount
of rainfall. Whenever the evaporation ex-

ceeds the rainfall, then moisture conservation

becomes an important problem.

MEANS OF INCREASING THE AVERAGE
MOISTURE CONTENT.

I. By decreasing the

(a) Percolation. Occurs from the ex-

cessive use of irrigation water. A six-inch

CANAL ENTRANCE TO LONG LAKE, B. C.
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irrigation wets down in dry sandy soils, the

first irrigation from 8 to 12 inches. The
second and third irrigations much further, so

that six-inch irrigation is too much for sandy
soils. At the New Mexico station, three and

four-inch irrigations gave the best results. A
six-inch irrigation is about right for cultivated

crops in Western Oregon and about one foot

for pasture or grasses.

(b) Evaporation. Depends on humidity
and temperature, and the amount of moisture

near the surface. It also depends on the fre-

quency of cultivation, windbreaks, and by
the organic matter content. In Bulletin No.
1 77 of the Office of the Experiment Stations,

Professor Fortier gives the results of many
interesting experiments to determine the loss

of water by evaporation from the soil, which

show the importance of deep cultivation in

conserving the supply of moisture in the

ground.

(c) Transpiration. This is the water

that passes out through the plants. The

transpiration of water has not been under-

stood until recently. Where the fertility is

high, the cost of water per pound of dry
matter is more economical. "Dry Farming,"

by Widtsoe, gives more information on this

subject.

II. By increasing the capacity.

(a) Modifying the Structure. We can

change the structure by increasing the organic
matter.

(b) Modifying the Texture. We can

modify the texture by cultivation.

(c) Direct Application of Water. One
inch of rainfall is about as effective as three

inches of irrigation. The slow drizzle, which

extends over several days, is much more ef-

fective than a short heavy shower. It will

take two or three inches of irrigation to do as

much good. The loss by evaporation is very

quick, so that if we are going to make a

mulch we should do so as soon as possible
after a rain or an irrigation. The mulch
should be made to a depth of about three

inches. The effect of a mulch is twofold.

First, you loosen up the first three inches of

the ground and by turning it cause it to dry
out rapidly, which acts as a blanket. In the

second place, it checks loss of moisture by

capilarity.

Careless Use of Irrigation Water. Loss
of water by careless irrigation is one of the

greatest scources of loss. About thirteen per
cent, of the land now under irrigation in the

United States is in need of drainage because

of too free use of irrigation water. Irriga-

tion has changed from an engineering to an

agricultural problem. In California, where

water is valuable, the irrigators make the best

use of it, and one second foot of water will

irrigate from 250 to 300 acres. In Oregon,
the irrigators are more careless, and with the

same amount of water will irrigate only 70
to 1 00 acres. No doubt the duty of water

can be doubled in the Western United States

by a more careful study and intelligent use of

the available water.

Bowie, in his "Practical Irrigation," states:

"Present development is governed by the pres-

ent cost, but future development will be gov-

erned by the value of water in increased pro-

duction, rather than by the present cost of

obtaining it. The problem of the economic

use of water is becoming of constantly in-
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creasing importance. In many places the en-

tire supply available is consumed by present

methods of irrigation."

Definition. Irrigation may be defined as

the watering of lands by artificial means to

enable crops to be grown or to increase the

production. Irrigation may be of vital im-

portance, necessary, or simply helpful, de-

pending on the amount of rainfall in the sec-

tion.

Benefits. Irrigation not only increases

land values in the production of crops, but it

helps in developing the other industries of

the country. It causes the building of towns,

railroads and factories. Irrigation is fre-

quently used to regulate the temperature of

the soil and air, and often prevents frost, if

applied at the proper time. Where the irri-

gation water carries a large percentage of

silt, as irrigation waters from the Colorado,

Gila, Rio Grande and others, it increases the

fertility of the soil by the deposit of this silt.

This is especially beneficial to the open sandy

soils, as it strengthens them.

History. The history of irrigation dates

back very far and is as old as any other his-

tory. As early as 2000 B. C, the Egypt-
ains had large irrigation works in operation,

and one lake or reservoir which they used

for the storage of water was fifty miles in

diameter. 1 he people of China, Assyria,

India and Italy also practised irrigation at a

very early date.

In the United States, when the Spaniards
first settled in the western part, they found

the Indians practising irrigation, and the meth-

ods used showed a great deal of skill in the

construction of the works. The first system-

atic irrigation practised by the white people

of the United States was that of the Mor-

mons when they came to Utah. They had

no laws at that time in regard to water rights,

and all laws have been made since then.

Extent of Irrigation. At the present time

there are in the world over one hundred mil-

lion acres under irrigation, which cost $700,-

€00,000 to reclaim, and which yields an

annual return of $725,000,000. In the

United States there are probably 1 8,000,000
acres under irrigation; of this amount twelve

to fourteen million acres are in crops. The

large part of this has been reclaimed by cor-

porations, and a considerable portion by the

government. To date the government has

spent $60,000,000 for reclaiming land by

irrigation. About six million acres of the

land now under ditch is unsettled. In Ore-

gon there are about one million acres under

irrigation, and about two million more that

may be reclaimed. In the United States

there are only about 200,000 persons who
know how to irrigate.

Value of Land Under Ditch. Land
which sells for $2 to $5 per acre without

irrigation is increased in value to $ 1 00 per

acre and more when water is applied. Land
reclaimed by the Reclamation Service costs

from $30 to $70, averaging about $40 per
acre. This land can be purchased in either

four or ten annual instalments. Under the

government projects the sejtt-lers are required

to form a water -users"' association and take

over the management of the canals when a

certain per cent, of the land has been paid
for.

Divisions. Irrigation may be divided into

three divisions, viz. :

I. Irrigation Institutions — which deals

with the legal side of irrigation problems, the

study of water rights, etc.

II. Irrigation Engineering—which has to

do with the estimating the amount of water

in streams, the construction of irrigation

works, and the bringing of the water to the

land.

III. Irrigation Practice— which deals

with the preparation of the land for irriga-

tion and the distribution of the water from

the laterals over the field, and the applica-
tion of the correct amounts of water.

Means of Obtaining Water. There are

three ways in which water may be obtained

for irrigation purposes:
1 . Directly from streams.

2. From an underground supply.
3. From canals and reservoirs.

Streams. Streams are the greatest source

of water, and those fed by glaciers are bet-

ter for irrigation for they furnish a more

steady supply during a longer season. Res-

ervoirs are necessary to prevent streams from

going to waste. The underground supply is

important in some sections, and may be

utilized by pumping or by the use of artesian

wells.

Irrigation Engineering.

Ref. : "Irrigation Engineering"—Wilson.

(Division of Water.)
Canals. In large canals the first thing

necessary is the water supply. It is the en-

gineer's business to guage the water supply.
2. Irrigated lands. He must determine

whether it is irrigable or not. The velocity

must be sufficient to be self-cleaning. About
2.7 ft. per second. The canal should have
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a fall of about three or four feet per mile.

It is an engineer's problem to determine

whether to go around a canyon or to flume

across it. Most irrigation projects have

earthen canals, which carry the water to the

higher lands, and by a system of distributing

canals and laterals reach the lower lands

under the system. In flat countries the earth

is thrown up to make the banks of the canal,

and sometimes the embankment is built only
on the low side of the canal. The canals

should be at least twice as wide as they are

deep. Very few of the largest canals are

over ten feet deep.
Canals for rice lands should be built

with good contact between the banks and

the surface of the field.

Elliott's formula for the velocity of canals:

v=V a X 1 Vl f

when f = fall per mile.

a = cross sectional area.

p = wetted perimeter of canal.

q = av.

Formula used by engineers, called Cutter's

formula :

1.811 + 41.6 + .00281

n

1 _j_ (41.6 + .00281 x V n

x y n

wnen i

r

n

l r

sine of the slope,

area of cross section,

constant in clean earth channels

.0175.

= .02 in earth and gravel chan-

nels.

= .0225 in moss and earth chan-

nels.

== .0235 in a rough bed.

Chazy used c to represent first term of

the above formula, then

v = cyTi-
c = value found in tables.

(Wilson's "Irrigation Engineering, pp.

63-69, inclusive.)

The location of the canal is quite easy if

the stream has a good fall and the land has

a good slope toward the stream. The largest

problems are to cross the ravines and cover

the hollows or low places. Soils strong in

alkali often give trouble in building the banks

of the canals.

It is necessary to know the amount of

water available and the amount of water re-

quired for the crops to be irrigated on the

area, during the driest months of the year,

in order to calculate the size of the canals.

The seepage and evaporation must be con-

sidered, and especially is this true where

reservoirs are used. Some of the canals of

Oregon have been figured on a basis of 1 00
acres of land per cubic foot per second of

water. The loss from seepage and evapora-

tion will be from 20 to 50 per cent, of the

total amount of water diverted. The head

works and regulating works are another im-

portant part of the canal.

Wier Dam. A wier dam is the dam used

to divert the water from its course. It is a

dam built so substantial that water can flow

over the top without injuring it. The head-

gate is made in several different ways. There
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may be gates in the weir so that you can

guage the height of the water in the canal.

Sand gates or sluice gates let out the silt

and sand accumulated. Flood gates take

care of the excess water.

Capacity of Canals. The capacity of

some canals in Oregon has been fixed at a

cubic foot per second for every hundred

acres. The capacity of the canal will de-

pend on the grade and the cross section ; its

length to some extent and the condition of

the walls.

In the rvorld there are some very large

canals. In Italy there is one 1 2 feet deep
and 66 feet wide, which cost $20,000,000,
and has an aqueduct over a quarter mile long.

There is one in Egypt that irrigates one mil-

lion acres. In India there is the Ganges
canal, 200 feet wide and ten feet deep,

which irrigates two million acres and cost

$30,000,000.

In the United States, at Twin Falls,

Idaho, there is a canal 1 1 6 feet wide by six

feet deep. It irrigates 275,000 acres. Bear

River, Utah, irrigates 1 00,000 acres and

cost $1,000,000. Modesto, California, ir-

rigates 275,000 acres and cost nearly $3,-

000,000.

In Oregon, there is an irrigation project at

Klamath. So far it has cost one and one-

third millions of dollars, and is to reclaim

1 83,000 acres. East Umatilla canal irri-

gates over two hundred miles. It carries

three hundred second feet. The feeder canal

is lined with concrete. In Central Oregon
there are three canals. In Southeastern Ore-

gon there are two or three ditches irrigating

several thousand acres.

It is desirable to have few openings in

the main canal. Water is taken into laterals

at certain points and distributed from these

laterals. Well built headgates provided for

these. Laterals run along the summit of the

ridge. The capacity of laterals determined

by the total duty it has to perform for area

below it.

Reservoirs. There are two kinds of re-

servoirs, natural and artificial. They may be

constructed in artificial basins or by placing

[Continued on Page 1 73]
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The Little Apricot Cutter
AN AUSTRALIAN ROMANCE

By Mrs. M. Ella Chaffey

1

CHAPTER 1.

AT THE CUTTING SHED.

A" I "AHE River Murray is a fertile stream

that waters many fruitful gardens. It

is broad and muddy; shallow in its

season, and deep at such times as the snow
and rain waters come down from its tributary,

the Darling, or from the Australian Alps,
where it takes its rise. It pursues its slug-

gish way over flat and, except for the benefi-

cent effect of its waters, arid plains, turning

aside for every trifling obstacle, so that its

course from start to finish shows a succession

of bends which are all very much alike, pret-

ty, picturesque, even beautiful when viewed

in the light of the dying sun, or beneath the

silvery glamour of the moon.

In such a bend of the river is situated the

township of Narratoon, and beyond its cluster-

ing buildings of wood and iron, lie on all

sides extensive plantations of fruit trees and
vines. Here hundreds of acres are set out

to fruits of the temperate and semi-tropic

zones and support a thriving and for the most

part, contented population. There are many
such settlements along the river—or there

will be within the next decade or two—
though you might look in vain at the present

time for the name of Narratoon on the map.
This is the time of the gathering in of the

apricots. The trees are laden with a luscious,

perishable burden, and hundreds of busy
hands are at work picking, cutting, drying,

canning, or else converting the fruit into mel-

low jam for the delectation of countless child-

ren in distant lands.

At no place was work proceeding more

briskly than on the plantation of Mr. George
von Bergen. All day long wagonloads of

apricots were arriving from the orchards and

being discharged at the shed, which was a

temporary structure of poles and boughs serv-

ing as a shelter from the hot December sun.

Each box as it was handed down from the

wagon, was weighed and, later, its weight
was entered against the name of the cutter

who received it.

Such a host of them there were ! Young
men and maidens, all together, each one with

a box of apricots near to hand and a large

wooden tray in front, on which to spread the

divided fruit. From box to tray and from

tray to box, all hands moved with nimble dex-

terity, and the sound of the falling pits as

they dropped into tins at the feet of the cut-

ters, made a continuous click-click monoto-

nous accompaniment to the chatter of tongues.

There was much light talk and banter.

"How many have you cut, Sue?" called a

bold-looking brunette at one end of the prin-

cipal table, to a rather dashing blonde at the

other.

"I'm on my twelfth box. How about

you?
"I haven't finished number eight yet. How

ever do you manage to get on so quick?"

"Oh, I make Jack get me the boxes with

the biggest apricots. That's easy enough!"
And she gave a coquettish glance at the young
man on her right. He was a dark-visaged,
itl-favoured youth, with thick coarse lips and
a look in his eyes that boded ill to any one

who happened to cross him.

"Look, Jack!" his neighbour continued,

eagerly watching the business of weighing
which was going on at the far end of the

shed. "Get me that box, quick; Old Wheat-

ley's just put it on the scales. Such big ones

as they are!"

"But you haven't half finished the box

you're on," objected her swain.

"What's the odds? You can have these

to fill up yours. Quick! There's the 'Little

One' going after them. Oh, don't let her

get them, there's a dear!" said Sue, with a

flash of her blue eyes and an imploring ges-

ture ; either one alone would have been enough
for the enamoured youth whom she called

Jack.
He let drop his knife and pushing rudely

past a slight girl who was making her way
between the rows of figures, he stalked up
to the scales.

"I'll take that box, Mr. Wheatley."
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The individual named, a tall, thin, stoop-

ing man, with a sharp eye and a slow man-

ner, looked up in some surprise.

"You're getting powerful spry at the busi-

ness, Indian Jack. It's not fifteen minutes

since you had your last."

"It's for Miss Waller," replied the young
man sullenly.

"Oh, that's your game, is it? Running a

joint concern with the young lady. You'll

find there's no money in it, but that's your
look-out. Here's a box for Miss Waller."

And he made a hasty entry in his book.

"Now, Miss Helma, what can I do for

you?
The girl Indian Jack had pushed to one

side, had been waiting her turn. Her name
was Helma Johnstone, called by her fellow-

workers of two days—for they were only at

the beginning of the apricot season—the "Lit-

tle One," because of her small stature and

child-like appearance.

She was slight and very young-looking;

you would have said she was not more than

fifteen, although she was in reality three years

older. Her face was small and oval-shaped,

a little inclined to be pointed at the chin;

her mouth a trifle large, with flexible lips or

beautiful color and texture, if one may so

speak of the lip-skin. Her nose, insignifi-

cant. But no one who took the trouble to

look twice at Helma Johnstone's face, gave
a thought to her nose, or indeed to any other

feature, excepting her eyes, which atoned for

every deficiency. They were large and

round, brown and bright, with all the melt-

ing softness of a deer's, but without their

dull placidity ; they were sad, they were mer-

ry, they were timid, they were steadfast;

they reflected every mood and phase of their

owner's being, and no one could look at them

unmoved. Moreover, her complexion was of

the veriest peach-blossom tint, a bright and

fluctuating color mingling with the pure white-

ness of a perfect skin. This was the little

Apricot-Cutter's second and last point of

beauty, if one excepted the small, shapely

hands, now clasped idly before her. For her

hair was light brown, straight and fine, need-

ing the brightest sunshine to bring out any

hidden metallic tints, and she was small, as

before said, "svelte et legere" and was

dressed just now in a faded pink calico, neat

but very poor-looking. Her hat emphasized

the impression of poverty; it was a coarse,

broad-brimmed straw, with a bit of brown

ribbon stretched round the crown—very dif-

ferent from the crisp black straw trimmed

with white lace and red roses that perched

coquettishly on Sue Waller's frizzy hair, or

from the fashionable red felt flop, adorned

with cheap velvet and feathers, which Meg
Walker, the dark girl who was Sue's friend,

still kept on her head in spite of a tempera-

ture of 99 degrees in the shade.

"What can I do for you, Miss Helma?"
Mr. Wheatley had said.

"A box of fruit, if you please, sir."

She looked too slight to lift the heavy case,

so he motioned her to precede him, and car-

ried it for her to the end of the shed and set

it down by her tray.

"Thank you," she said with a grateful

glance from those pretty brown eyes which

had already won their way to Josiah WTieat-

ley's heart. It was not a hard way to win.

The time passed; fingers twinkled and

tongues wagged until the welcome noon gong
announced the midday rest. Then the knives

were dropped with exclamations of satisfac-

tion and the workers went in search of their

lunch baskets and tin billy-cans.

One young man withdrew altogether and

went up to the big house just visible among
the trees. This was Valtin von Bergen, the

"boss's son," as they called him.

His presence must have imposed some

slight restraint on his father's "hands," for

after his departure the talking and laughing
became much freer and louder. Wheatley,
the overseer, had left the shed too, after first

carefully checking his books and the boxes

piled up on the scales, and his absence was
also conducive to a general ease.

Here let me pause to explain that the

apricot cutting being paid for by the box,

there was keen competition among the

workers as to who should "beat the record"

and score the highest each day and during
the season. Here at least the fair sex was

easily first. There was hardly a cutting

shed in Narratoon where a girl was not the

"ringer," and here it was Sue Waller who
had topped the list for three successive sea-

sons.

Very proud was she of the honor and

very confident that she would keep her place
at the top this year, and every year, as long

as it suited her to add to her dress and pocket

money by such work. So at least she had
informed Jack Trevelyan, her devoted ad-

mirer, Indian Jack he was called, on ac-

count of his swarthy looks and a rumour

current about his birth and blood.

However, an unexpected rival had ap-

peared on the scene at the very beginning
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of the season. It was Helma Johnstone,

the "Little 'un," as Sue contemptuously call-

ed her. To be sure she did not distinguish

herself the first day, for, unlike Sue, she

was new to the work.

"Six boxes! Well, you are a duffer,"

Meg Walker had said scornfully, after de-

manding the number of her first score. Next

day, however, there was a vast improvement
on the part of the "green hand;" her score

at the end of the day was very nearly level

with Sue Waller's, to that young person's

surprise and chagrin.

And now at noon on the third day, in spite

of the magnificent specimens of apricots with

which Indian Jack had supplied his young

lady, and the indifferent ones with which

Helma had supplied herself,—the "Little

One's" tally showed one box more than that

of her rival.

There was no doubt about it, for Miss

Waller had by persistent questioning, ex-

tracted the figures from the unwilling over-

seer.

It was intolerable! It was not to be

borne! To be beaten by a little chit of a

girl, and a "green hand" at that! Sue

tossed her pretty head—for pretty she was,

in her own style, which was not a refined

one.

"Horrid, sly little thing," she said. "Look
at her now, eating her bit of bread and jam,

all by herself in a corner; putting on airs in

that old washed-out rag of a dress that I'd

be ashamed to be seen milking the cow in."

A moment later Meg Walker burst into

a loud, jeering laugh.

"My word, girls, if she isn't eating apri-

cots for her dinner! I don't wonder, though.

After a few slices of bread and jam I'd be

hungry myself. Here, poor child; I'll give

you some of my dinner—"
and she held a

thick meat sandwich towards the girl, who
flushed painfully as she motioned it away.

"I was only thirsty," she said, dropping
the half-eaten apricot from her fingers as she

rose hastily to her feet. The unkind, jeering

tones were unmistakable, but what she had

done to excite this scorn and laughter still

puzzled her. Being only a new-comer she

did not know that the cutters all affected to

despise the fruit they worked amongst and

after the first day it was seldom one deigned
to taste an apricot. It was too common. We
poor, ignorant mortals generally despise what

we possess in abundance and only value things

in proportion to their scarcity.

A boy was sitting on the corner of one of

the high tables, munching his food content-

edly as he dangled his legs.

"There's a water-bag hanging in the pep-

per-tree yonder," he volunteered, as Helma
still stood, flushed and mortified; and so she

hastened away in the direction indicated.

Once out of their sight the tears welled up
in her eyes and she clenched her hands

fiercely as the remembered taunts still rang
in her ears. She took a drink of the cool

water from the bag and leaned her head

against the rough bark of the tree as she

tried to regain her composure.
Poor child! Perhaps she would not have

felt the unkind jest so much if it had not

been for its bitter sting of truth. She was

hungry; there was no denying it. What are

four thin slices of bread and butter to a

healthy girl after a seven hours' fast?

"This is rather a small lunch, child," her

mother had said when she wrapped it up
that morning. "Shall I give you more bread,

dry. You might eat it with some apricots;

for unfortunately there is no more butter in

the house."

"Oh, no; I don't care for dry bread,

Mother. I'll have all the better appetite for

tea." Helma had answered with a light-

hearted laugh, as she kissed her mother good-

bye.

She recalled this conversation now and

was painfully conscious that the reason for

the empty larder was an empty purse.

"Well, never mind," she said to herself

after a few moments given to rather bitter

reflection, "We shan't always be so poor.

I'm earning good wages now, and there will

be other work after this. And there's no

disgrace in being poor, anyway, or in eating

apricots either, for the matter of that!"

So with a brave toss of the head that

sent the tear drops flying, the little Apricot-

cutter returned to her work.

CHAPTER 2.

A Knife Makes a Friendship.

The house towards which Valtin von Ber-

gen directed his steps was of the usual Colon-

ial country style, low and wide-spreading, a

conglomeration of monotonous, straight lines.

"Herzensruh" the place was called, a pretty

name for an unromantic grey stone building,

only saved from ugliness by its wide, shady

verandahs, festooned at every post with a

luxuriant growth of flowering creepers.

Within, lunch was laid for three. A tall,

handsome woman sat in a wicker rocker and

fanned herself impatiently.
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"Your father is late, as usual, Valtin,"

she said. "We will sit down without him,

as soon as you have made yourself present-

able."

When they were seated opposite to each

other at the table the likeness between mother

and son was very striking. Mrs. Von Ber-

gen was a lady of Colonial birth and she

had the clear, olive complexion and dark

hair and eyes so often seen in the women of

the Australian Colonies. Her features were

clear-cut, regular and refined and her face

would have been a beautiful one had it not

been marred by an expression of discontent

and fretful pride.

Valtin resembled her in features without

being so handsome. His expression was

more like that of his father, who was a stal-

wart, solid German, placid in times of peace,

though terrible enough when once roused.

The husband and wife had had some

words about their only son that very morn-

ing.

"Why should you send him to cut apri-

cots with all that riff-raff, George, I cannot

see! Are you so anxious to save a man's

hire?"

"It is not that Gertrude, as you know,"

her husband replied. "If the boy is to be a

fruit-grower he must know his business from

first to last, that is all."

"But why make a fruit-grower of him?

There is money enough to let him choose any

profession he likes, or none at all. He might

travel; he might enter Parliament
"

"Parliament!" ejaculated her husband

contemptuously, "a Colonial Parliament! Say

no more, Gertrude. The boy has chosen

his own calling. It is his father's and it is

good enough for him or any other honest

man."
"Good enough for a man without ambi-

tion," retorted Mrs. von Bergen scornfully.

"I'm not surprised at you, George; you never

had any advantages. But from Valtin, with

his University training, I expected something

better."

George von Bergen brought his clinched

hand down on the table in a sudden access

of wrath.

"Be silent, foolish woman!" he cried,

"what do you know of a man's lawful ambi-

tion? Leave Valtin alone and disturb him

not with such foolish words!

So Mrs. von Bergen held her peace, being

at least wise enough to desire not to further

aneer her lord.

Nevertheless it was a bitter disappointment

to her that Valtin, after four years at the

University in Adelaide, which had resulted

in his taking his B.A., though without any

special distinction, should have announced his

intention of following in his father's foot-

steps and leading a country life. She had

for years cherished dreams of a brilliant city

career, brilliant for herself as well as for her

son, for Mrs. von Bergen had social ambi-

tions; but now all these visions were scatter-

ed and she was left to face the disappointing

reality with what grace she might.

The meal proceeded silently. Valtin ate

heartily; his mother, languidly. A few re-

marks on the excessive heat by the lady, an

econium on this year's crop of apricots by
the young man, and they rose together from

the table.

"Leave the table for your Master," said

Mrs. von Bergen to the waiting maid, while

Valtin, who did not find his mother's com-

pany agreeable that day, being fully con-

scious of her hearty, though unexpressed dis-

approval of his work, left the room.

A smoke on the verandah and a glance at

the latest papers filled up the time until the

one o'clock gong sounded, when the "Boss's

Son," who was the soul of punctuality, be-

took himself once more to the cutting shed.

Half an hour previously, when Helma
came back from the pepper tree, she had
seen at a glance that her knife was missing

from the spot where it had been lying beside

her lunch bag. Also she could not help be-

ing aware that she was the object of the

laughing and whispering conversation going
on amongst a little group, of which Sue Wal-
ler and Indian Jack were the centre. How-
ever, she affected not to notice anything. "No
doubt," she reflected, "they have taken my
knife to keep me from working in the din-

ner hour." For that is what Helma, who
was a stranger to the Eight Hour System,
and all proper principles of Labor Union-

ism, had done on the two previous days, to

the infinite disgust, as may well be imagined,
of her fellow-workers.

So she sat down quietly to wait for the

one o'clock gong, believing that her property
would then be given back to her.

For the information of our readers, who
have probably never in their lives cut apri-

cots except for their own consumption, and
have perhaps never even seen a cutting-shed,

it may be explained that the knives used by
the apricot-cutters belong to them individual-

ly. As a rule they are purchased at the be-
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ginning of the season from the man in charge
of the shed, and having once been secured

they may be kept and used for one season

after another. Helma Johnstone's knife was

not a proper apricot knife, which resembles

those sold the world over for paring that use-

ful tuber, the potato. It was one she had

brought with her from home and which had

belonged to her father. The handle was
rather long and flat, of finely carved ivory.

The single blade was short and broad, slight-

ly curved and of the finest steel. Altogether
it was an odd knife and would have been

hard to duplicate anywhere.
Sue Waller chose to attribute all her rival's

skill in cutting to the magic of this knife.

She had regarded it with covetous eyes from

the first, and when at noon that day she

made the discovery that Helma's score ex-

ceeded hers, the firm purpose settled in her

mind to possess herself of this knife, by fair

means or foul.

Her first idea was to offer to buy it. But,

truth to tell, Miss Sue's exchequer was in a

very reduced condition. The smart hat with

the lace and roses had used up her last shill-

ing and she was counting the days till Sat-

urday, when the cutters would receive their

first pay. To wait until then for the knife

would not suit her at all, however. She ap-

pealed to Indian Jack, from whom she did

not scruple to borrow money when she needed

it, but he expressed himself as "dead broke"

too.

Nor had Meg Walker any money, and if

she had had, she told Sue frankly, she would
not have lent it to her. "Your memory's a

bit too short. Sue, dear," said she.

"Then Jack, you must get it for me, for

have it I will," cried Miss Waller, alluding

to the knife, not the money.
This talk had taken place during Helma's

absence at the water bag. Before she re-

turned, her knife with the curiously carved

handle, was reposing securely in the pocket
of Indian Jack's light linen coat.

At last the gong sounded and the workers

resumed their places.

Helma made a pretense of looking for her

missing property, although she was well

aware that it was not to be found. Then she

stood still and let her eyes wander along the

rows of workers. She had a shrewd suspi-

cion where to look, and sure enough, she

caught a gleam of the white ivory in Sue
Waller's hand. That young woman was

standing with her back to her. She glanced
over her shoulder and smiled spitefully.

"Oh, have you lost your knife, Miss John-
stone? That is a pity. You won't be able

to beat the record with such poor tools as

the rest of us have to use."

Then followed great giggling and nudging
of elbows among the trio, for Meg Walker
had at Sue's request, exchanged her place for

one at her friend's left hand.

"Oh, pray don't lose any time," continued

Sue, banteringly. "Mr. Wheatley will let

you have another knife for the sum of fif-

teen pence, to be paid for on the spot or

taken off your wages, as you choose."

But the little Apricot-cutter was not of

quite such a meek disposition as they had

imagined. The brown eyes flashed angrily

and there was no timidity in her manner as

she stepped up to the group.

"I'll trouble you to give me my knife, Miss

Waller."
"Your knife! What nonsense ! My word

girls, she has a front," and under cover of

these remarks Sue hastily slipped the stolen

article into her lover's pocket, on the side

nearest her. "I have my own knife, as you

may see, child," she continued, producing

triumphantly the black stump of a knife that

had weathered three seasons.

Helma paid no attention to this. Not be-

ing blind, Sue's manoeuvres were not lost

upon her, and turning to the swarthy-hued

young man she said in an even, scornful

tone:

"Will you be kind enough to hand me

my knife, Mr. Trevelyan."
It was at this point that Valtin von Bergen

appeared on the scene. He stood regarding

the group. In fact the whole shed was lis-

tening, although making a pretense of con-

tinuing the work.

Indian Jack burst into a coarse, embarrass-

ed laugh.

"You must be clean daft," he cried rude-

ly. "Nobody's got your knife! If you drop

it in the dirt and lose it, buy another and

don't bother me."

"You have my knife in your coat pocket,

Mr. Trevelyan. Give it to me at once."

His only answer was to swear coarsely at

her, but almost before the words were out

of his mouth, the Boss's son was upon him

and had he not sprung back on the instant,

he would have been knocked down at the

first blow.

At the same instant, Sue and Meg, great

strong girls, both of them, seized the little

Apricot-cutter, each by an arm and hustled

her back to her place, and a clear space was
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left around the two men who were now

grappling fiercely. No one was there to

interfere for Josiah Wheatley was absent in

the orchard, overlooking the pickers.

They were evenly matched in size and

strength, but Valtin had the advantage of

being cooler-headed. Indian Jack possessed

the proverbial half-breed temper, violent and

ungovernable; for a half-breed he was, from

the Province of Quebec; a mixture of Red
Indian and White Man, which some think

the worst mixture in the world.

After wrestling silently and strenuously

for a few minutes, Valtin succeeded in get-

ting his antagonist at a disadvantage and

would have had him down, when, quick as a

flash, Indian Jack whipped Helma's knife

out of his pocket, and with it began to slash

madly at his opponent's face.

But Valtin was too quick for him. He
struck the upraised arm aside and received

only a slight scratch over the temple.

At the sight of the knife a cry of indigna-

tion was heard through the shed. For Eng-
lishmen, whether Colonial or Insular, will

look on at nothing but a fair fight, the world

over.

"None of that now!"
"No knives here!"

"Pull him off!" came from all sides.

"Leave him to me," said Valtin, whose

face was white and his teeth set with angry

determination.

Indian Jack's furious passion was his un-

doing. He lost his head completely and

Valtin, at the cost of one or two trifling cuts,

soon secured the wrist of the hand that held

the knife,—the left hand, by the way,—and

his fingers closed round it like a vise. With
the other free hand he parried his opponent's

wild blows and frequently brought a good
strike home himself.

"There comes old Wheatley!" called a

warning voice.

"Drop the knife and we'll call it quits,"

said Valtin.

"Drop it quick, Jack," Sue Waller called

out imploringly. The girl was thoroughly

frightened at the consequences of her act.

Indian Jack, obedient to his lady's voice if

to no other, silently let the knife slip frim his

fingers.

At the same moment Valtin released him

and, stooping down, picked it up.

When Old Wheatley, as they called him,

entered the shed, all the cutters were in their

places and at work. Still he could not help

being aware that something unusual had trans-

pired in his absence, for every face was full

of suppressed excitement, and his keen eyes

soon detected the traces of the fight. There

was an ominous silence as he came up, fol-

lowed by subdued muttering on the part of

the men, and a sibilant whispering, mingled
with hysterical giggling, from the girls. He
glanced searchingly at the Boss' son, whose

face was bleeding and his coat cut in more

than one place, but passed him by without

remark.

But when he came to Jack Trevelyan, he

paused.

"Hello, Indian Jack," he exclaimed, sur-

veying that worthy with apparent satisfac-

tion. "Been through the wars since noon,

eh?"
The half-breed muttered something about

a "bit of wrestling."

"Pretty lively wrestling, I guess," remark-

ed Josiah, "to give a man two black eyes

inside of ten minutes."

There was a general laugh at this; In-

dian Jack's angry scowl could hardly be ob-

served on his swollen countenance.

In the meantime Valtin had taken his place
beside the little Apricot-cutter. There was
a vacant space there, so he defrauded no one.

"May I work here, Miss Johnstone?" he

asked, at the same time laying down the knife

beside her tray.

Her only answer was to look up at him

with humid, grateful eyes. Her usual beau-

tiful color had all forsaken her face and

she was pale and trembling. She wanted to

thank him, but the words would not come.

"I'm so sorry," she began in faltering

tones.

"Oh, you mustn't mind. I'm not a bit

hurt, and it will do that brute good," inter-

rupted Valtin. "Did they steal your knife?"

"They took it, I wouldn't have minded so

much, only it was Papa's."

Poor little Apricot-cutter! The tears

were falling now, on the open halves of the

fruit which she was placing, one by one, very

slowly, on the tray.

Valtin stood so as to shield her as far as

he could from the eyes of the other workers.

He remained silent and occupied his thoughts
with wondering who she was and why a girl

so gentle in manners and refined in appear-

ance, should be working with such as Sue
Waller and Meg Walker, and others hardly
as good as they. "Is she pretty?" he asked

himself. "I hardly think so, and yet
'
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he felt that he must have another look at

her face before he could decide this ques-

tion.

"I heard them saying this morning that

you were going to beat Sue Waller at the

apricot-cutting. Is that so?" he inquired

after an interval.

"I don't know," she replied in hesitating

tones. "I should like to—but I must make

better time than this if it is to be done," she

added briskly; then looking up, her face

changed suddenly to dimpling smiles; the

soft color came back and the brown eyes

laughed as merrily as the lips.

Valtin's heart stirred strangely within him.

He did not ask himself again if she were

pretty; he did not even wish to decide the

question. He only knew that he wanted to

be beside her, to listen to that sweet, flexible

voice and to watch that sparkling face.

CHAPTER 3.

Helma at Home.

Close to the river bank, on the edge of a

box flat known as the Narratoon Paddock,

there stood a cottage which had once been

occupied by the overseer of the run; for in

the days when no one thought of growing

anything but wool on the Murray, Narratoon

had been a great sheep station. This build-

ing was made of split pine logs, standing

side by side, firmly embedded in the earth,

the interstics between the logs being filled up

with a plaster composed chiefly of mud. The
whole was roofed over with a thick thatch

of river grass. A rude but picturesque edi-

fice, greatly more to be admired than the

trim neatness of the painted iron houses m
the township.

For several years this cottage had lacked

a tenant and the garden which had once been

carefully tended by the overseer's wife and

was then full of old-fashioned, sweet-smell-

ing flowers, had long since returned to its

original desert state. The little house stood

bare, except for the luxuriant growth of a

single surviving creeper, an .Australian lilac,

so called, which covered one corner of the

thatch with green leaves and pendant pur-

ple flowers, and hung in graceful streamers

over the front porch.

This was the place chosen by Mrs. Four-

fields and her daughter, Selma Johnstone,

when, one month before our story begins,

they had arrived in Narratoon and set about

looking for a domicile.

Mrs. Fourfields had been married twice.

When her first husband died she was left

a widow at the age of twenty-five, with one

child, Helma, then four years old. About
a year after her husband's death she under-

took a voyage to Australia, for her doctor

recommended several months on the sea, to

build up her own delicate constitution and to

strengthen that of her little daughter. Mrs.

Johnstone, who had a sufficient income of

her own to permit of her traveling, or living

wherever she chose, had gladly fallen in with

the medical man's advice, for she longed to

be by herself, away from the too assiduous

sympathy of friends, to gather up the threads

of her life in her own hands, as it were, and

to plan for the future.

They took passage on a sailing vessel

bound for Sydney, by way of the Cape.
There was only one other passenger, a Dr.

Fourfields by name, a handsome, clever, gen-

ial man of thirty-eight or forty, who was

going out to the Colonies to court the smiles

of fickle Fortune, for the dame had not fav-

oured him in England. This latter informa-

tion he kept to himself, however; indeed he

seldom spoke of his own affairs to his fellow

passenger or to any one—but instead he

seemed entirely forgetful of self and bent on

devoting himself to the comfort and pleasure

of every person on the ship. He was the life

of the little party in the saloon, and a first

favorite with every man, sailor or steward,

on board. Helma was his pet and darling

and he, her untiring playfellow.

In all this he was perfectly sincere, for it

was an instinct and surely an amiable one,

with Dr. Fourfields, to make himself univer-

sally beloved.

To shorten what might otherwise be a

long story,
—during the last few weeks of

that six months' voyage, the doctor laid des-

perate siege to the young widow's hand, and

won,—at least her hand. Who shall say

why she accepted him? Perhaps because

Helma loved him; perhaps because, though

she was heart-sick and lonely, he made her

forget it, with a ready tact and a sympathy
that was never irksome; perhaps because cir-

cumstances were too much for her and like

many another woman she allowed herself to

be carried with the tide.

They were married in Sydney. The doc-

tor, with the few hundreds he had brought

out with him, purchased a small practice in

a suburb of the city, and there they lived—
on his wife's money. The practice grew
smaller instead of larger, for Arthur Four-

fields' heart was not in his profession; its

details were distasteful to him and its prin-
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ciples never touched him. He loved gaiety,

life, pleasure; he loved to spend money, not

to make it.

It would be hard to enumerate the many
temptations to extravagance and folly that

beset the fascinating man,—the man to whom
a popular tribute of easy admiration and af-

fection is universally yielded. They are more
numerous and more insidious than fall to

the lot of most of us ; so let us judge chari-

tably and not blame the doctor too severely

for all that followed.

They moved from place to place and in

the end all the wife's little fortune was swal-

lowed up. She gave up her property un-

willingly, it is true, for she had her daugh-
ter's as well as her own future to consider,

but when it was clear that she must do it

to save her husband's name from disgrace,

she felt that she had no choice.

A year before this tale begins they were

living in one of the smaller Colonial country
towns and Dr. Fourfields was making a weak
effort to work up a practice, while Helma
and her mother were earning a little money
by sewing. Then came a mining man upon
the scene, one who called himself a mining

man, at least, for Cecil Beauchamp had been

many things at different times and had more-

over failed to win a good name for himself

in any of them. He was a plausible talker

and an entertaining companion, and the doc-

tor had him often at the house, and it was
not surprising that before long he caught
the mining fever himself, for it was an easy

infection to catch in those days.

The result was, that, leaving his wife and

child totally unprovided for, Arthur Four-

fields started for the gold-fields in Western

Australia. He bade them a tender farewell,

it is true, and cheered them with promises of

a speedy and glorious return, for his mis-

fortunes had never soured his temper, as has

been the case with many a better man. In

manner at least, he was till the last, a kind

husband and an affectionate step-father.

For four months they had had news of

him, sometimes from one place, sometimes

from another. Since then not a line had

reached them and Mrs. Fourfields' letters

were returned to her from his last address.

In the meantime both mother and daughter
worked hard to earn a meagre living, with

their sewing. But the confinement of this

occupation was too great for them; Helma

pined for fresh air and exercise and her

health began to fail. So at last the move

to Narratoon was undertaken and effected

and here we find them established in the

overseer's log hut, and already the place had

begun to take on a comfortable, home-like

look.

Helma was coming home from her work

and had reached the paddock gate. It was

heavy and hard to open, so she climbed over

it with the agility of a school-girl, and con-

tinued her way, tripping along the road and

answering the calls of the birds in the trees

with the most musical whistle imaginable.

The mud-lark's warbling note, the saucy

wag-tail's chirp, and, as she drew near the

house, the gentle twittering of the swallows

in the thatch,—she imitated them all. But

coming up to the door her face began to look

serious, for she was, as usual, the bearer of

disappointment.

"Mother,—I called at the Post, but there's

no letter yet," she said as soon as she enter-

ed, wanting to get the ordeal over as soon as

possible.

"I knew it my child. I felt sure—and

yet I could not help hoping!"

"Don't you think it would be better to

give up hoping, Mother dear?" said Helma,

very gently, as she put her arm around her

mother's neck, and pressed her cheek with her

own soft face.

"It might be best, Helma,—but it is not

possible
—not possible!"—and with a sigh

Mrs. Fourfields rose from her seat and be-

gan to be busy about household matters,

seeking, as an active woman always does,

comfort in occupation.

Helma went out to her fowls; for she

was a notable little hen-wife, and what had

once been the garden was now given up to

the feathered tribe.

"We must be content with wild flowers

for the present, Mother," she had said prac-

tically, "for the simple reason that eggs pay,
and flowers don't."

So the young girl, who felt all the re-

sponsibility of a family, though a small one,

on her shoulders, gave every minute of her

spare time to her chickens, intent on making
them pay, and pay well. Helma's ambition

was to support her mother and herself by her

own unaided efforts. She was full of youth-
ful fire and energy. "Mother shall not

work," she said to herself. "She is too deli-

cate and too much of a lady to rub up
against all kinds of people. I am different

and it is nothing for me!" And she viewed
with strong disfavour the sewing which Mrs.
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Fourfields was only too glad to do when
chance sent a customer to her.

"Chuck! Chuck!" called Helma, and
all the flock, snowy white from first to last,

came gathering around her, while she scat-

tered broadcast their evening meal of grain.

She made a pretty picture; the small,

graceful, simply-clad figure, with child-like

face, round and smooth,—and behind her, a

rich background, the sun setting beyond the

wooded banks of the river and shedding a

perfect glory of opal tints over the surface

of the water.

The interior of the cottage was divided

into three rooms, kitchen, sitting-room and
bed-room. They sat in the middle room for

their evening meal and Helma entertained her

mother with an account of all the small

doings of the apricot shed.

"We got our money today, you know,
Mother. I feel so rich with my week's earn-

ings. I must hand it to you for safe keeping
for fear I should recklessly spend it all at

once!

Her mother smiled and then sighed as

she took the handful of silver her daughter

gave her from the little bag in her pocket.
"You have done well dear,—it is a great

deal of money for you to earn."

"I earned the highest wages in the shed!"

cried Helma, with jubilant satisfaction.

"You are sure it's not hard work, dear?"
Mrs. Fourfields had asked this question at

least once a day since the cutting began, and

always in the same anxious tones. She could

not be convinced.

"Quite sure, Mother! I like it!" the girl

answered eagerly. "It is shady in the shed,

and yet you get all the cool, nice breeze. And
I love the bustle and chattering noise, and
to watch the great patch of pinky orange
color spreading over the field, as they put
more and more trays of fruit out in the sun

to dry."
"It must be interesting. I think I shall

come some day to see it all."

"Do Mother! I wish you would!" And
then she wondered what her mother would
think of some of the noisier spirits in the shed,

and on second consideration, hoped she would
not.

"I am really sorry you had that trouble

about your knife, Helma," said the mother,

later. The whole adventure had been nar-

rated to her earlier in the week.

"So am I Mother. It was horrid. But

any way they leave me alone now."

"A girl in your position, my dear, work-

ing among her inferiors, should avoid above

everything any disagreement or unpleasant-
ness." Mrs. Fourfields still kept her Eng-
lish ideas of social grades and tried to instil

into Helma a proper idea of the principle

that "Noblesse oblige."
The latter flushed deeply and her eyes

clouded. "Don't say anything more about

it, please Mother. You can't feel more

annoyed about it than I did, but I don't see

how I could have helped it."

"I don't blame you at all, dear; far from

it. I warn you merely. You are young,

my little girl."

"I'm eighteen, Mother," answered her

danghter resolutely.

"And this young von Bergen. Do you
ever speak to him? I hope he is not pre-

suming upon the service he rendered you."
Helma bent her eyes and answered with

a good deal of hesitation.

"He's not like that at all, Mother. He
is really kind and good. He works beside

me in the shed and I could hardly help

speaking to him."

"Of course not, Helma. You must be

civil to him. I didn't mean that."

Helma was uncomfortably aware that

civility was much too cold a word to de-

scribe her intercourse with Valtin von Ber-

gen. She had never had a secret from her

mother. They had been so much to each

other through all the years of trial. So now
the old habit was too strong for her.

"We are more than just civil to each

other, Mother," she exclaimed after a mo-
ment's silence. "I think we are very good
friends. You don't mind, Mother, do you?
Only please, please don't think it is any-

thing else, anything different; I mean
"

and to hide her confusion she ran around be-

hind her mother's chair and laid her face

against the dear, grey head, a frequent caress

with Helma.
Mrs. Fourfields did not reply to her

daughter's shy avowal for a minute or more
and Helma was beginning to feel alarmed

as to what she might be going to hear.

At last she said,—
"I should not think of suspecting anything

different, my child. But I should be glad of

an opportunity of meeting this new friend of

yours."
"I wish you knew him, Mother. I feel

sure you would like him," the girl replied

with simple earnestness. "Shall I ask him

to come to see us?"
"If he expresses a wish to mee! yj\it
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mother you may ask him to the house,—not

otherwise," replied Mrs. Fournelds, who was
a little lady of much punctilious dignity.

She wanted to add a word of warning to

her daughter; to insist that she should be-

have with the greatest reserve and keep her-

self aloof as much as possible from every one,

even this particular friend, while working
in the shed. But when she looked into the

girl's open face, still red with innocent

blushes, she had not the heart to wound her

sensitive spirit by another word of worldly
wisdom.

[To be Continued]

WHAT OUR LORD WROTE IN

THE DUST.

We have saved the soul of the man that

killed,

We have turned to shrive the thief;

We restored the pride of the man that lied

And gave him our belief;

But for her that fell we have fashioned hell

With a faith all stern and just
—

It was so of old; and no man has told

What our Lord wrote in the dust.

We have sighed betimes for our brothers'

crimes

And have bade them be of cheer,

For the flesh is weak, and the soul grown
meek

May yet read its title clear.

But we draw away from the one astray

As the truly righteous must.

She is cursed, indeed!—and we did not read

What our Lord wrote in the dust.

For the men who thieved and who killed

and lied—
Who have slain the woman's soul—

We have worked and prayed, and have seen

them made
All clean and all pure and whole.

But we drive her out with a righteous shout

In our Pharisaic trust.

So the man goes free—but we do not see

What our Lord wrote in the dust.

"Tommy, what did you do with that ten

cents I gave you for taking your medicine?"

"I bought a bun with one five cents ma,

and I gave Jimmy the other one to drink the

medicine for me.'

AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

[By Mr. M. A. Jull, B. S. A.]

Agriculture is one of the most important

industries of the country. It is being highly

organized in its various branches and while

crop production is phenomenally large, it is

interesting to note that Canada is essentially

adapted to stock raising. At the same time,

stock raising must not be regarded as a spe-

cialty, but rather as a complement to crop pro-

duction. The development of an agricul-

ture that shall increase and conserve soil fer-

tility, the dietary requirements of the country,

the range and rotation of crops, climate and

topography predestine the expansion and main-

tenance of animal husbandry in Canada.

The conservation of soil fertility is one of

the most important of all the "conservation"

questions, since it bears a direct relation to

the future food supply of man and live

stock. The problem of food supply has given

rise to the present day high cost of living

and as long as population increases more

rapidly than food supply, so the problem will

become more serious. The much talked of

increase in Canada's population in the last

ten years has been probably more urban than

rural. The rural population of Ontario has

been practically stationary for the last thirty-

five years, while the urban population has

increased nearly 900,000. In British Colum-

bia, where agricultural development has been

slow, over one-half of the Province's entire

population resides in Vancouver and vicinity.

During the last decade there has been no

considerable change in the population of the

Maritime Provinces and Quebec. Of late,

however, there has been a great awakening
in agriculture in Nova Scotia. Different con-

ditions prevail in the three Prairie Prov-

inces where the influx of farmers from the

United States and other parts of the globe

has been very great.

On the whole then, we must realize that

the food supply is not keeping pace with the

constant and increasing demand. Also, since

Canada's staple industry must be crop produc-

tion, there is a gradual depletion of soil fer-

tility and while this fertility may be restored

through the application of prepared fertilizers,

still the raising of stock on the farm is one

of the most economical agencies in restoring

fertility to the soil.

The Ohio Experiment Station has increas-

ed the average yield of corn from 31 to 73
"If he expresses a wish to meet your
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bushels, the yield of oats has been increased

from 35 to 55 bushels; that of wheat from I 1

to 35 bushels, and that of hay from 1 to 3

tons. These increased yields have resulted

from the systematic use of 1 tons of manure

every four years and an expenditure of $ 1 4

per acre for lime and fertilizers for the same

period. The value of increased crop yields

is $ 1 2 per acre for each crop each year. Also

the net value of the manure has been increased

from $2.60 to $4.80 by keeping it under

cover and re-enforcing it with 40 lbs. of

acid phosphate to each ton of manure. As
a by-product of the animal industry, manure

is an important factor in the problem of in-

creased crop production.

The problems of crop production and the

conservation of soil fertility, however, need

not be discussed here, but there are other

aspects of the question which intimately con-

cern us as stock feeders.

According to Professor Armsley, as pop-

ulation becomes denser and agriculture more

intensive, all available food from our staple

crops must be used for human nutrition, while

the by-products of the crops must be used in

animal nutrition. This may seem to be

looking far into the future, but the time is

coming when all of the staple crops will be

needed to maintain our people and our live

stock will have to take what man cannot

use. Out of the total "food" stored up by
the growth of an acre of wheat, only about

30 per cent serves directly for the nutrition

of man, and the same is true in greater or

less degree, of other food crops. Then, about

60 per cent of the wheat crop may be re-

garded as a by-product, which must be utiliz-

ed as completely as possible and the agency
for affecting this saving is our domestic ani-

mals. They are fitted to consume these by-

product materials, as well as the grasses and

leguminous forage crops, and to render avail-

able a portion of their food value for man's

use, thus converting into food what would

otherwise be a total waste. It becomes ap-

parent that the very best possible use must

be made of these by-products in combining

them into efficient rations and feeding these

rations under such conditions and to such

types of animals as to secure the largest pos-

sible profits.

The foregoing remarks give some idea of

the importance of the live stock industry to

food supply and show the relative position of

animal husbandry in agricultural develop-

ment.

The function of animal husbandry is three-

fold: First, to supply man with food; sec-

ond, livestock are essential to most profitably

use the by-products of human nutrition, and,

third, the by-products of the livestock indus-

try are essential in increased crop production.

Canada is young and prosperous; her in-

fant agricultural industry is being developed

rapidly and what is needed most is the es-

tablishment of a permanent livestock industry.

Each of the nine Provinces has its own prob-

lems to solve, but above all, there should be

a national animal husbandry. What can be

done to improve horse breeding, dairying,

beef, sheep and swine raising in Canada?
Marked improvement in horse breeding

has been made in all of the Provinces and

within the last few years Canada has estab-

lished a reputation as a producer and breeder

of high-class horses, particularly Clydesdales

and Hackneys. The demand for heavy
horses in the Prairie Provinces and British

Columbia and the high prices paid has been

an incentive to horse breeding in Ontario.

Though general improvement of the industry

has been made in various parts of the Domin-

ion, there still remain many undesirable feat-

ures. The first and greatest cause of the

present condition has been indiscriminate and

careless breeding. This remedy can and

should be remedied by education and legis-

lation. The valuable suggestion, first made,

as far as I am aware, by Dr. Tolime, British

Columbia representative Dominion Live-

stock Commissioner, that the horse breeders

of Canada should adopt a definite "standard

of excellence" for each of the respective

breeds, deserves the most careful considera-

tion of all breeders. Why should not Clydes-

dale breeders, for example, have a fixed

standard of requirements for the Clydesdale?

A movement of this nature would prove of

great value in educating the average farmer,

who is not a specialist in horse breeding, to

adopt better methods. The horse breeding

industry will be improved permanently only

when the farmers are awakened to the neces-

sity of greater discrimination and more care-

ful methods in breeding.

The stallion laws of Manitoba, Saskatche-

wan, Alberta and British Columbia are the

only acts for the protection of stallion owners

and horse breeders on the statute books of

any Canadian Provinces. The enforcement,

though more or less lax in the past, of these

laws, has done considerable to improve con-

ditions in the West. The laws, however, are

deficient in many respects. Ontario has no
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stallion enrollment act nor has any of the

Eastern Provinces. In 1 906 a commission

investigated conditions of the horse industry

in Ontario with the aim of advising with re-

spect to this point, but as yet no legislation

has been enacted dealing with the matter.

The time is ripe for the enactment of stringent

legislative methods if horse breeding condi-

tions are to improve. The Wisconsin stal-

lion law has been in operation four years and

the data collected affords a very good oppor-

tunity of judging as to the beneficial effects of

such legislation. In Wisconsin 1,561 grade
stallions were licensed in 1 906, and in 1 908,
when their certificates should have been re-

newed, it was found that 553, or 35.2 per

cent have been retired from public service.

In addition to the retiring of these grade

animals, it was shown that the use of a

number of unsound and unsuitable purebred
sires for public service had been discontinued.

That the hope of agricultural prosperity

rests largely with the cow is apparent, for the

dairy industry is rooted permanently in agri-

culture and supplies food product for which

there will always be a demand. Of all the

industries connected with agriculture, the

dairy industry is one of the most staple in its

demand and there is a possibility of enor-

mous expansion throughout the Dominion.

More recently in Nova Scotia, Prince Ed-
ward Island and Ontario, the dairy industry

has been given a great impetus, while in

Quebec, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British

Columbia it is being developed more gradual-

ly. But the weakest point of the whole in-

dustry is the cow, and what is imperatively

needed to strengthen the dairy industry is

the use of superior bulls with advanced reg-

istry pedigrees, and a persistent selection of

the cows based on the information given by
the Babcock test. Ontario has over 1 ,000,-

000 cows, with an average production of

only 4,000 pounds of milk a year. The

culling out of the "deadheads," many of

which are a source of net loss to their owners,

would result in the saving of feed and labor

with a decided increase in profits. It is not

probable that the average milk production is

any higher in any of the other Provinces than

in Ontario. The viewpoint of the average

dairyman has been the number of cows he

kept, not the quality, and thousands of farm-

ers have little use for bulls except to freshen

their cows. The increase in the number of

pure bred and high grade cows, however, is

changing existing conditions. Economic

conditions will soon drive the scrub dairyman

out of business ; in the meantime he is a men-

ace to progress in dairying.

One of the advantages of dairy farming

is that co-operative movements can be suc-

cessfully managed. The co-operative cream-

ery has been the principle factor in the ad-

vancement of the industry to its present stage.

Community breeding is another means by
which a group of men may co-operate to ad-

vantage in improving the herds. The cow

testing campaign, which is being carried on

so energetically by the Dominion Govern-

ment, is accomplishing much in the way of

increased milk yield. Every producer of

milk for commercial purposes would be bene-

fited by taking advantage of the Govern-

ment's services in an attempt to weed out his

non-producers, and to breed up a herd of

high quality. Testing should be a habit in

every herd.

A very important subject which bears a

direct relation to the profitableness of the

dairy industry is the control and eradication

of bavine tuberculosis. British Columbia has

the most advanced educative and legislative

methods dealing with the control of tuber-

culosis and thousands of dollars have been

saved to the dairy industry through the timely

work accomplished. For the ultimate benefit

of the industry of the Dominion it would be

well if the Federal Government could adopt
some policy in regard to controlling and era-

dicating, if possible, tuberculosis from the

Canadian dairy industry. There is no other

man in Canada so well qualified to outline

a policy in regard to bovine tuberculosis than

Dr. J. G. Rutherford, Dominion Livestock

Commissioner, who has made a most careful

study of the problem. It is hoped that Dr.

Rutherford may be in a position to take action

in the matter.

The beef shortage in the United States will

in all probability affect the beef cattle in-

dustry in Canada. During the last few years
the number of beef cattle produced in Canada
has decreased materially. This decrease has

taken place more particularly in the four

Western Provinces. The export market ha

been affected seriously, and no marked im-

provement will come until the number of

breeding females is greatly increased. The
Eastern Provinces are giving but little atten-

tion to the beef industry, while in Ontario

grain growing, fruit growing and dairying
take precedence over beef raising. The chief

problem in the production of beef, particular-

ly in the West, where the majority of Cana-
da's beef is raised, is winter feeding. Better
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methods of feeding must be adopted and the

herds must be given more protection to pre-

vent the enormous losses usually incurred. In

British Columbia and in some parts of the

Prairie Provinces, the ranges will need re-

seeding if the pastures are to be maintained.

For the past few years the Canadian

sheep industry, if there is such, has been in

a very peculiar situation and but few signs

of progress can yet be noted. During the

early years of the American sheep industry

the efforts of the sheep growers were devoted

almost entirely to wool production. In Eng-
land the efforts have been mainly toward in-

creased mutton production and it was only

about twenty years ago that a mutton market

was begun in America. Canada, on the

other hand, never has had a well founded

sheep industry. No specialization has been

made in mutton or wool, and the industry

has always been in an unsatisfactory condi-

tion. The lack of interest in sheep raising

and the inferior breeding stock, especially

rams, are chiefly responsible for the existing

conditions. The findings and suggestions of

the Sheep Commission, appointed by the Do-
minion Government, should prove fruitful in

awakening an interest in this important in-

dustry. Small flocks on farms in the East

should be established and maintained and in

the West range conditions need great im-

provement, and protection must be afforded

against the ravages of the coyote. Mutton

is the end of all sheep, but that sheep which

annually yields to its owner a fine fleece will

find favor among Canadian sheepmen. During
the last twenty years the attention of most

breeders in Australia has been directed to

improving the wool capabilities of large flocks

with the result that in some cases one-third

more wool is obtained than twenty-five years

ago. The most profitable wool is that suited

to market requirements, and there is plenty

of scope and opportunity for developing a

fine wool trade in Canada. To the Canadian

sheep breeder belongs the duty to maintain

the flocks and to establish a profitable mutton

and wool industry.

For a number of years Canadian bacon

has held an important position in the mar-

kets of Great Britain. At times, however,

progress in bacon production in Canada has

been retarded partly through the fluctuation

of prices for live hogs. The hog business is

not as stable as might be desired, nor are the

swine breeders concentrating their efforts suf-

ficiently in the production of the most desir-

able type and quality of bacon. The lard

and medium thick hog are being bred to some

extent and although there is a market for

their products for home consumption, still it

is affecting the production of first-class bacon.

With the expansion and development of the

dairy industry there will result an increase in

pork production, since the swine industry

is secondary and a complement to the dairy

industry.

In concluding these general remarks on the

livestock industries of Canada, it must not

be forgotten that one of the most important

questions in further development lies in co-

operation
—more particularly co-operation in

marketing the products of the industry. To
inaugurate a successful system of co-operation
in the development of a livestock industry is

indeed difficult, and it is a task which will

test the ability of the stock breeders of today
and tomorrow. The stock breeders of to-

morrow are the young men of today, and they
must be equipped with agricultural instruc-

tion that will enable them to handle success-

fully the problems of the future. The con-

servation of the interest and resources of the

young men of today is essential if it is ex-

pected of them to work out and adopt a per-

manent system of animal husbandry under

which the fertility of the land will be main-

tained.

PRACTICAL.

"I've decided to go into business, Miss

Smartie."

"I'm glad to hear it, Mr. Clattertongue."

"Ya-as; I've made up my mind to go

farming. Think how jolly it must be to go
out in the morning and see the little butter-

flies making butter and the grasshoppers mak-

ing grass
—and all that sort of thing, don't

you know."

A GOOD PROSPECT.

The workman was engaged in excavating

operation)- . 1. e., he was digging.
The wayfarer of the inquisitive mind

looked on for a minute. "My man," said

he at last, "what are you digging for?"

The workman looked up.

"Money," he replied.

"Money!" ejaculated the inquisitive way-
farer; "and when do you expect to strike it?"

"Saturday," replied the workman, and he

resumed work.



Lady Adanac's Fireside Talks

DEAR
readers all, I wish you a Merry

Christmas! A good many people, I

notice, avoid the time-honored greet-

ing; they wish you a Happy Christmas, or the

Compliments of the Season, or use some other

cold phrase. I think we should one and all

come out boldly for a Merry Christmas.

Christmas is the festival of the Christ child

and the Children's Day of all the year. There
is still merriment in the heart of the child,

though the twentieth century, with its strain

and stress, has driven most of it out of the

lives of the men and women. Yet if we do
not keep Christmas in the spirit of a little

child, it is hardly better than a pagan feast.

If Man, as Priest, is keeper of the religious

festival and lights the candles on the church

altars, woman as guardian of the home, sets

fire to the Yule log on the hearth and decks

the Christmas tree with festive lights. It rests

with her how the family feast is kept. Dear

women, let it be a Merry Christmas for you
and yours, kept with glad hearts that have

laid aside for a season the burden of care;

free hands, ready to clasp others, to reach in

a ring of fellowship round Christendom;

laughing voices, that echo the innocency of

childhood and the joy of life.

That is the spiritual part of it, which

should always come first because it is the

vital and essential part. But to make it real

the spiritual must be expressed in things that

appeal to the senses and through the senses

to the heart—good things to eat and beauti-

ful things to look at; light and laughter, music

and games.
One thing is certain: if merriment is to be

the keynote of our Christmas celebration, the

woman of the home must be able to make

merry with the rest, and this she cannot do if

overwork and worry, fuss and fret, bring her

to the verge of collapse on the great day—
like a lady I know who, after cooking an

elaborate meal for Thanksgiving or Christ-

mas, makes a practice of taking herself off to

bed with a nervous headache as soon as she

has set it on the table.

Nor can paterfamilias enter into the spirit

of the day if his mind is harrassed with the

thought of bills to be met, and distracted by
calculations of ways and means.

So let the Christmas presents
—the dinner—the party—cost no more either in strength

or money than can be well afforded. We are

all ready to say, so glibly: "Simple pleasures

give the most satisfaction," but do we believe

it to the extent of being willing to put it into

practice in the face of established custom?

All are sinners in this respect. Courage
and common sense are two virtues we women
sadly lack; common sense to choose the best

and wisest way, courage to stick to it when
it has been chosen. If we would decide to

give no presents except those exacted by love

or duty (real duty, not the spurious kind ex-

pressed in "tit for tat") and to make those

gifts simple and inexpensive enough to come

easily within our means, every one would be

happier.

I know several people who confine their

gifts at Christmas time to the children. This

seems to me too hard and fast a rule, for the

oldest of us are but children of larger growth,
and the joy of receiving, like the joy of giv-

ing, should last as long as life. Still, to be

kindly thought of by those we love, should be

enough for any of us, and a hearty word of

greeting is a better remembrance than a gift

that the donor could not afford, yet would
not omit for fear of being thought "mean."
As to the dinner, anxious housekeeper: If

you can't afford turkey, don't have it, even

if your neighbours on all sides of you do.

Careful cooking, extra pains, will make the

plainest food taste good. Or if your family
is the kind that prefers baked apples to plum
pudding and Sally Lunns to pound cake, why
should you outrage their taste and their diges-

tion by requiring them to eat an orthodox

Christmas dinner? Nevertheless, give a touch

of novelty to the menu, and have something
festive in the table decoration, with jellies,

fruit and bonbons to please the children—if

you are happy enough to have any.
No one ever caught the spirit of the Christ-

mas dinner better than Charles Dickens. If

you have his "Christmas Carol" handy, read

the description of the Cratchits' family party
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before you plan your own celebration. It

will make you feel like putting an extra leaf

in the table to make room for some one who
is lonely or sad, or set you looking for some

Tiny Tim, in need of love and good cheer.

It is sad to think that even in our prosperous

West there will be many this Christmastide

who will not dine at all save at the cold

board of charity.

But to return to our busy Martha, careful

of the many things that go to make an enjoy-

able holiday. Don't attempt too much, dear

Martha. Plan carefully beforehand so as to

save yourself. Do nothing for mere show,

but what you undertake carry out to the best

of your ability. If decorating the house, or

even the table, is likely to prove the last straw

that breaks the camel's back, leave it alone.

But if the children want to decorate, let them

do it, and don't mind the muss or try to clean

it all up. It is wholesome litter and won't

hurt any one. Also, you will be surprised

how the sight and smell of the green boughs
refreshes you, and what a Christmassy atmos-

phere they bring into the house with them.

A few minutes before, and how tired you

were, for in spite of all your good resolutions

nobly carried out, you will be verp tired on

Christmas Eve; now you forget it all in the

enjoyment of that bit of outdoors. It changes

the familiar outlines of the rooms with a

touch of novel grace ; it gives out odors of

spice and gum that soothe the nerves; and the

vivid green makes one think of dear old Hans
Andersen ; don't you remember how the

newly-hatched ducklings were allowed to look

all they liked at the leaves, "for green is good
for the eyes."

We Canadians have had in the past the

reputation of being a religious people.

Whether we have deserved it or not, 1 do not

know, but I have noticed that our churches

are not crowded on Christmas Day—far

from it. Is it not inconsistent to keep, as a

nation, the birthday of Christ, and yet to for-

get the event we memorialize and to do no

public honor to His name?

I don't know whose is the fault, but I do

know in whose hands might lie the remedy
for this state of things.

Dear women, those of you who believe in

the Babe of Bethlehem, go to church on

Christmas Day, and take the children with

you. Arrange carefully; plan wisely, but let

your dinner hour permit of church-going for

all the family. Don't say to me, "Impos-
sible!" Make it imperative and it will be

done.

Refuse to celebrate the day in the heathen

spirit of eating and drinking, and pleasure for

its own sake, without a thought of the angelic

vision the shepherds saw, without a thought of

the little Child in the manger, without one

look at the star in the East!

Have you ever seen the pretty waxen im-

ages that hang suspended by a thread above

the Christmas trees in Germany? They typ-

ify the Christ Child, enthroned high above all,

to bless the feast. So let the Christ Child pre-

side in our churches, in our homes and in our

hearts on Christmas Day, and make for us

all a

MERRY CHRISTMAS.

BIDDY'S MORNING CALL

It was dusk before Biddy dropped in for

our usual chat. Her arms were full of par-

cels; she looked fagged out and cross.

"Biddy," I said, reproachfully, "you told

me you were going to 'shop early* and avoid

all this rush and fatigue of the last few days
before Christmas!"

"Look here, lady," Biddy retorted in bit-

ing tones, "are you so simple-minded in spite

of your grey hairs, as to be taken in by all

that rot they write about shopping early?
Don't you know it's nothing but another ad-

vertising dodge, to coax the money out of

your purse? Who cares about the shop girls,

really? The storekeepers want to sell more

goods, that's all ; so they show their Christ-

mas things and begin their sales weeks before

Christmas. As for the women, they may
think they care, but they don't. All they
want is to get as much as they can for as

little as they can, and they go in for a grand

orgy of
"

"Biddy, dear, drink this tea," I said, as

I handed her a steaming cup. "I'll give you
a taste of my Christmas cake, too—if you
won't tell the boys. You're tired, child."

A few minutes later, after her second cup
of tea, she said in the most amiable tones,

"I only hope they give those poor shop girls

afternoon tea these days. (The crowds were

appalling today, lady!) It would pay them

to do it, that's sure— the storekeepers, I

mean."

"Start an afternoon tea mission, Biddy."
"Not a bad idea," mused Biddy. "If

I hadn't quarrelled with Miss Mary and al-
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most called her a blithering idiot, I'd talk to

her about it."

"Oh, then you're not going to give her a

new stove," I said. "That's rather a relief

to my mind, though I'm sorry you've quar-
relled with the poor thing."

"Did I say I wasn't going to give her that

stove?" demanded Biddy, aggressively; "and

please don't call my friends 'poor things,'

Lady Adanac. I don't like it."

I am naturally long-suffering, especially

where Biddy is concerned, but this was too

much.

"At least I did not call her a 'blithering

idiot,'
'

I retorted. "I leave that to you."
"But you will when I tell you all about

it," said Biddy, calmly. "You know Dickie

Randall, that poor, thin, old little boy, next

door to Miss Mary's boarding place? I met

him on the street the other day and asked him

what Santa Claus was going to bring him.

And what do you think he said?"

"Listen to his words: 'Miss Mary says

there ain't no Santa Claus and it's a wicked

lie to say there is!' 'A wicked lie,' Lady,
dear. Now what do you say to that? Is

she a blithering idiot?"

"What did you say to Dickie?" I asked.

"Oh, I told mm that I was acquainted
with Santa Claus personally and that's how
I knew there was one. I said I supposed
Miss Mary hadn't been fortunate enough to

get an introduction, which would account for

her not believing in him. Then I went and

called on Miss Mary and told her a few

things. I—I'm afraid I wasn't very respect-

ful. Anyhow, she was dreadfully offended

and as good as said that I had been telling

lies to that 'poor, innocent little boy.' Then

of course I got mad and finished up by in-

forming her that if it came to lies I wasn't in

it with her!"

"Biddy!" I exclaimed, really horrified.

"I mean it. It's the solemn, serious truth

as I see it. The people who go around tell-

ing children there's no Santa Claus are deny-

ing the very spirit of Christmas—and if that's

not lying, what is?"

"Still, you know, literally
"

"Literally!" Biddy interrupted me scorn-

fully; "I'd like to quote Scripture to you,

Lady Adanac, only it's not in my line. I tell

you / knon> Santa Claus is true, and that's

all there is about it."

"I respect your convictions," I hastened to

say, smiling in spite of myself.

"Any how, Lady dear, don't you remem-

ber what Charles Kingsley says at the end ot

'The Water Babies'? He says: 'Then if

my story isnt true, something better is.' I

can't explain it metaphysically," she added
after a moment's pause and with unusual

thoughtfulness, "but it seems to me that those

words contain the whole truth about Santa

Claus."

And so, having talked herself into a good

temper and helped herself to a third piece of

cake, my impetuous little friend collected her

bundles and went out into the dark.

THE CAT TRAGEDY

THE
story I want," said Peggy, next

evening, "is the one about the kit-

tens and the poor, poor cat."

"But we've heard it lots of times before,"

objected Fred.

"It's ever so long since the last time."

"And I've almost forgotten it, so it will

be like new to me," put in Trot, "and I know
it's a lovely story."

"Your Aunt Polly," Grandma began,
"was the youngest of the family. When she

was fourteen she was invited to go down
South for the winter with a friend of ours, a

lady named Mrs. Glennan, who had no child-

ren of her own and was very fond of our

Polly. We were glad to let her go, for it

was soon after we left Australia to live in

Canada, and Polly seemed to feel the change
from a hot climate to a cold one, and was
not very strong.

"She had a very happy time in Texas.

Her weekly letters were full of accounts of

all her doings, and among other things she

told us all about the 'Cat Tragedy,' as she

always called the story Peggy wants me to

tell tonight.

"You know how your Aunt Polly loves

animals now, and she was just the same as a

girl, always befriending some unfortunate dog
or cat wherever she was. So it was only
natural that she should be the one to discover

a strange cat, with a family of kittens, under-

neath the house where they were boarding.
"The cat was a beautiful creature, very

large and sleek, but so wild that it needed all

Polly's olandisnments to tame her to the point
of drinking a saucer of milk which she brought
her every day. There were ten kittens, all

little beauties, according to Polly's descrip-

tion, and she gave us an account of the way
she used to crawl under the house, which was

open on one side, for the pleasure of watch-

ing the happy family and trying to make
friends with the cat.
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"It happened that when the kittens were

only a week old the people Mrs. Glennan

and Polly were boarding with moved to a

different house at the other side of the town,

and they went with them of course.

Tender-hearted Polly could not bear to

think of poor puss missing her saucer of milk,

so the day after the move she set out for the

old house, carrying a bottle of milk and a

saucer in a small basket on her arm.'

"Just like Red Ridinghood going to visit

her grandmother," put in Trot at this point.

Grandma laughed and said: "Well, it

certainly looked as if the wolf had been there

before her, for as soon as she peeped under

the house she knew that something was wrong.

Puss she could see, lying in her usual place,

but the kittens seemed to have wandered in

all directions; one was mewing loudly at a

considerable distance from its mother, but the

others did not make a sound. There were

two large white ducks under the house, and

they were quacking noisily, but otherwise the

place seemed utterly desolate and forlorn.

"Polly called the cat, but she did not even

raise her head; so she crept under, carrying

the saucer of milk with her as usual.

"When she came close enough to see in

the dim light, a horrible sight met her eyes.

The kittens were scattered in all directions—
dead—all but the one still mewing loudly;

while their mother lay stretched at full length,

with a gaping wound in her side. She was

still alive, but foaming at the mouth and

gasping painfully.

"Polly's first wild notion was that the

quacking ducks had somehow been the cause

of the tragedy, and she turned on them fierce-

ly, 'shooing' them away and throwing bits of

wood and stone after them to make them go
faster. They were quite innocent, of course,

poor things, and made a noisy protest as they

waddled off.

"Then she spent some time trying to make
the cat swallow some milk, but without suc-

cess. She collected the kittens and examined

them one by one. They had been so soft

and furry and pretty when she saw them last,

and now they were in a pitiable state—bruised

and torn, and witn tiny limbs hanging all limp

and broken. The little creature that still had

strength to mew had fared better than the

rest; its body was bruised and swollen, but it

did not appear to have received any serious

injury. Eight were dead and cold. One
other, a little black thing, gave the faintest

sign of life as she picked it up, just a slight

tremor. Its poor little mouth was full of dirt,

and Polly proceeded to wash it tenderly with

milk. When all the dirt was out it seemed

to breathe faintly, and she held it in her

hands to warm it, while she tried to make up
her mind what to do for the unfortunate fam-

ily. The poor old cat felt cold when she

touched it, and she imagined that if she could

only get it to a warm place it would get

better.

"So in the end she put the two live kit-

tens into her basket and after finding an old

kitchen towel lying in the yard, she wrapped
it round their mother and managed with great

difficulty to drag the heavy animal out from

under the house. Then she set out to walk

home, with it in her arms and the basket over

her wrist.

"The cat seemed to grow heavier with

every step, but she struggled on, through fields

and over fences, choosing the shortest cut,

partly to save time and partly because she did

not want to meet any one. At last she got

home and went straight into the kitchen, where

Mrs. Jacobs, their kind landlady, was busy

preparing lunch.
"
'Oh, please give me a blanket,' she said,

'and let me put this poor creature under the

stove.'

"rier face was crimson from her exertions

and she could hardly speak, she was so out

of breath and choking with excitement. I've

no doubt that Mrs. Jacobs and Mrs. Glennan,

who had just come into the room, thought

that something terrible had happened to Polly

herself.

"She managed to tell them the whole story

at last, but not until she had the cat wrapped

up in a warm blanket under the stove.
"

'It's them Morello boys,' was Mrs. Ja-

cobs' comment. 'Oh, I know them well!

They've stoned them, that's what they've

done.'
"
'Stoned them to death! Oh, could any

boys be so wicked?' cried Polly."

"Were those boys ever punished?" inter-

rupted Fred.

"No, never," said Grandma; "more's the

pity. No one had really seen them do it,

although there was no doubt that they were

guilty. Polly longed to horsewhip them her-

self, but did not dare to.

"Well, to go on with the story, she worked

with the poor old cat all day, heating cloths

to wrap around her and even forcing some

whiskey and water down her throat. But it

was all useless. Puss expired at four o'clock

in the afternoon, to every one's relief but

Polly's.
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"After that she gave her undivided atten-

tion to the kittens, who were both now very
much alive and clamoring for food, and for

the next few days she had a most harrassing
time looking after the orphans. Her letters

home had nothing but the kittens in them

from beginning to end. She named them

Blanche and Nig, respectively—one being

pure white, and the other jet black—but the

difficulty was to feed them, for they had not

even their eyes open when they were thrown

upon her hands, and lapping was out of the

question.

"First she tried an egg spoon with warm
milk and water, but the edge of the spoon
hurt their tender mouths and she spilt nearly

all the milk over them instead of down their

throats, and they were soon in a wretchedly
wet and dirty state. Then Mrs. Jacobs sug-

gested rubber tubing, the kind they use on

babies' bottles, and Polly flew to the drug-

store to get some, for the hungry, unhappy
kittens mewed incessantly and she was nearly

heartbroken over them. Mrs. Jacobs, who

thought it almost sinful to pay so much atten-

tion to mere 'dumb animals,' as she called

them, though they were far from dumb, was

always recommending a short way to put

them out of their misery. But Polly would

not hear of that.

"You mean drowning?" Peggy demanded

Grandma nodded.

"I should think not, indeed!" all the child-

ren exclaimed indignantly.

"Well, it looked as if they were going to

die of starvation, any way," said Grandma,
"for by the end of the second day Polly had

only succeeded in making them swallow a

drop or two, with all her efforts. The rub-

ber tubing they looked upon as an insult and

spewed it out of their little pink mouths with

disgust.

"Then she had a sudden inspiration, and

though it came to her about nine o'clock in

the evening, she insisted on trying the experi-

ment that night. She got a piece of fine

sponge the right size to fit into the neck of a

small bottle which held the kittens' food.

Then she tipped it up till the sponge was

soaked, when she gently put it to the mouth

of one of the orphans, whose 'mews' were

growing mournfully weak by this time. Won-

derful to relate, the little thing began to suck

the sponge directly and after a few sputters

it set to work to empty the bottle in a most

business-like manner. Oh, how greedily it

drank that milk! and how happy Polly was

to have discovered a way of feeding her ba-

bies at last!

"The other kitten took to the sponge just

as readily as the first, so they both had a good
drink and slept in their warm basket quietly

all night.

"After that there was no more trouble ex-

cept that Polly had to spend most of her time

washing bottles and sponges, and feeding hun-

gry kittens, but that was just what she liked.

"They were beginning to grow into nice,

fat little things when Mrs. Jacobs told her

one day of a neighbor's cat with a family of

new kittens.

"Polly had been warned that she would

have to part with her pets in a week or two,

when they would be going north again, and

she knew that there is nothing like a mother's

care after all; so she took Blanche and Nig
and introduced them to the mother cat in the

hope that she would be willing to adopt
them."

"And she did?" interrupted Peggy,

eagerly.

"Yes, she did. She took to them at once,

and licked them lovingly until they were

sweeter and cleaner than they had been since

the sad day when they became orphans.

Polly said she was sure the old cat made
favorites of the adopted kittens, perhaps be-

cause they were so much prettier and more

finely-shaped than her own family; at all

events, she paid them most particular atten-

tion. And as for the kittens, no one could

have imagined, five minutes after they had

been introduced to their foster-mother, that

they had ever struggled with spoons and rub-

ber tubes, or sucked a sponge in their lives!"

HER EXACT WORDS.

Housekeeper—"How's this? You prom-
ised to saw some wood if I gave you a lunch.'

Tramp—"I recall no such promise, ma-

dam."

Housekeeper—"The idea! I told you I'd

give you a lunch if you'd saw some wood,
and you agreed."

Tramp—"Pardon me, madam. Your ex-

act words were: 'I'll give you a lunch if you
saw that wood over there by the gate.'

'

Housekeeper—"Exactly. That's just

what I said."

Tramp—"Well, madam, I saw that wood
over there by the gate as I came in."
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[ Continued from Page 1 54 ]

a dam across the stream. They are necessary

to prevent the flood water from running to

waste. The following are some figures on

the flow of the Boise River, Idaho:

Annual discharge, total, 2,900,200 acre feet

Water available during

irrigating season . . . 1,706,892 acre feet

Amt. necessary to store 1 ,1 93,308 acre feet

These figures are in acre feet and similar

ones may be obtained for a number of othei

rivers in the west, which goes to show that

if all the water is made available, by means

of reservoirs, a greater area may be placed

under cultivation.

Reservoirs should have a solid bed and

be free from alkali.

Dams. The more elaborate dams are

made of iron and concrete. In making an

earthen dam for a small irrigation project

the organic matter should be entirely re-

moved from the surface of the soil to secure

a good foundation for the embankment. The

surface of the soil should be thoroughly

plowed where the embankment is to be placed,

so that good contact may be obtained be-

tween the foundation and the embankment.

It is advisable to place a core of puddled

clay and pebbles in the center of the dam to

add strength. An ample spillway should

always be provided to take care of the excess

water at any time. The more elaborate

dams will have scouring sluice gates, so that

the silt may be washed from the bottom of

the reservoir whenever it has collected in a

large quantity. The cost of the embankment

will be from 15 to 25 cents per cubic yard.

Ordinarily they make the top of the dam

wide enough to drive across. The slope of

the side will be about two to one.

The best materials for an earthen dam

and the proportions in which they should be

used are:

1 . cubic yard of gravel.

.35 cubic yard of fine gravel.

. 1 5 cubic yard of sand.

.20 cubic yard of clay.

The particles of the fine material fill the

spaces between the particles of the next larger

material.
* * *

Irrigation Practice.

Ref. : "Practical Irrigation"
—Bowie.

"Hydraulics"—I. C. S. Reference

Library.

Measurement of Water. Water is most

dense at 39 degrees F., and one cubic foot

weighs 62.425 pounds at this temperature.

One gallon weighs 8.399 pounds. The

weight of one foot of water one inch square

is .434 pounds. The units used in measur-

ing water are, the second foot, the miner s

inch and the acre foot. The second foot is

a cubic foot of water moving at the rate of

a lineal foot in one second of time.

Miners Inch. The miner's inch in this

State is the water which flows through a one-

inch orifice under a six-inch pressure. Gen-

erally, it is an arbitrary unit for measuring

water by its flow through an orifice. The

Spillback is a common arrangement for main-

taining water at just that height. In this

State, forty miner's inches is equivalent to

one second foot. This varies in the different

states.

Acre Foot. This simply means enough

water to cover uniformly one acre, one foot in

depth, being 43,560 cubic feet. One second

foot is equivalent to 7^2 gallons per second,

or 450 gallons per minute, and will cover

one acre two feet deep if running continuously

for 24 hours. Three acre feet is approxim-

ately one million gallons. The depth and

frequency is the most accurate basis for the

measurement of water.

The most simple method for measuring the

amount of water flowing in a stream is by the

use of floats on the surface of the water.

Then q equals av, when a equals the area

of the cross section and v equals the velocity

found by timing the floats. The thread of

a current is that part of the stream a few

(2) inches under the surface in the center

of the stream. The mean velocity is at one-

third the distance to the bottom.

The vetted per'imter of the cross section

of any channel or conduit is the part of its

boundary in contact with the water. Thus,

if a circular conduit whose diameter is four

feet is half filled with water, its wetted peri-

meter is equal to one-half its circumference,

or Yi equals 3.1416x4 equals 6.2832 feet.

Water is measured by means of the cur-

rent meter.

Weirs. A weir is an obstruction placed

across a stream for the purpose of diverting

the water, so as to make it flow through a

desired channel. Two kinds of weirs: sharp

crested for measuring and broad crested over-

flow weirs.

Principles of Water Measurement. The

following, taken from Wyoming Bulletin No.
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53, explains the first principles of water meas-

urement:

"The rate of flow or velocity with which
water moves, whether running from a chan-

nel or issuing from an orifice, depends prim-

arily upon the fall or vertical distance through
which the water has fallen at the time the

velocity is determined. If in a vessel con-

taining water a hole or orifice is made in the

bottom, in order that the water may escape,

the velocity of the water as it issues from the

orifice is theoretically that of a body which

has fallen freely through a distance equal to

the head, or distance between the center of

the opening and the surface of the water in

the vessel. Assuming that there is no friction

and cohesion, the particles will not be retard-

ed in their descent and upon issuing from

the orifice each will have a velocity the same

as though they had fallen freely through a

distance equal to the head on the orifice. The

velocity of a falling body is said to be uni-

formly accelerated, hence at the end of a

given time, its velocity may be determined

from the well-known formula: V equals 2 gh— where v is the velocity in feet per second,

2 g is the factor 64.32 and h is head."

"Now the volume of water discharged in

a given time from an opening in a vessel

or reservoir is not actually what it would be

computed by theory, because of the cohesion

and friction. The velocity of the water is

found to be approximately 2% less than the

theoretical and the area of the section 62%
of the opening. The amount of the water is

61 °/ of the theoretical discharge, and the

formula would be substituting v for a, its

value for submerged circular orifice:

q = .61 a V2 gh (area of circle is .7854

d2).

Measuring Weirs. Francis' formulas for

rectangular weir (Wilson's Irrigation Engin-

eering, pp. 78-79), the form of equation in-

dicated by theory for the discharge of a

weir is:

q = a v;

or substituting for the mean velocity v of a

given film its value 2/3 2gh, and for A the

area, its equivalent 1 x h, we get:

q = 1 x h x 2-3 y2gh,
which formula may be transposed so as to

become :

q = 1 x 2-3h 3-2 V2g,
where 1 is the effective length of the weir in

feet, and h the depth in feet of water flowing

over it. Because of the downward curve of

the water after passing over the weir, this

height h must be measured at some distance

above the weir, in order to be free from its

influence. The reduction of volume by the

crest contraction can be compensated for by
the co-efficient m, and inserting this factor in

the formula last given we have :

q = 2-3m V2glh 3-2

The factors 2/3m and the 2g are constants,

and representing them by c we can substitute

it in the formula as a co-efficient. This is

the co-efficient which was determined to be

equal to 3.33 by Francis' experiments, and

substituting this value in the equation last

given we get:

q = 3.331h 3-2

Owing to this falling away of the surface at

the crest and to the contraction at the ends,

if 1' be the effective length of the weir, one

end contraction makes 1' = (1
- o 1 h) and

any number of end contractions made 1' =
( 1

- o 1 nh). Hence,

q = 3.33 (1—o.l rh) h 3-2

which is Francis' formula, for the rectangular
weir.

Trapezoidal Weirs. As a result of ex-

periments made in Italy in 1 886 by Cippo-
letti, he adopted a trapezoidal weir, the sides

of which have an inclination of one-fourth

horizontal to one vertical. This is based on
the theory that the effective length 1 of a

rectangular weir being less than its true length

owing to contraction, if the area of the weir

be increased in proportion to its depth (since

contraction increases in this ratio) and so

as to balance the loss due to contraction, the

flow through the weir will remain the same
as though the weir were rectangular without

contraction. The conditions called for in

placing a rectangular weir must be nearly
fulfilled with a trapezoidal weir, but the dis-

tance of the sill of the weir from the bottom
of the canal must be at least three times the

depth of the weir, and its length must be at

least three times the depth of the water flow-

ing over it. In using this form of weir the

equation becomes:

Q=3.36 Ih 3/2.
This weir seems to possess some excellent

qualities, the chief difficulty in connection

with it being the same as arises in using
the rectangular weir, namely, that where silt-

laden water is employed this may fill up
above the front board of the weir. This
weir may be used as a divisor, and for fair-

ness of measurement is especially adapted to

use on irrigation canals.
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In using a triangular weir a convenient Sugar Beets. . 2.10 Oats 1.51
formula has been found to be the following: Barley 1 .38 Wheat 3 08
• lAT

2
'1
4

!

h 5 "2
. (LW.I, l

Potatoes .... 3.90 Alfalfa 3.51
in which t is the tangent of half the angle
in the notch of the triangle. If the triangle

The duty of water is increasing all the

be right angled, this formula becomes: time. In Wyoming a second foot of water

q = 2.54 h 5-2 has been made to irrigate 94 acres of oats

which is one of the simplest formulas that and 240 acres of potatoes. In Montana,
can be used, and gives excellent results on '^0 acres or

"

oats - In California, 250 to

small streams. 350 acres of beets. In Utah, 200 acres of

(The foregoing paragraphs on weir meas- beets. In New Mexico, 1 00 acres of beets.

urement are copied verbatim from Wilson's In Washington, 3. 1 1 acre feet has been

Irrigation Engineering.)
U5ec^ f° r one acre of alfalfa. In Idaho 2.5
acre feet for alfalfa.

FORMULAS WHICH SHOULD BE REMEM- t km
,

. > , r ,
.

, OQIn Montana it has been found that 1.98
acre feet of irrigation water will mature a

For the flow of water through pipes:
croP or

"

wheat, while in practice it was the

q = 100 a V area X head custom among farmers to use from two to

perimeter length of pipe f

ix acre ie
f'

In Oregon, irrigators have

For flow of water through tile drains:
b
.

een us,n§ ' ^2 to 5 feet of water, while the

q
— 48 a w jf duty under economical use should be from

1 caj one to three feet.

For open ditches :
Factors Affecting the Duty of Water. 1 .

v x = a X 11 -2 f — Elliot's The duty of water varies for different crops

p a great deal. It requires from 270 to 300
also pounds of water to produce one pound of

v = c V ri — Chazy's modifica- dry matter in potatoes, 350 to 500 pounds
tion of Cutter's formula. f"or alfalfa, and 485 to 600 pounds for

For flow of water through submerged cir- wheat.

cular orifice: 2. Soil. The physical character of the

q = .62 x .7854 d V 2gh. soil and subsoil will affect the duty of water,

For flow of water over rectangular weir,
ror ^ the soil is a heavy soil it will hold up

having two sides :
the water and there will be a large evapora-

q
__ 3,33 (| O 2W) h3-?

t 'on before the crop has used all the water.

c .
• j i /^- j » • If the soil is a porous sandy soil a great deal

for trapezoidal weir, or Cippoletti s weir: c » "ii I •. u i *l c' KK of water will percolate below the surface.
q j.^>. jD/ IhJ-Z. 3 The amount and distribution of rainfall

For right angle trough: both enter into the question of irrigation, for

°j
= 2.54h 5-2. it is not the total amount of water that alone

r\,^, ^^ wr affects the use of water, but the distributionDuty of Water. ( ., •

( ,, ., , '.,
or the rainfall through the growing season.

The duty of water may be defined as the Light showers are sometimes harmful. A
ratio between a given quantity of water and good one-inch rain will wet down 12 or 14

the area of crop which the water will mature. inches and is equivalent to two or three inches

It is necessary to know how much water is °f irrigation. The rainfall during July and

needed per acre and when. There are four August is less in the Willamette Valley than

different ways of expressing the duty of in most irrigated sections. There is as much
water. rainfall in this period in Sante Fe, New

1 . The number of acres a second foot will Mexico, as there is here. The rains which

irrigate. come here in the summer are apt to crust

2. As the number of acre feet required to the surface, causing more evaporation and

irrigate an acre. doing more harm than good.

3. In terms of total volume of water used 4. The temperature and other climatic

during the season. conditions affect the duty of water to a large
4. Sometimes in the duty per linear mile. extent, for the amount of evaporation depends
The duty of water in acre feet for different on the condition of the climate before and

crops: after irrigation.
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5. The method of applying the water
is another factor, for it has been found that

furrow irrigation saves more water than the

flooding method, and deep furrows have an

advantage over shallow ones. Sub-irrigation
is not practical, but results in a great saving
of water over the other methods of application.

6. The method of planting enters into the

amount of water required to mature the crop,
for if crops are planted thinly, less water will

be used; the amount of shade produced by
the plant affects the evaporation; and a cul-

tivated crop will conserve more moisture

than an uncultivated one.

7. Kind of Tillage. In order to be most

effective, cultivation must be promptly done
after the water has been applied, for as much
water is lost in the first 24 hours as is lost

in the three days following. On heavy soils

it is necessary sometimes to wait two or three

days.

8. The Kind of Ditches. Small shallow

ditches result in a great percentage of loss.

9. The Skill or the Irrigator. This is

one of the most important.

1 0. The amount and frequency cf irriga-

tion is a factor in the duty of water, for the

land must be very level to make it possible to

use as little as two inches of water at one

irrigation. As a rule, a four or five inch

irrigation will thoroughly wet a soil as far as

the roots of ordinary crops go. Heavier
amounts necessary for meadow than for cul-

tivated crops.

1 1 . Method of Purchase. The best plan
is to practice rotation in the use of water, and
make the best use of the water while it is on

the farm. The highest duty is obtained by
this method rather than by having a con-

tinuous stream during the season.

Summary. A low duty of water is due
to excessive appropriation, bad contracts, loss

by seepage and careless irrigation. The duty
of irrigation may be increased by preventing

seepage, draining the land, providing for

rotation in use, and charging for the quantity
received.

Amount and Frequency of Irrigation

In irrigation practice it is important that

the irrigator know the amount of water ne-

cessary for the crop and the frequency with

which it should be applied. The conditions

which determine the amount of water that

should be applied at a single irrigation are as

follows :

(a) Amount—
1 . The Capacity of the Soil and Subsoil

to Store Water. The question that confronts

the irrigator is what quantity of water can
be stored in the soil for the proper growth
of the plants. The range for sandy soils will

be between 5% and 15%, the optimum be-

ing about 10%. In clay loams it is safe to

say that it is impossible to store more than 30
pounds (a half foot) in the first four feet

of a silt soil. If the amount of water in the

soil is not down to the wilting point of plants
at the time of application of water, the soil

will not take up the maximum amount.

The following table shows the lower and

upper limit of storage capacity of a clay
soil, and the available moisture for use of

plants in each foot of the soil:

Clay Loam Soil—
Lower Upper Available

Depth Limit Limit Moisture

Firstfoot 17.01% 25.77% 6.92 lbs.

Second foot 19.86 24.3 4.11

Third foot 18.56 24.03 5.72

Fourth foot 15.9 22.29 6.786

Total pounds per cubic foot 23.54

2. The depth of the soil stratum pene-
trated by the roots of the particular crop. If

the roots of a crop penetrate deeply a larger
amount of water may be applied to the soil

without a large amount of it going beyond
the reach of the roots. If the roots grow to

the water the plants will not need to wait for

the water to come to the roots. Plants prob-
ably root deeper in arid soils and may be

encouraged to do so by cultivation of the soil

about six inches in depth. Plants have been
found to penetrate the soil with their roots

to depths as follows:

Apples 9 feet

Strawberry 22 inches

Alfalfa, 1 74 days old 5 to 30 feet

3. The rate at which the soil below the

root zone may supply water by upward cap-

illarity to the roots. The necessary moisture

may be below the roots, but will not travel

up fast enough.

4. The extent to which the soil and sub-

soil may become dried out. If at the time

of irrigation the soil is very dry it is capable
of taking up a large amount of water. The
texture of the soil will also have an effect on
this factor.
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(b) Frequency. This is one of ihe most

important questions that confronts the practical

irrigator. The conditions which determine

the frequency of irrigation are:

1 . The amount of available moisture

which may be stored in the soil. If the differ-

ence between the upper and lower limit is

only a few per cent, it will determine the

amount of water stored at one time.

2. The rate at which the moisture is lost

through the crop and through the soil. As
to the crop it sometimes is necessary to irri-

gate to bring up the seed. A young crop
will make very little demand on the water in

the soil. A wheat crop makes the heaviest

demand on the soil from the time it begins

to head until it reaches the dough stage.

3. The degree of saturation a particular

crop will tolerate before it is injured in qual-

ity and quantity. Irrigation will nearly al-

ways check the growth of the crop for a

few days. The fewer the number of irri-

gations the smaller may be the labor involved

and the lower the cost. A heavy soil will

store water longer, usually, and will require

fewer irrigations.

Crops yielding 40 bushels of wheat or 70
bushels of corn require 12 inches of water

to mature. Suppose the first four feet of the

soil has an available capacity of four inches

of water, it will require three irrigations to

grow the crop. In practice, wheat is irrigated

three to five times, and during the period of

rapid growth about every three weeks. Corn,

according to calculation, will need to be irri-

gated every 16 to 27 days; in practice it is

irrigated about every three weeks.

Alfalfa is irrigated after each cutting, as

a rule, but it is acknowledged that two irriga-

tions per cutting will produce a larger yield.

The increase, however, might not pay for the

second irrigation. It requires 8'/4 inches of

available water to make 400 bushels of pota-

toes. The practice of irrigating fruit trees is

rather new in Oregon, but it is coming to

be the practice to use three or four rather deep
furrows to each row of trees.

Methods of Preparing Land and Dis-

tribution of Water.

Preparing Land for Irrigation. The fol-

lowing outline covers the various phases of

the preparation of land for irrigation which

have been pretty fully discussed in the bul-

letin reviews:—

Distributaries—
Form.

Capacity—depends on velocity.

Structure—
Headgates.
Weirs.

Distributing boxes, flumes.

Dams, etc—canvas.

Clearing the Land—
Cost.

Grading—
Depends on method of applying water.

Home-made level.

Graders.

Buck scraper.

Double plow
Furrow markers.

Drags.

The important part of practical irrigation

begins with the taking of the water from the

canals or company laterals. Laterals may be

made by the use of a double plow. Should
not run more than two or two and one-half

feet per second. The water should be

brought to the highest part of the land and
distributed therefrom. A small stream must

have a greater fall than a large one. A fall

of about one inch per rod will give a flow of

about 2 feet per second.

Methods of Distribution.

(a) Furrow Irrigation. Is best adapted
for cultivated crops. The furrow should be

opened up immediately before irrigation and

the land should be cultivated soon after the

water has been applied. If the field is steep,

it is not necessary to turn in as much water

in order to send it the length of the furrow.

Care should be taken not to let the water

run through the furrow with such a velocity

as to cause puddling or washing.

(b) Flooding. Wild Flooding. This

was practiced first in Colorado by the cattle

men, who turned the water out over the valley.

Under this system one man can handle a large

quantity of water. This will only do where

water is cheap. It requires no preparation of

the land.

Rectangular Checks. This system is used

where water is more valuable. These checks

can be made of galvanized iron pipes. May
also be oblong checks. They require quite

accurate leveling and are quite expensive.

Basin Irrigation. More frequently used

in orange groves.

Sprinkling. Used only in the irrigation of

vegetables, truck and intensive crops.
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Sub-Irrigation. Is not really practiced

successfully as it would interfere with the

roots. It would be very desirable if prac-

ticable, as there would not be the loss by
percolation.

Pumping or Lift Irrigation.

Refs. : Bowie's "Practical Irrigation"
—Ch.

9 and 1 0.

Wilson's "Irrigation Engineering"—
Ch. 19.

Kansas Bulletin No. 95.

New Mexico Bulletins Nos. 45, 53,

56, 71 and 75.

Arizona Bulletins, Nos. 1 1 and 54.

Office Exp. Station Circular 101—
Windmills.

Also Exp. Station Bulletins.

Hydraulic Rams, King's" Physics of

Agriculture"—pp. 546-555.

Farmers' Bulletin, No. 394.

In Asia there is more land irrigated by
pumping than there is irrigated in the United

States by gravity. In the Willamette Valley,

pumping will undoubtedly pay where the re-

ceipts for the crops grown are high and the

soil is light.

Wells. Where it is intended to practice
this method of irrigation the first thing to find

out about is the well—the quality and quan-

tity of water it will supply. An artesian well

is one in which the water table is above the

surface of the ground, water flowing from

the well on this account. Sometimes artesian

water is more expensive than pumped water.

Water that tastes salty is too alkaline for use

in irrigation. The cost of digging wells in

those sections where irrigation by pumping
has been practiced to a large extent has been

an average of about $ 1 .00 per foot.

Pumps. Among the various kinds of

pumps and methods of pumping in most com-

mon use in irrigation pumping may be men-

tioned the following:

1 . Deep well pumps.
2. Power plunger pumps.
3. Pumping engines.

4. Direct-acting steam pumps.
5. Pulsometer.

6. Air lift.

7. Centrifugal pump.
8. Hydraulic ram.

1. Deep Well Pumps. Where the lift

is high, flow of water small, water free from

sand, the deep well pump is usually preferred.

Can be located inside a well, thus dispensing

with digging a pit.

2. Power plunger pumps used to advan-

tage wehere lift is high. Located so there is

no danger of the water going below the suction

limit.

3. Pumping engines used to advantage
where the quantity of water is large and the

lift high. Used generally for city works,
rather than for irrigation plants.

4. Direct-acting steam pumps. While
the original cost is low, they consume a large

amount of steam and the cost for fuel is

heavy.
5. The pulsometer. Simple in construc-

tion, but is also a heavy steam consumer.

6. The air lift will draw water from a

considerable depth and can handle a large

quantity of water better than a deep well

pump. All working parts above the well;

easy accessible ; no danger of sand or grit

getting into the valves.

7. Centrifugal pump. Best for large

pumping plants. It is cheap and simple and
a minimum of working parts. It has no
valves and can handle water with grit with-

out getting out of order. Many installed are

not working at their highest efficiency because

the operators do not fully understand the

laws of centrifugal pumps. The efficient cap-

acity of a centrifugal pump, when operating
at its efficient speed, for a given lift, varies

directly with the speed, and is not constant.

"A centrifugal pump can be rated efficiently

at a given capacity only when the head, and
hence the speed, too, is fixed."

8. Hydraulic ram. Requires little at-

tention, and in some cases is quite economical.

It is usually used in small installations.

Power.

Windmills. May be satisfactory for

pumping, but up to the present time mills have
not been made which are strong enough to

stand the wear and strain of long continued

pumping. They are not practical over 50 to

60 feet. Where a windmill is used a pond
is necessary. Chief objection is their un-

reliability, as they are wholly dependent upon
the force of the wind for their operation.
Because of this windmills should never be

used for irrigation without providing as an

adjunct an ample tank or reservoir for the

storage of sufficient water to irrigate a con-

siderable area. Capacity depends on the

force and steadiness of the wind and the size

of the wind-wheel.
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Water-wheels are often used, and are or-

dinarily made about I feet or more in diam-

eter. Some of them will raise 10 cubic feet

of water per revolution.

Gasoline engines are the most common
kind used where pumping is practiced. They
cost about $100 per horse-power. A steam

engine, 20 h. p., with coal at $7 per ton,

will cost for maintenance about the same as

a gas engine when gasoline is worth 22 cents

per gallon. Gasoline engines are probably
the best for Western Oregon, and generally

for small plants.

Steam.

Electricity).

Cost of Pumping.

The following outline covers the principle

subjects under the cost of pumping for irri-

gations :

First Cost—
Cost of pumps.
Cost of engines, wells, etc.

Pumping Cost—
Fuel.

Oil.

Labor.

Interest on outlay.

Depreciation and repairs.

Cost per Acre Foot—
The Office of Experiment Stations has

done much work along the line of determin-

ing the cost of irrigation by pumping in

different sections of the United States, the

reports of which are given in the 1 904 Report
on Drainage and Irrigation Investigations,

published in 1 905.

Cost of Engines. The following is about

the cost of gasoline engines:

1 H. P $125
2 H. P 225
3 H. P 300
4 H. P 370
5 H. P 420
10 H. P 640

A steam engine will cost about $100 more

for each size.

Electric motors cost about as follows:

1 H. P $ 55

2 H. P 80
5 H. P 100

10 H. P 240

Pumps. A three-inch centrifugal pump
will pump from 200 to 250 gallons per min-

ute and will cost about $80. A four-inch

pump will pump about 450 gallons per min-

ute, or 1 cubic foot per second, and will cost

about $95. A six-inch pump, 900 gallons

per minute, 2 cubic feet per second; cost

$150. An eight-inch pump, 1600 gallons

per minute; cost $220.

Cost and Returns from Irrigation onO. A. C.

Farm.

(Used moisture table.)

The pumping plant at the farm cost about

as follows, for the first cost:

Pump $ 66.00

4 H. P. engine 245.00
40 feet of 5-inch pipe, at 20c. . . . 72.75

1200 feet of lumber 19.50

Setting up pump
Carpenter labor 9.00

$412.25

Straightaway valve $1 8.00

Foot valve 1 4.75

40 feet of 5-inch pipe 40.00

$72.75

Cost of Pumping. The next thing it is

desired to know is the cost of actual running,

which may be stated as follows:

Labor, $2 per day $0.20 per hour

Yl gallon distillate 05 per hour

Lubricant 005 per hour

Total $0

By the use of a plant of th

will pump an acre foot in 24
cost about $6.24 per day or

on a 1 C-hour basis.

In figuring the annual cost,

the plant must be taken into

Interest at 6%
Depreciation, 10%
Fuel, 6c per hour, 1 2 hrs, 20

Labor, at $2.40 per day. . . .

255 per hour

is kind, which

hours, it will

per acre foot,

the interest on

consideration.

$ 27.00
. . . . 45.00

days 1 4.40
48.00

Total $134.40

(Used three tables.)

The profit in pumping depends on the

amount of the lift, the market conditions,

the economic use of the water, etc. This

method of irrigation may be used with most

success on the lighter types of soil, on vege-

table crops and fruits.

Effective on Moisture—
1. Generally increases the moisture con-

tent—especially so for soils of

lighter texture.
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2. Generally irrigate higher at end of the

season.

Effect on Temperature—
1 . Lowers it at first.

2. Lowers it permanently.
3. Storage of temperature.

Injuries by Irrigation.

In considering the subject of irrigation for

the Willamette Valley, and in fact for any-

where, two questions arise: First, will irri-

gation pay? Second, what crops will pay
best? By a series of careful experiments

on the Station Farm, it has been proven that

irrigation pays, and we know further that it

pays better for potatoes than it does for

alfalfa.

Right Time to Irrigate. When should

we put the water on the soil? In general,

for Western Oregon, along about the middle

of July. We can generally tell by the con-

dition of the crop. If the plants appear to

be wilted, we know that water must be ap-

plied. In the arid climates this method is

used, but in the humid climate this will not

always do, as sometimes a crop is injured

for want of water before it wilts. Here the

best way to tell is by the moisture content of

the soil, and also when the crop stops grow-

ing. The best time to irrigate alfalfa is

just after cutting.

Temperature of Irrigation Water. In

Colorado it has been found that water with

ice floating in it is not noticeably injurious

to the crop. For pumped water the temper-

ature may raise as much as ten degrees from

the time it is raised from the well until it

reaches the roots. There are very few crops

that have roots so sensitive that they are in-

jured by cold water.

Water Logging. Caused by applying too

much water. It is a forerunner of alkali.

Alkali. Alkali is the chief injury caused

by irrigation. The Colorado Bulletins Nos.

82 and 83 go into the subject quite thorough-

ly. The Bureau of Soils has a bound volume

containing the government bulletins on the

subject of alkali. Alkali is a very general

term used for all soils which contain soluble

salts. Wherever rock breaks down to form

soil, soluble salts are set free. In a humid

country where the rainfall is in excess of

the upward capillarity the soluble salts are

carried away. Where the rainfall is less

than twenty inches the evaporation of the

soil water at the surface leaves a deposit of

salt.

Kinds of Alkali There are two types of

alkali—black and white. The black is the

most injurious. Black alkali is sodium car-

bonate and has the power of dissolving the

plant tissues at the surface of the soil. About
one-tenth of one per cent, of black alkali is

injurious, and about three-tenths of one per

cent, will kill vegetation.

White Alkali is less injurious and 25/100
to 50/1 00 of one per cent will be injurious to

crops. The chief alkalies are sodium chlor-

ide, and magnesium sulphate. In addition to

these, most of the soluble alkalies that come

from the rocks are found in the soil in small

quantities.

Where irrigation is practiced it is almost

impossible to use water in sufficient quantities

for crops without an accumulation of alkali.

Ways in which Alkali May Be Checked.
Plant the seed immediately after rain when

the alkali is down. In dry weather the alkali

will rise again to the surface. Grow resistant

crops, as pears and alfalfa. Cultivate the

surface. Anything that will tend to decrease

evaporation will diminish the accumulation

of alkali. Deep plowing is also beneficial.

Black alkali is changed to white alkali by

treating the soil with gypsum. The best

remedy for alkali is to underdrain. By so

doing the same conditions that are found in

the humid climates are produced, and the

soluble salts are dissolved and carried away.

Ordinary drains are attacked by alkali and

it is necessary to use the box drains.

A MYSTERY.

Little Mary and her mother were having

lunch together, and the mother, who was al-

ways trying to impress facts upon her young

daughter, said:

"These little sardines, Mary, are some-

times eaten by the larger fish."

Mary gazed at the sardines in wonder,

and then asked:

"But, mother, how do the big fish get the

tins open?"

A subscriber writes us complaining be-

cause we allowed any arguments favorable

to reciprocity to appear in The Fruit Maga-
zine, Scientific Farmer and Canadian Citizen,

but admitting that he subscribes for several

foreign agricultural publications. "Consist-

ancy, thou art a jewel."



Fruit Pit or Baldwin Spot

IT
will be of interest to fruit growers gen-

erally to know that this disease has been

reported from practically every apple

growing section of B. C. and the neighboring

States this year. Not only is the Interior

affected, but the Coast as well, while prob-

ably the greatest losses are reported from the

most prominent fruit sections.

This trouble goes under a confusing va-

riety of names. The principal ones com-

monly given by fruit growers are: Baldwin

Spot, Fruit Spot, Dry Rot, Bitter Rot,

Brown Rot, Physiological Dry Rot, and

Fruit Pit. In Germany, the common name

is Stippen, or Stippichderden; and Bitter Pit

in South Africa. No scientific name has

been given, because no specific cause has yet

been discovered.

At first the appearance is that of roundish

brown spots, just below the surface of the

skin of the apple, or perhaps up to one-

quarter of an inch deep. When near the

surface, there is a smaller circular depres-

sion just above the spot. On the colored

portion of the apple this depression is sur-

rounded by slightly deeper color, and on the

green parts of the apple the depression is

deeper green, changing later to brown. The
brown spot is pithy in character, dry, and

comparatively tough. The spots are gen-

erally from one-third to three-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter, and of not quite the same

depth.

As the trouble develops, more spots occur,

and finally the brown may extend in a more

or less complete network through the outer

tissues of the apple. The affected flesh is

dry and flavorless, but not bitter. The ap-

pearance and saleability are very much im-

paired, and, even for cooking purposes, badly

affected fruit is not of much use.

In the third stage, the apple becomes prac-

tically entirely brown, and quite worthless.

In its first stages, the Fruit Pit is hard to

distinguish from the effects of hail. Another

type affects early apples particularly, caus-

ing a more or less complete browning of the

tissues surrounding the core. In this case,

the apple becomes valueless commercially be-

fore its outward appearance is much af-

fected.

Variations of the above forms, and very

similar forms, are found in the apple, pear

and prune.

This disease has been known and been

under investigation for thirty years, princi-

pally in Germany, and, during the past ten

years especially, in the United States and

Canada. It is agreed that it is not caused

by any fungous, bactorium, or insect. The

organism causing it is absolutely unknown.

Spraying experiments have proven absolutely

valueless. Scientists are now thoroughly

agreed in designating it as a physiological

trouble in the same class as Water Core.

The true Baldwin Spot of New York

State, the true Bitter Rot of the Middle

West, the true Apple Scab or Black Spot—
are all fungous diseases, and the life history

of the organism, like that of typhoid and

tuberculosis, is well known to investigators.

The disease above described is none of

these.

While the absolute cause is unknown,

there have been discovered certain inducing

causes. These are:

1. Light yields of sappy, usually large,

fruit.

2. Heavy wood growth, from two to

four or five feet in length.

The light yields and heavy growth are due

to the following causes:

1 . A heavy crop the previous year.

2. Young trees.

3. Heavy winter pruning.

4. Excess of water by rainfall, seepage

and irrigation.

5. Clean cultivation.

6. Nitrogen in the soil in excess over

potash and phosphoric acid.

7. Unhealthy or winter injured trees.

Any one or any combination of the above

conditions may be sufficient to bring on Fruit

Pit.

The remedies are:

1. A good, heavy crop of fruit.

2. A reasonable growth, consistent with

the age, size and health of the tree.
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To secure heavy crops and a mature

growth, the following are of importance:
1 . Rational winter pruning, replaced by

summer pruning if absolutely necessary.
2. The maintenance of the proper mois-

ture supply, less irrigation, proper drainage.
3. Less clean cultivation. Put the or-

chard in sod, if necessary.

4. Decrease the amount of soil nitrogen

by lessening cultivation, by putting the orch-

ard in sod, or planting intercrops, and where

necessary balance the nitrogen supply by
adding potash and phosphoric acid. Un-
healthy trees should be given proper condi-

tions as above, to regain vigor. Properly
cared for, they will produce a much higher
class of fruit. Badly diseased trees had bet-

ter be removed.

It is the application of the above remedies

under local conditions, which calls forth the

skill of the grower.
More rational methods of orchard culti-

vation are absolutely essential to permaneni
control of this disease. Its prevalence this

year has aroused much needless apprehen-
sion in the minds of fruit growers. The dis-

ease can be avoided almost entirely by the

proper methods. It is significant that good
intentions, rather than wanton neglect, have

brought it on, to a very large degree. The
methods above recommended, skilfully ap-

plied, will result in much greater yields of

fruit per tree and per acre. The cost of

production per box will be actually lessened

considerably, and the general quality and
color of the fruit raised in equal degree.

In view of the possible injury which may
be caused by needless alarm, it is to be hoped
that fruit growers will investigate the subject

rationally, and, having formed their conclu-

sions, work out the remedy best adapted to

their own orchards. It is encouraging to note

that the prevalence of Fruit Pit in one orch-

ard has no effect whatever on the orchards of

the same district. Contagion and infection

are impossible.

The Fruit Magazine, Scientific Farmer
and Canadian Citizen will be glad to receive

any information as to the causes and prac-

tical remedies in connection with this disease,

that may be of value to fruit growers.

THE BEST.
Make the best of everything,

Think the best of everybody,

Hope the best for yourself.—Geo. Stephenson.

ARE THERE ANY MORE WORLDS
TO CONQUER?

British Columbia has carried off $ 1 ,000
in cash and other honors, against the Ameri-
can continent for a potato display at the

great New York Land Show, and Sas-

katchewan did the same thing in the wheat
contest.

These little jobs seem easy to Canada
now-a-days. "The Maple Leaf Forever."

CONGRATULATIONS TO KASLO.

The members of the Kaslo and District

Women's Institute have not merely been sat-

isfied with making their fair a success as a

fair, but have demonstrated their ability to

make a financial success. After all ex-

penses have been paid it is found that they
are $424.00 to the good and funds of the

Institute have been enriched by exactly that

amount. This undoubtedly makes that or-

ganization the wealthiest of any similar insti-

tution in British Columbia.

Receipts.

To amounts acknowledged $521.25
Fair Receipts, 1st day 154.80
Fair receipts, 2nd day 41.00

Entry Fees 1 8.00
Mrs. Timms from Tea Room .... 8. 1 5

Mrs. Latham, from sports 1 0.05

Thorpe & Co. (Nelson), Donation 7.50

Total $760.75

Expenditures.

By prize money 1 94.85

By Printing 79.00

Sports 30.00
T. Treby-Heale 1 0.00

Opera House 7.00
Chairs (Concert, Sept. 5) 2.75
Fair Books 6.50

Expenses 1 .30

Stamps, telegrams and envelopes . . 2.00
P. Burns & Co 2.50

Byers-Giegerich-Green Co .85

By Balance 424.00

(Signed)

Miss Twiss,

President.

$760.75

Miss Milton,

Secretary.
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B. C. POULTRY SHOW.

The British Columbia Poultry Association

is making preparations for its first annual pro-
vincial poultry show, which is expected to be

the biggest and best ever held in the West.
It will be the Pacific Coast's poultry show
for the season of 1911 and 1912, and will

be the largest show ever held west of Chicago.
The show will be held at the Exhibition

grounds, Hastings Park, Vancouver, from

January 15th to 1 9th, inclusive. A feature

of importance in connection with this forth-

coming show is the large prizes offered for

the utility classes of poultry. Since its incep-
tion it has been the aim and object of the pro-
vincial poultry association to encourage par-

ticularly the commercial side of the poultry

industry, and its fundamental object is to in-

crease the production of poultry and eggs in

British Columbia. Though possessing re-

markable facilities for the development of an

extensive poultry industry, it is surprising to

note that British Columbia imported over

three million dollars' worth of dressed poul-

try and eggs last year. The province should

be exporting poultry products rather than im-

porting them. Any institution or undertaking
that tends to encourage the breeding of stan-

dard-bred poultry and increase the production
of such staple food products as eggs and poul-

try flesh, the demand for which is increasing
more rapidly than the supply, should receive

the most careful attention of those who are

interested in the high cost of living, for eggs
are used more than any other staple food,
flour and milk excepted.

Poultry shows have their value in encour-

aging the poultry industry, and breeders will

have a good opportunity to display their in-

telligence and ability at the B. C. show. It

will be a standard show of high quality.
Prizes in the fowl classes are $2.00, $1.00,
and 50 cents, respectively, and in all sections

where there are twenty entries or over the

prizes will be: First, $3.00; 2nd, $2.00;
3rd, $1.00; 4th, 50c; and 5th, 50c. Where
there are thirty or more entries the prizes will

be: First, $5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00;
4th, $1.00; 5th, $1.00; and for 6th, 7th,

8th, 9th and 1 0th prizes, a ribbon each.

Exhibition pen prizes are $5.00, $3.00 and
$2.00, respectively, while the prizes offered

for the utility pen and the egg and broiler

production pen are in each class: First,

$20.00; 2nd, $15.00; 3rd, $10.00; and

4th, $5.00. The excellent prizes for dressed

poultry and egg exhibits should draw many
entries. The dressed poultry will be sold by
auction at the close of the show. Pigeons
and pet stock are given good classifications,
with good prizes.

There is $2,500 in regular prize money,
as well as $1 ,000 in special cash prizes, cups
and medals.

A prize list may be secured by writing J.
R. Terry, secretary of the association, De-
partment of Agriculture, Victoria; or R. D.
Steward, Secretary Provincial Poultry Show,
Box 1 262, Vancouver, B. C.

A CHRISTMAS VAMPIRE.
[ By Carolyn Wells

]

A Fool there was, and he made a gift,

(Even as you or I)
He bought it with taste and care and thrift

(For a lady his friends thought rather swift)
And when he gave it, the lady sniffed,

(Even as you or I).

Oh, the judgment and taste and time we
waste

On the gifts at Christmastide,
Which we give to the lady who isn't pleased
(And now we know she could never be

pleased
And never satisfied).

A fool there was, and he gave his cheque
(Even as you or I)

For a necklace of pearls without a fleck,

(And it didn't the least suit the lady's neck)
And she never thanked him a single speck,

(Even as you or I).

Oh, the chink we lose, and the think we lose,

On the things we buy with pride
To give to the lady who never is pleased

(And now we know she can never be pleased
And never be satisfied).

The fool was fleeced to his last red cent,

(Even as you or I)

She threw him aside, when his gold was

spent,

(And nobody cared where the lady went)
And the fool gave way to loud lament,

(Even as you or I).

And it wasn't the loss, and it wasn't the dross,

The reason that same fool cried ;

It was coming to know that she never was

pleased

(Seeing at last she could never be pleased
And never be satisfied).
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TEACH AGRICULTURE IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

CHRISTMAS GREETING.

IN
the United States, the public schools

are under control of the individual states,

as is the case in Canada. Curiously

enough, says the Canadian Courier, the coun-

try schools in nearly every state are a failure—
just as they are in every province in Can-

ada. However, there are signs that some of

the states recognize this failure, just as Mani-
toba has recognized it. But there are some

country schools in the United States which

are not failures. These are the schools estab-

lished by the national government of the

United States in the "reclaimed" districts of

Dakota and Montana. The secret of these

schools is that a high school education may
be obtained without leaving the farm.

Speaking of these schools, Mr. Frank G.

Carpenter, the well-known journalist, says:

"Among the interesting features of these

schools are the gardens and little farms con-

nected with them. The children learn prac-

ticulture by raising plants, fruits and grains,

prizes being given for the best work. The

teaching is all in the spirit of the farm, and

its aim is to make the children love the farm

and to have them stay on it. In the past the

country schools have been managed by city

teachers, who have taught the children to

despise agriculture and tried to make them

leave the farms for the city."

These schools are graded schools, usually

situated in villages. The children are brought

in from the farms in carriages and taken home

every evening. The farm children have thus

all the advantages of town schools and yet

are never out of touch with farm life. The
school garden and the teaching in agriculture

counteract the tendency to think that farm-

ing is the work of a peasant and not a busi-

ness man.

Just think, that here in progressive Can-

ada, not one farmer's child from coast to

coast is taught a single lesson in farming!

Not one province has an authorized text-

book on agriculture. Not one public school

is trying to show that agriculture is as much
a business as handling dry goods, running a

factory or managing an electric-light plant.

Is it any wonder that the rural population of

Eastern Canada is growing more slowly than

the urban population? Is it any wonder that

the farmer who has made money anywhere
in Canada moves into town "to give the boys
a chance to get an education"?

To all a Merry Christmas!

ALL a Merry Christmas,

Plenty of fun—lots of good cheer;

To all a Merry Christmas !

ALL a Merry Christmas,

And God bless us ALL with a Happy New
Year!

The land it is filling

With men strong and willing;

With women, whose bright eyes are tender

and clear.

And their children they bring,

Who will make the wood ring

With laughter and song, in the spring of the

year.

Then give all a welcome—
A right Western welcome;

Rose, thistle and shamrock with maple leaves

twine :

Show them this is no sad land;

Give each one the glad hand.

Tho' the weather be wintry, in the home is

sunshine.

Here's no fear and no dangers,
You're none of you strangers.

No matter what land did your childish feet

roam,

Come, maiden of France,

You may join in the dance,

And the German or Swede shall feel here

quite at home.

Here's plenty for ALL—
In spring, summer, or fall;

For the hand that is willing there's plenty
to do—

And this is no lone land:

Come make it your own land.

Remember, our welcome is meant just for

YOU.

THE STONES WITHHELD.

There are two stones we may not dare to

cast:

The stone of stumbling in our brother's

way,
The stone of judgment at our brother's past.

We, who ourselves like sheep have gone

astray."



Hundred Years Ago and Now
or Byron Up-to-Date

(By Aristarchus.)

Humana! view thy children with delight;

They write for food and feed because they write:

And lest, when heated with unusual grape,

Some glowing thoughts should to the press escape,

And tinge with red the female reader's cheek,

My lady skims the cream of each critique;

Breathes o'er the page her purity of soul,

Reforms each error and refines the whole.

Now to the Drama turn—Oh! motley sight!

What precious scenes the wondering eyes invite!

Puns, and gay times within a bedroom spent,

And court-room nonsense yield advertisement.

Though now, thank Heaven, the Three Weeks mania's o'er

And moral acting is endured once more;
Yet what avail its vain attempt to please,

While lenient critics surfer scenes like these.

While Bonnar vents his wit in empty sounds,

And commonplace and common sense confounds!

While Kelly's "House" is suffer'd to proceed,
Which ads. proclaim as very good indeed!

And Melville's "moral" drama still affords

A lesson full of purest deeds and words?

Who but must mourn, while these are all the rage,

The degradation of our vaunted stage?

Heavens! is all sense of shame and talent gone?
Have we no moral play of merit?—none!

Awake, Humana! Self-respect awake!

Ring the alarm-bell! let offenders quake!
Oh, Lounger, man! if aught can move thy pen,
Let Purity assume her throne again;

Give, as thy best monition to this age.

One classic dressing, and reform the Stage.



Columbia Valley Orchards, Ltd.
[By Mr. E. L. McArthur]

IT
is a fact generally accepted by those

most interested in the welfare of Brit-

ish Columbia that what is most needed

is the development of its fruit areas. World-
wide advertising

—not only by literature, but

by exhibitions—has convinced people that

this province raises not only the finest fruits

of the hardier varieties, but also grows en-

ormous crops to the acre, yet millions of dol-

lars are annually sent out of this and the

prairie provinces to other countries to pur-
chase what can be at least as successfully

grown right here as anywher on the globe.

Producers will build up any country and
will build up British Columbia much more

quickly than they would most other coun-

tries, because here are found the conditions

which are so very suitable to the producer.
The experience of the Minister of Agri-

culture for Ontario established the fact that

most fruits require some degrees of frost dur-

ing the winter; in fact it is practically de-

cided that apples reach the condition nearest

perfection in territory as far north as pos-

sible without encountering such severe frosts

as will actually kill the trees.

Some of the valleys of British Columbia,

notably the Columbia Valley, present in

parts perfect conditions in so far as soil and

climate are concerned, while the building of

the Kootenay Central Railway through the

valley (work on which is now proceeding)
will make the transportation problem quite

satisfactory to the fruit farmer.

However, the great drawback is the ab-

sence of sufficient moisture—irrigation is re-

quired; but all this is a little ahead of the

story which it was intended should explain

what the Columbia Valley Orchards, Lim-

ited, is accomplishing in the way of supplying

opportunities to fruit ranchers to obtain fruit

farms where they might pursue their calling

under as nearly ideal circumstances as pos-

sible in even this particularly favored pro-

vince.

To start from the beginning—it was about

28 years ago that Mr. J. F. McKay went

into this valley and was so much struck with

its scenic grandeur, being situated, as it is,

between the Rockies and the Selkirks, that

he decided to investigate it carefully with the

idea of permanently locating there. He found

the climate delightful
—the sun shining nearly

all the year round. He found that the In-

dians were accustomed to drive their cattle

into the valley for the winter where very little

feeding was necessary. He found the soil

was a deep sandy loam, under which was a

clay or gravel sub-soil. He felt sure that

just as soon as a railway came through it

would be the most sought-for land in the pro-
vince. He promptly staked and obtained

from the government a large area which he

considered the very best in the valley; then

he did some leisurely farming and awaited

the advent of the railway. He had a much

longer wait than he expected, but as he lived

in affluence he had no misgivings. When at

last, about a year ago, work actually began
on the railway construction, he came to Van-
couver and showed the British Canadian Se-

curities, Limited, just what he had. They
investigated and found his representations to

be accurate. They then decided to form a

company to take over this land and install an

up-to-date permanent irrigation system. They
recognized this as an opportunity to largely

benefit the province as a whole, and at the

same time to make a very profitable invest-

ment for those of their clients who cared to

participate in it.

A company was quickly formed, known as

the Columbia Valley Orchards, Limited, who
secured the services of Mr. H. W. E. Cana-

van, C. E., to make plans for irrigating the

land amounting to about 15,000 acres, hav-

ing about 1 1 miles of water frontage on the

Columbia.

Work on the irrigation system will begin

next spring. A townsite is being laid out

and there is no doubt but that a few years

will show a thriving town surrounded by as

beautiful orchards as can be found any-

where.

With the completion of the railway it will

be possible to pick fruit in the morning and

deliver it in Calgary in the evening of the

same day, as the railway will run through the

entire length of the property.

A booklet has been published on the sub-

ject which consists largely of government re-

ports on the character of the soil, climate,

etc., which will be forwarded on request to

Columbia Valley Orchards, Limited, Do-

minion Trust Building, Vancouver.
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We originated the idea, made the drawing and finished the

plates for the beautiful cover of this issue of the Fruit Mag-
azine. Surely, it is sufficiently novel, striking and attractive

to merit your special attention.

There is a superb naturalness in the quality of our illustrat-

ive work, due to the fact that we have trained, experienced,

highly paid commercial artists in our employment who develop
the best there is in them—who keep constantly in touch with
the newest ideas in the world of commercial art.

In no other engraving plant on the Pacific Coast or in Western America
can you get superior work. Not only is this plant the largest and best

equipped, but we can give you a service in time, in quality of

workmanship and in price, which makes this the

engraving plant par excellence of the West.

LET OUR DEPARTMENT OF IDEAS SUBMIT A SKETCH FOR YOU

ANGELL ENGRAVING CO. VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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THE STORY OF THE

VANCOUVER AD. CLUB
OFFICERS

DR. ELLIOTT S. ROWE....

MR. W. M. HARRISON ...

MR. MAXWELL SMITH
MR. JOHN D. KEARNS ....

MR. B. F. DICKENS,
MR. J. H. MURIE,

President

.... First Vice-President

.. Second Vice-President

Secretary and Treasurer

MR. R. W. HOLLAND,
MR. A. ALLISON,

Executive Committee.

V

The Vancouver Ad Club is a new thing, the result of a new idea which is taking a strong
hold of the business men of the United Statesand Canada.

It is the outgrowth of a movement in whichall progressive citizens are banding themselves

together for the public good.
And while several important cities have taken the initiative in this movement, Van-

couver is going to establish another "record"—not only a record membership, but will in-

corporate many new ideas into its adminis trative work.

Minneapolis, San Francisco, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Winnipeg, Toronto, all with their'

hundreds of members, including the very cream of their business and professional men, are all

working happily together along the lines of "Organized Optimism."
Not ordinary "Boosters "

clubs, but well-organized bodies, stimulating and directing

along healthy lines the building up of their various communities.

Encouraging the right sort of immigration, but more particularly directing it into proper
channels—encouraging the development of ru ral communities—peopling the agricultural dis-

tricts—building up a new backbone for the cities and towns—tickling the soil until it

laughs back bounteous crops.
It took but a short time to grasp these enormous possibilities; a world-wide scope has

developed
Instead of the Ad Clubs being merely fraternity organizations, they are becoming the

biggest factors in civic improvement that the world has ever seen.

The Vancouver Ad Club is affiliated with the Associated Advertising Clubs of the United
States and Canada. In a short time there will be a chain of these clubs all across the Do-
minion, with Vancouver, as usual, setting the pace—making another new "record."

Witness on this day and date, October 26th, the birth of a Vancouver youngster, born of

the new Vancouver spirit of 1911.

Every man, woman and child in Vancouver should be—must be—interested in this new
movement, because the next five years will be the most important in the life of our Province—of our City.

The opening of the Panama Canal—the com pletion of great Transcontinental Railways—
the development of our Hinterland and numerous other great projects will suggest them-
selves to the thinking mind.

Every national, imperial and world movement of contemporary history means more to

British Columbia than to any other spot on earth.

The Vancouver Ad Club will endeavor to prevent the dissemination of misleading or

exaggerated statements about the City or Province—the truth is good enough.—"It is easier
to tell the truth about British Columbia than to believe it."

It will encourage the organization of similarclubs in every city and town in British Colum-
bia, and will work with them to further theinterests of each community, and the country
as a whole.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.

J
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No canvass or appeal for financial support for any purpose whatsoever will be allowed at

any of its weekly luncheons.

The Club is a heart-throbbing, pulsating thing of life, devoted to the interests of every

individual in British Columbia.

Its aims and objects are broad as illimitable space.

It is a public body—no politics—no creed—no class distinction.

It knows one thing only—The public good. It is a new thing in clubs. A natural, sim-

ple outgrowth born of a desire to Do things. It has no old-fashioned, obsolete traditions,

customs or conditions to live down—to forget.

It will not be hampered with a past founded upon early pioneer conditions, long since

outgrown.
It starts life in this year of grace, 1911, with a look forward;—And listen!—Can't you

hear the tramp, tramp of the feet of live, virile men as they march five hundred or a

thousand strong into the Parliament Buildings at Victoria, and there, before the members of

the Legislature, whom they outnumber, ten or twenty to one, take up the question of, say,

for instance, "The railroad to the Peace River District," or any other big public question of

merit.

Do you get the idea?

Can you beat it?

Cohesion — That's it— One thousand, two thousand, yes, ten thousand citizens belonging
to a new movement.

All the heavy machinery—the dry-rot routine—the cumbersome resolutions—the ward bick-

erings and jealousies—the obsolete methods—-the dull, uninteresting meetings—all things of

the past so far as the Vancouver Ad Club is concerned.

Let us profit by the experience of yester day, and the other yesterdays of Vancouver's

short but lusty youth.
On the whole, the yesterdays have been fairly well cared for, considering the pioneer

conditions and the machinery then available.

Take the Board of Trade, for instance, and the Tourist Association and other worthy or-

ganizations, all having the betterment of this Province at heart.

These public bodies have worked under some awful handicaps — indeed, are still working
under them—public indifference and lack of interest being the main ones.

They have unselfishly given of their time and their talents and their money—all for the

public weal.

Positive, definite, good results have followed.

But how much better could these volunteer public bodies have done if the whole com-

munity had been behind them!
If the Vancouver Ad Club has its way, they will not longer lack this element of success.

Did you ever belong to one of these "labor-of-love" organizations? Yes!—Then you know
that, after the first few meetings, interest becomes slack—attendance falls off—only a hand-

ful of faithful, optimistic, loyal old souls are left to carry along the work—frequently to

act as pallbearers for the deceased and go down in their pockets for funeral expenses.
The trouble has been, meetings were too uninteresting—too much dry-as-dust statistics—

too many long, drawn out resolutions — too many stiff-backbone postures—too many yawns
and too many causes for yawning.
Machinery was cumbersome, debates labored—too little of the let's-get-together-and-know-

one-another spirit—last, but greatest, not enough "do-it-now" dynamic force.

We want new methods, a new viewpoint.
There's a young, new, National spirit growing up in British Columbia, all over Canada,

in fact.

In Vancouver it is strong, lusty, virile, with a will to do something, with a strength and

ability to do it.

The enthusiasm is here—the spirit is here—but they lack organization—they must be

directed.

Hence the birth of the Vancouver Ad Club.

Briefly, here is the Ad Club's platform.
At present it will meet on every second and fourth Wednesday of the month, at a mid-day

luncheon.
Luncheon from 12:15 sharp to 1:30 sharp. No longer than the average lunch time.

There will be a new chairman for each luncheon, appointed by the President. The
chairman will have full charge of the programme for the day.

Pleasurable entertainment will go hand inhand with instruction and enlightenment. In

addition to a good lunch, and pithy topical talks, there will be a bright musical pro-

gramme under the direction of a competent musician. You will go back to your work re-

freshed and uplifted—a better man—a better citizen.

Telephone the Secretary, Seymour 5225, to reserve your seats for the next luncheon.

Do it now!

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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The Beer Withouta Peer

v

Where CASCADE BEER is served, you
will always find people of discriminating

tastes. Those who demand the best of

things ask for "CASCADE" when it

comes to beer.

The Vancouver Breweries, Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing; to advertisers.
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Pacific Cocker Kennel

p

CHAS. H. AETZEL, Proprietor

V J

STUD HEADED BY

PACIFIC RED KING, C. K. C. No. 10083

Brood Bitches, any color, for Sale at any time.

Christmas Puppies for Sale Now.

4» «fr 4»

1226 Hornby Street Vancouver, B. C

Peach and Apple Trees, 2 Cents and Up
Millions for Fall planting. No Agents. Sell directto

planters at wholesale prices, save 50 per cent in

the cost of your trees. Splendid stock.

Write for FREE Catalogue.

TENNESSEE NURSERY COMPANY
Dept. X CLEVELAND. TENN.

WANTED
RELIABLE CANVASSERS EVERYWHERE
Write for terms to The Fruit Magazine Publishing

Co., Ltd., 722 Hastings St. West Vancouver, B. C.

" DO IT NOW."

Gold Dollars for 75c
THAT'S WHAT YOU RECEIVE WHEN YOU

GET TREES AT OUR PRICE

We are growing thousands of trees for you, at lowest

prices trees were ever offered at, considering quality of stock

and reliability of our company. We were the winners of the

Gold Medal at A. Y. P. Exposition at Seattle. We are sell-

ing direct to the planters, and have yet unsold 600,000 trees

of standard varieties of apple, a big list of pear, cherry and

peach. It is all stock of quality and free from insect pests.

We do not irrigate after July and give strong, well matured,

well rooted trees that will grow. We have delivered this Fall

over half a million trees. Watch next month's issue what we
have to say of the

"
Goodell Strawberry," or write us about it.

When you write for special prices, state where you saw our ad.

We are after your business and are sure you will be delighted

with our stock.

Yours truly,

The Sunnyside Nursery Company
SUNNYSIDE, WASH.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME
=TO ORDERS

Day-Old Chicks
Get YOUR Order in QUICK and Secure an Early

Shipment in the Spring.

Did you ever try Buying Live Day-Old Chickens Instead

of "Maybe" Settings? :-: Write for my Booklet

SAFE DELIVERY GUARANTEED ANYWHERE WITHIN 2,000 MILES !

White Wings Poultry Ranch
J. J. WILSON, Proprietor STEVESTON, B. C.

-THE-

BRITISH COLUMBIA
MAGAZINE

(Formerly Man-to-Man)

Presenting the opportunities and resources

of British Columbia

Railroad and Industrial Expansion, Mount-

aineering, Lumbering, Mining, Horticulture,

Agriculture, Motoring, Etc., Etc.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

Subscriptions : Canada and British Empire,

$1.50. United States, $2.00 per year.

OFFICES :

633 Granville Street, Vancouver

Are you a
Business Man?

then you should have The
Commercial Review ofVancouver,
the commercial and financial paper
of Western Canada.

Do You
Advertise Your Business?

If you do not, you may find it necessary
some day to advertise it for sale. Is your

advertising good---is it forceful---can you
make it attractive? Now there is a bookcalled

"Art and Science in Advertising"

It will help you wonderfully in your
business.. The regular price

of the book is $2.50

Send us $3.00, and we will send you the book and

"THE COMMERCIAL REVIEW every two

weeks from now till the end of 1912. Get it to-day!

The Commercial Review
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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A CITY WILL MOVE
To form the necleus of the New City of

H A Z E LT O N
[REGISTERED AS SOUTH HAZELTON]

The present town of Hazelton is a busy and prosperous

centre, with a considerable population; but it is not on the rail-

road. It is on the wrong side of the Bulkley River and on a

different grade. The townsite of South Hazelton is the

UNANIMOUS CHOICE
of the merchants of old Hazelton. They will move, bag and

baggage, to the strategic location next spring. The new city will

thus have a decided impetus at the outset.

For the first time since the original sale of Prince Rupert

lots, the British Columbia Government and the Grand Trunk

Pacific Railway have decided on a joint auction of lots—on this

occasion at Hazelton.

By order of the Hon. W. R. Ross, Minister of Lands, and

Mr. E. J. Chamberlin, Vice-President and General Manager
of the Grand Trunk Pacific, Auction Sales of Lots in the rail-

road townsite at Hazelton will be held at

Vancouver, Dec. 1 4 Victoria, December 1 9
The official railroad townsite is on Lot 85 1 , control of which

was relinquished by us to enable the Grand Trunk Pacific to

establish its station and yard there, and we still control the sur-

rounding property.

Cut out the accompanying coupon and mail it to us.

NATURAL RESOURCES SECURITY CO., LTD.
Please mail me map, plans and other information regarding the official

railroad townsite of South Hazelton and adjoining properties.

Name

Address

Natural Resources Security Co., Ltd.
d 606-615 Bower Bldg. Vancouver, B. C. 543 Granville Street

JJ

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.



The Okanagan Canners
LIMITED

Capital, $100,000 In 100,000 Shares of One Dollar Each

THIS
Company is being formed to preserve the fruit

raised so abundantly in the Famous Okanagan Valley
for market requirements, ^flt is a well understood fact

that a great field exists in this fertile valley for the judicious
investment of capital, and in this development, we wish to

secure the financial co-operation of investors who wish to

participate in a safe and profitable undertaking. tJThe
Company intend to can, at least, 125,000 cases of
fruit during the season of 1911, and in order to do so,

must have the proper facilities. :-: :-: :-:

We are now offering for subscription 60,000
shares of the Capital Stock of the Company
at $1.00 per share, in terms of one-quarter
cash and the balance in two, four and six

months, payable at the Royal Bank of Can-
ada, Kelowna, British Columbia.

The prospects for the Okanagan Canners, Limited, are

excellent, as there is no opposition and no competition. The
profits for the first year are estimated at 30 per
cent, at least, on the cannery alone. In addition, it

is the intention to start a large plant for packing fruit, which

will increase the profits to a marked extent. CjJThe first

Cannery will be erected at Kelowna, the centre of the fruit

industry on Okanagan Lake. The site has already been

purchased and the foundations laid. :-: :-:

Applications for stock must "he made to the undersigned, who
will be glad to furnish all particulars upon request

The Okanagan Canners, Limited
W. B. CROSS

66-68 Hutchinson Block 429 Pender Street West Vancouver, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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FOR THE

I KCMESE EKER i

Five-AcreTracts
:IN:

LANGLEY
*f**f**I"r TTTT

Close to

Electric

g Car LineD

I School, Stores

TRITES CQ

Finest Soil

and the

Best

Location

TTTT TTTT

Near Vancouver
$ 1 40.00 PER ACRE

Only 1 fl Per dent dash
BALANCE : OVER : TWO : YEARS

I 659-a Granville St. Vancouver, B. C. |
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